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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
The educational organization and facilities of a particular area
reflect the social and economic status of that area. Counties with limited
resources, such as Washington County, had a difficult time financing a good
educational program during the period of time when they were left to their
own resources. Prior to territorial aid, this dependence upon local resources
occasioned a substandard educational system. Various factors and individuals
strove to alleviate this situation, but the final solution still rested with
the territorial, and later the state government of Utah,
Organizing and developing a system of education that would better
serve the children of Washington County has been an interminable task,
calling for leadership and perseverance of all concerned,

I. THE STUDY
Statement and purpose of the study. The purpose of this study was
to investigate the historical factors relating to the organization and
development of education in Washington County during the period of its
colonization in the 1850fs to consolidation of schools in 1915* Answers
relating to organization, financing, establishment of secondary schools,
and effects of consolidation were sought as a means of implementing the
study.

From this account of the struggles leading to free public schools

it is hoped that several generalizations may be developed in helping to
solve current educational problems relating to the establishment, financing.

and organizations of the schools of today.
Definition of terms used.

For the purpose of this study. Church

has reference to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, or the
LDS Church. Washington County, or simply the county, refers to Washington
County, Utah, with its present boundaries.

II.

RESEARCH DESIGN

History as such is firmly rooted as a branch of the social sciences.
From time to time, authors have claimed that history was neither a science
nor an art. It is agreed that historical study differs from the natural
sciences in that it "uses reports of observations that cannot be repeated,"
Furthermore, historical study differs from the arts in that historical research must be highly
facts.

critical and detached, dealing mainly with recorded

There is a unanimity of opinion among historians that historical

study is a science, though not an exact science. They "have maintained
that they too have answers to contemporary social problems. History may
enable communities to grasp their relationship with the past and to plan
more intelligently for the future."2

The historical method. A reporting of past events "written in the
spirit of critical inquiry, to find the whole truth and report it" is the
foundation of historical research.^
1

Carter V. Good, Introduction t£ Educational Research. AppletonCentury-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1959, p. 158.
2
Ibid.. p. 117.
^Ibid.. p. 115.

Gray^ lists six steps in historical research: first, to select the
appropriate topic; second, to accumulate all related evidence; third, to
take notes upon it; fourth, to evaluate critically the evidence you have
collected;

fifth, to arrange it into a meaningful and clear pattern; and

sixth, to "present it in a manner that will command interest and communicate to your readers the fullest possible understanding of the subject,"
Gottschalt^ reduces these six steps to four "bare essentials":

(1) the

collection of the surviving materials and objects relevant to the subject;
(2) the exclusion of those materials that are not authentic or reliable;
(3) the extraction of material that is credible; and (4) the organization
6
7
R
of this material into a meaningful narrative. Hockett, Good/ Barsun,0
and Garraghan^ further reduce these methods of historical research to three
steps. Garraghan describes these steps as follows:
Historical method may therefore be defined as a systematic body of
principles and rules designed to aid effectively in gathering the
source-materials of history, appraising them critically, and presenting
a synthesis (generally in written form) of the results achieved.10
These three criteria can be stated as finding the facts, verifying
the facts, and writing the facts.
\lbod Gray et al., Historian^ Handbook. Houghton Mifflin Company,
Boston, 1959, p. 8.
* 5'£ouis Gottschalt, Understanding History. Alfred A. Knopf, New
York, 1956, p. 28.
Corner Carey Hockett, The Critical Method in Historical Research
and Writing. The Macmillan Company, New York, 1955, p. 9.
'Good, loc. cit.
8Jacques Barsun and Henry F. Graff, The Modem Researcher. Harcourt,
Brace and Company, New York, 1957, p. 53.
^Gilbert J. Garraghan, A Guide to Historical Method. Fordham
University Press, New York, 1 9 % , p. 33.
10
Ibid.

H i s t o r i c a l materials or documents can be c l a s s i f i e d as primary or
secondary sources.

Primary sources r e f e r to those eye-witness o r f i r s t -

hand accounts, e i t h e r o r a l or w r i t t e n , of an a c t u a l happening.

Secondary

sources are those which have reference to primary sources, without t h e
11
historical phenomenon actually having been observed by the author.
After locating the documents, the historian must prove validity by
external and internal criticism.

External criticism is used to determine

the authenticity of the complete document, and internal criticism is used
12
to determine credibility of statements or materials within the document.
History should have value to all, for "history is a vicarious
experience," ^ It can be said that the past was a preparation for the
things of today.

This idea is summed up by Wbod,1^ who said in part:

Manfs unique ability to incorporate into his personal experience
that of other men and women, not only of his own time but of all
previous generations, is a true second sight that sets him above other
species and enables him better to understand the present in order to
prepare himself to face the problems of the future,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

• . . . . . . . . * . .

Only a person who is cognizant of the past can be a truly practical man, one able to free his mind from contemporary illusions and
misconceptions and to select the path to safety and progress.
It might then be said, that "no man can profit by historical
research . . . unless he does some for himself." ^
11
12 Barsun and Graff, 0£. cit., p. 53•
Gottschalt, pjD. cit,, p. 27.
'-^Barsun and Graff, loc, cit.,
^Sfood, 0£. cit.. p. 6,
1
5phil L . Snyder, (Ed.) Detachment and j&e Writing of History.
Cornell University Press, Ithaca (New YorkT7~1958. .p.^)

5
Sources of data. The major part of the material presented in this
study was transcribed from primary documents—journals, diaries, manuscripts, and school reports of this period. Where material needed substantiating, published and unpublished secondary references were used.
libraries of Dixie College, Washington County, and Brigham Young
University were relied on heavily, as well as the facilities of the Utah
State Historical Society, the LDS Church Historianfs Office, and the
Washington County Court House.
Where written materials were missing, interviews were used. The
interviews were planned around definite periods or specific issues related
to the problem.

To insure accuracy, each interview was recorded on tape

and then transcribed.

III.

BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM

From its inception, the Church as such has fostered and promulgated
the acquisition of knowledge. In December, 1832, Joseph Smith organized
the "School of the Prophets," to further the knowledge of the male members of the Church.

The beliefs of Joseph Smith and the Church with

reference to education were summarized in such aphorisms as:
be saved no faster than he gains knowledge,"
ignorance," and

"A man can

"You cannot be saved in

"The Glory of God is Intelligence.n1°

Schools were organized in Kirtland, Ohio, Independence, Iftssouri,
and the other communities founded by the Church in its move westward.
'' i6
,w
Edwin L. Berrett, The Restored Church. Deseret Book Company,
Salt Lake City, 1949, p. 141.

6
When Nauvoo was incorporated in 18U0, provision was made in its
charter for the establishment of "the University of the City of Nauvoo for
the teaching of the arts, sciences, and learned professions," with trustees
appointed to administer the school.

The charter also provided that

the trustees would administer the schools of the community. Trustees
were appointed who organized all grades from elementary through the university level and hired the teachers to staff them.
The education of the youth was not neglected even during the great
exodus to the West. Brigham Young instructed the Eastern Saints to gather
"a large quantity of school books on every scholastic subject."10 To
further emphasize this need, a general epistle was sent from Winter
Quarters. It read in part:
It is very desirable that all the Saints should improve every
opportunity of securing at least a copy of every valuable treatise
of education—every book, map, chart, or diagram that may contain
interesting, useful and attractive matter, to gain the attention of
the children and cause them to learn to read; and also every historical, mathematical, philosophical, geographical, geological,
astronomical, scientific, practical, and all other variety of useful
and interesting writings, maps, etc, . . •*°
Although unfavorable conditions prevailed in the new territory,
schools were begun in almost every community. It was reported that "one
20
of the first buildings constructed in the State was a school house."
These schools were taught by volunteer "pedagogues" in tents, covered
1

7Joseph Fielding Smith, Essentials in Church History. Deseret
News Press, Salt Lake City, 1953, p. 271.
18
Berrett, 0£. cit., p. 445.
19

Ibid., p. 449.
N. P. Nelson, "Utah Public Schools," State of Utah, Second Report
of the State Bureau of Immigration. Labor, and Statistics, 1913-1914, p. 256.
20

7
wagons, or in the open. While on an exploration trip to Southern Utah,
George A. Smith gathered the group "around the carapfire before the first
rude log huts were built, and instructed them in the rudiments of an
English Education."21

This zeal for education was demonstrated many times

during this early period.
Often the teachers were called or "set apart" by the bishops of
the local ecclesiastical unit, the ward, and as such devoted their time to
teaching for whatever the parents of the scholars would consent to pay
for this service. One teacher wrote, " . . . the parents paid, or were
supposed to pay, the tuition. Many couldnft pay anything.

Those who

could, paid the teacher in produce which they could spare; whether or
22
not it was useful for the teacher mattered little."
It was a similar system of Church-oriented education that was to
exist in Washington County during its early formative years. The chapters
following will show how the schools developed from this beginning until
they were consolidated by the state in 1915.
IV. WASHINGTON COUNTY
Washington County is the most southwestern county in the State of
Utah,

The area is that covered by the lower Virgin River drainage system,

beginning near Pine Valley Mountain on the north, extending to Zion
National Park on the east, and bordering Nevada and Arizona on the west
and south.
2

'Third Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. June
30, 1901, Salt Lake City, p. 55.
22

A. R. Mortenson, (Ed.) Utah Historical Quarterly. XXIX:3, p. 256.

8
The dry climate and the warm mild weather created a region especially suited to the raising of sub-tropical crops. It was this fact
which prompted Brigham Young to send a colonizing force to the Virgin
River Basin to raise cotton. Cotton was in important product of the area
until the coming of the transcontinental railroad in 1869, when it became
cheaper to ship cotton in from the South.
Washington County has always been predominantly agricultural in
nature, witl little industry or mining to bring in added income. One
county superintendent reported:

"Within the limits of Washington County

there are no railroads and very little corporate property of any kind;
most of our revenue, therefore, is derived from taxes on our farms, our
homes, cattle, etc," ^
Prior to 1900, the main portion of business transactions in the
county took place using the barter system.

Cash was extremely scarce, so

produce, merchandise, labor, and scrip of various kinds were used as mediums
of trade. This lack of ready cash in the county hampered the efforts of
educators to a great extent during these formative years.
The people. The people of Washington County came from a numerous
assortment of ethnic backgrounds, but they all had one thing in common:
their membership in the Church. This religious homogeneity was a uniting
force in their lives, to include the efforts made toward providing educational facilities for their children.
23
^Fourth Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. State
of Utah. Salt Lake City, I903, p. 262.

9
There was little in Washington County attractive to a person desiring only to "get wealthy."

Those who came were called by Church leaders

as missionaries to the Indians, or else to raise cotton. Of those answering
mission calls to the Southern Utah Mission in 1861, three listed their profession as teachers, fifty-nine as craftsmen of one trade or another, thirtytwo as farmers and related occupations, two as surveyors, one mineralogist
and two miners, eight as millers, six musicians, four as clerks, one as a
oh

lawyer, and even a sailor was represented in this group.

No one was

wealthy, and most of the men earned their living with their hands,
V. SUMMARY
The LDS Church from the very beginning was interested in better educating its members. The Church was the chief influence in establishing
educational facilities in the Territory of Utah, to include the construction of buildings and the hiring of teachers.
The purpose of this study was to trace the evolution of education
from a Church-controlled system to that of a government supported and
controlled educational system.
The method used in this study was the historical method, which
consists chiefly of locating

the material, evaluating the material, and

writing the material.
2

^St, George Stake Historical Record, (LDS Church Historian's
Office, Salt Lake City) Volume I, 1850-1873.

CHAPTER II
THE SOUTHERN UTAH MISSION
I.

BESENHENGS

The first white settlement in Washington County was Harmony, located on Ash Creek just below the rim of the Great Basin. It was in this
settlement that the first school in the county was established.

The Deseret

News under date of December 11, 1852, reported: "John D. Lee and EUsha H.
Groves and company are building a fort on Ash Creek called fHarmonyff • . .
one of the first rooms erected is intended for a school house."

This school

was built to serve the families of the Indian Jfrssionaries who were called
to settle Harmony.
By 1854, many of the Indian missionaries had moved to settle at
Santa Clara, leaving John D. Lee and a few other families at Harmony. While
at Santa Clara, the missionaries experimented with cotton culture, and by
1855 had harvested a fairly substantial crop. Contemplating an industry
here that would help to make the Church self-sustaining. President Young
called twenty-eight families plus some young single men to settle near
the Virgin River in what was to become the town of Washington.
Harmony was the county seat, and as far as can be determined had
the only school building in the county. It was recorded in the minutes of
the county court that William R. Slade, George Spencer, and George Hawley
were elected as school trustees.
^The Deseret News. Salt Lake City, Utah, December 11, I852.
James G, Bleak, Annals of the Southern Utah Mission. MSS, St.
George, Book A, pp. 37-38.
2

11
E^ 1858, the settlers in Santa Clara had built a fort, and with
help from the returning San Bernardino, California, settlers, built a
school house against the outside wall.3
A closer look at the general county school situation was given
by John D. Lee. He recorded in his diary:
Sat. 25, 1858 QtecemberD . . . At 10 o'clock morning I attend a
scholastic Exhibition in the Social Hall; I was Much pleased with the
performance and rapid progress of the Scholars, which done credit to
their teacher, M. J. Shelton. I being chairman of the school Trustees,
I was caled tgiqj upon to express my views relative to school, which
I did with a heart swollen with gratitude to my heavenly Father when
I contemplated that 2/3 of that School were my own Tender offsprings
and that they were not excelled by any in the proficiency of their
Study and that the bright intellect in them bid fair to exalt them
in the scale of intelegence C sic l • • .
The situation in Harmony as depicted above was duplicated in other
small communities, where one family would often comprise the major part of
a school's enrollment.
On January

11, 1859, the county seat was moved from Harmony to

Washington. The county tax this year was levied at one-fourth of one per
cent, to be paid in kind. Values of produce were: wheat and c o m $1.50 per
bushel, cotton $ .50 per pound, and wool $ .75 por pound.5 On the twentyfourth of March, 1859, five precincts for school, road, and election purposes were organized in the county." W5.th the county seat located in the
more populated part of the county, a board of examiners was appointed to
3st. George Stake Historical Record, *op. cit.. p. 62.
^Juardta Brooks and Robert G. Cleland, A Mormon Chronicle. The
Huntington Library, 1955, p. 186.
%Leak, 0£. cit.. p. 43.
^Ebid.. p. 44.

12
examine all school teachers of the county. The board was composed of
Harrison Pearce of Tonaquint, William H. Crawford, and George Spencer.«
Even though the county was very remote from the more populated
centers of Utah Territory, each year more people were called to settle
there. In the population count

of 1861, eight communities were men-

tioned: [Harmony is excluded.}

Harrisburg, two families; Grafton and

Adventure, six families each; Gunlock, four families; Washington, twenty
families; Fort Clara, twenty families; Virgen, eleven families; and
Toquerville, ten families. This gives a total for the southern end of
Washington County of seventy-nine families." This number was soon to
be swelled very drastically.

II.

THE SOUTHERN UTAH MISSION

The call. In the October Conference of the Church in Salt Lake
City, three hundred families were called to abandon their homes and communities, and to move to the southern "cotton mission," Most professions
and occupations were represented by this call, including three teachers,
"Before the first wagon left Salt Lake City the new town had been named St.
George, a postmaster appointed, a choir leader selected, and plans for
lighting the streets given some consideration."^ It was this same organizational spirit which was to expedite the establishment of educational
facilities in the new community.
?H. Lorenzo Reid, "Early History of Utah's Dixie," (Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah) 1931.
Q

°Bleak, OJD. cit.. p, S5»
o
'Martensen, 0£, cit.. p. 207.

13
The new home. The settlers arrived in the St. George Valley the
latter part of November, 1861. On December fourth, Erastus Snow, President of the Southern Utah Mission, called the people together in Asa
Calkin's "big tent" to choose teachers and organize a school. President
Snow was a student and scholar and throughout the history of the mission
did much to establish educational opportunities. Jebez Wbodward was
selected as the first teacher, and the ?big tent" as the first school.
This temporary accomodation lasted only two weeks, however, as the tent
was taken to house the flooded-out people of Tonaquint. Other types of
temporary school quarters were used, "even wagon boxes being improvised
lo
for this purpose, before the construction of houses.",v
Meanwhile, a committee consisting of Angus M. Cannon, James G.
Bleak, and John Oakley had been appointed to receive written applications
from prospective teachers. Haden Wells Church was the first teacher to
be appointed by

this examining committee.

To replace the "big tent," Orpha Everett erected a tent on her
town lot and held school. The settlers were busy meanwhile erecting a
willow school house in which to hold school. Josephine Miles writes:
The first school that was really taught in St. George City, was
by Sister Orpha Everett. She first taught in a tent on her lot.
Afterwards she taught in a willow school house. . . . In the center
of this willow school house was a flat rock which supported a post
in the middle of the room. This rock was used for a desk when the
pupils wished to write, or rather when they had writing materials.11
10

Bleak, op. cit.. p. 13.
11
Josephine J. Miles, "History of Education in St. George," (Paper
read at meeting of the Daughters of Utah Pioneers, St. George Chapter,
1923) Typewritten copy in Washington County library.

14
The walls and roof of this willow school were made of cottonwood
piles driven into the ground and woven tightly with water willows. A
thick coating of mud was then plastered over the willows. The flat rock
resting on the dirt floor in the center of the room was the base for the
pole supporting the roof.

12

While still in the campground on the "dobie" yard. President Snow
suggested that the people assembled in the valley erect a stone building
for educational and social purposes. A building committee was appointed,
and on January 12, 1862, they called for subscriptions for the building.
Donations from 120 families were subscribed, totalling $2,974. This was
remarkable considering that not one of these subscribers had a roof over
his own head as yet. ^

The "Social Hall" was to be the first permanent

building built in the valley, and was to cost between $3000 and $3500.
The foundation was laid three days later, January 15» 1862, measuring
forty-six feet long and twenty-six feet wide.
While this building and others were being completed, many teachers
taught in their own homes for the small amounts they received as tuition.
As these tuition fees were very small, most of the teachers taught for
the service rather than for the small financial benefit derived therefrom.
The greater part of these schools taught beginners, but some schools were
held at night for the benefit of the young men and women who could not
attend the day classes. Among these teachers were Orpha Everett, James
12

Hazel Bradshaw, (Ed.) Under Dixie Sun. Daughters of Utah
Pioneers, Garfield County News Press, Panguitch, (Utah), 1950, p. 298.
^Albert E. Miller, Immortal Pioneers, Albert E, Miller, St.
George, (Utah), 1946, pp. 20-21.

15
G, Bleak, Jesse W, Crosby, John M. MacFarlane, George Spencer, Orson P r a t t ,
J r . , Joseph Orton, Samuel Miles, Eleanor Wbodbury, Barbara Mathis, Cornelia
Lytle, and Mrs, James M. Whitmore.

The school census revealed 103 day-school

students and f o r t y - e i g h t enrolled i n evening school.
Vfork on school buildings progressed rapidly, and one was soon comp l e t e d on the same l o t as the old willow school.
red sandstone and the walls of adobe.

The foundation was of

This building, located on l o t one,

block twelve, p l a t A, of the St, George City Survey, soon became known as
the " F i r s t Ward School House." 1 ^
On August 3, 1863, "Jacob Gates, representing the people of S t ,
George, appeared before the county court and asked t h a t S t . George be
16
divided i n t o four school d i s t r i c t s according to the four d i f f e r e n t wards." 1
The request was honored by the county court and the c i t y was divided i n t o
the prescribed d i s t r i c t s .

Each of these d i s t r i c t s was organized with

three elected t r u s t e e s and other building programs were i n i t i a t e d .
The second of the ward school buildings to be completed was the
Third Ward School.

This school was constructed of soft lime rock,

measured twenty-five by f i f t y f e e t i n dimension, had a fourteen-foot
c e i l i n g , and was purportedly the best constructed of the ward schools.
The Second Ward School was completed next, and was dedicated May
1, 1872, by President Erastus Snow,

I t was located on l o t f i v e , block

four, p l a t A, of the S t . George City Survey,
1
^Bradshaw, 0£. c i t . . p . 298.
15
Ibid.
^^Miller, l o c . c i t .
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The last of the four ward schools to be completed was that of the
Fourth Ward.

The building contained two stories and was built under the

supervision of Willis Coplin, one of the district trustees. The other
two trustees were Richard Morris and Richard Bentley. This was the only
building of the four to be used entirely for school purposes. The rest
of the buildings were used conjointly by the Church. The functions of
Church and State at this time were too closely related to require a separation of powers. The first use of this building was in 1869, when Richard
H o m e taught the upper grades in the upper room and Mrs. Purse taught the
lower grades in the basement,
in.

COUNTY ORGANIZATION

County superintendent. Prior to this time, each of the schools of
the county was organized and supervised by a set of three district trustees
with no central leadership being provided.

A way had been cleared in I860

for the position of county superintendent by an act passed by the Territorial legislature. This legislation provided that the county superintendent of schools was "to keep a correct account with the county treasurer,
and also with the trustees of school districts, of all funds received or
disbursed for school purposes."1'
Under the provisions of this act, the first Washington County
Superintendent of Schools, George A. Burgon, was elected in the fall of
1864 with a salary of fifteen dollars per month. His first report to the
Utah Territorial Superintendent, dated October 28, 1864, read in part:
"'Wayne Sutton, (Ed.) Utah. A Centennial History. Lewis Historical
Publishing Company, New York, 1949, p. 1049.
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. . . I have not yet had the opportunity to thoroughly organize
the districts since my election.
The recent settlement of a great portion of the county, and the
great labors required of the brethren in opening their farms, have
prevented them giving as much attention to school matters, as it is
their intention to do in the future. In most settlements the school
houses are temporary buildings, or the schools are taught in private
houses; but there is a manifest intention among the people to erect
commodious school houses, and hire competent teachers.
The school teachers generally through the County charge by the
Scholar, and collect their bills themselves.*8
In this same report. Superintendent Burgon reported nine districts
in the county staffed by eleven teachers. There were 407 children listed
between the ages of six and eighteen, of whom 314 were enrolled in school.
This represented an enrollment of 45|- per cent, but was not accurate due
to several districts failing to report.
Besides being superintendent, Burgon taught in the First Ward School.
His report for the next year was much more complete, showing a school-age
population of 1044, of whom 673 had attended school during the year.
Eighteen teachers were reported as teaching in thirteen schools. The average daily attendance for this year was listed at 452. ^

However, many of

these students listed as attending had only attended during two or three
months during the middle of the winter. Their help was needed on the
farms and canals of the communities during the warmer months of the year.
The County Census of August, 1866, showed a population in St, George
of 1086, in Washington and Harrisburg of 605, and in Santa Clara, 247. 20
18

Record of Schools, 1864-1896, Washington County Court House, St.
George, Utah.
19

Ibid.
Bleak, OJD. cit,, p. 225,
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Because of the increase in population and the founding of new
communities within the county, the districts of Washington County were
21
reorganized by the county court in March of 1866. They were:
Toquerville
Harmony
Harrisburg
Washington
St. George First Ward
St. George Second Ward
St, George Third Ward
St, George Fourth Ward
Santa Clara
Pine Valley
Shoal Creek
Clover Valley (Nevada)
Panaca (Nevada)
Eagle Valley (Nevada)
Beaver Dams (Arizona)

Number 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

With the later reestablishment of state borders, the last four districts
mentioned were deleted from Washington County.
In December of 1866, a new board of examination consisting of James
G. Bleak, Richard Bentley, and Franklin B. Wboley was appointed by the
22
county court to judge all school teachers desiring positions in the county.
This was an important aspect of the school system, as some of the teachers
were contemporaries, teaching in the grade they had recently completed.
Schools of higher education were far away and much too expensive for the
majority of those interested in teaching in Washington County. Teaching
was a sideline used to earn a few dollars during the winter months.
Teachers and teaching conditions. Very few teachers came to
21
22

Ibid., p. 200.
Ibid.. p. 236.
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Washington County for the express purpose of teaching. The majority of
the teaching staff were local people, "trained" in the local schools under
the direction of more experienced teachers. One exception to this was
Richard Home who came from Salt Lake City to teach in St. George. His
coming marked a "great improvement in methods. Text books were becoming
more common and he did much in getting them uniform. He also instituted
better disciplinary methods, the students were known by numbers, and this
was continued for some time after."23

During a period when good teaching

and good discipline were considered synomynous, this would seem to be a
"great improvement," It was also said of Richard Home that he inspired
pupils to do their best work.

Other teachers of this period were John

MacFarlane, Joseph Orton, Sister Liston, Mary Mansfield Bentley, Barbara
Mathis, Annie McQuarrie, Caddie Ivins, Eleanor Jarvis, Susa Young Gates,
Seth A, Itymm, David LeBaron, Zina Clinton, and Samuel Miles,
Then as now, the supply did not meet the demand.

Everyone having

teaching ability or experience was pressed into service. As one "makeshift" teacher said:
I commenced teaching school today, had quite a good attendance.
I teach in my own house as there is not a school house in the place
and no good teachers. Our schools are in a bad condition and it is
the necessity of one that has induced me to teach for I do not feel
competent for such a task,2-5
-'Josephine J, Miles, loc. cit.
^John T. Wbodbury, Vermillion Cliffs. Wbodbury Children, St,
George, (Utah) 1933, p. 5 5 ^
2
^Fish Journal, (MSS) Washington County Library, October 28, 1867.
2
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The Church, seeing the need for improved teaching techniques,
stressed the importance "of thorough educating in day, evening, and
Sabbath schools. . . . Special stress was laid upon employing efficient
26
teachers."

Because of lack of instructional materials—textbooks and

school equipment were conspicuous by their absence—the resourcefulness
of the teacher, "along with her ingenuity were tested every day. Much
27
practical work was given, as well as teaching by rote and memorization,"
It must be said, without malice, that a major qualification of any
teacher was her standing in the Church.
Superintendent Burgon was doing all he could to establish better
schools in the county, but was having difficulty finding sufficient financing available. In his 1868 report, Burgon stated a desire of the
trustees to engage the most competent and well-prepared teachers and to
28
"pay them liberally."

Even with this desire, teacher pay in Washington

County remained very low. The average teacher*s salary in 1868 was $225.—
about thirty dollars a month for the seven months taught.
In 1869, a few districts within the county began paying part of the
teachers1 salary by taxation. This was a definite improvement over the
tuition system. However, tuition was to remain the major part of the
teacher1 s salary for many years to come.
By 1871, settlement of the county had been generally accomplished,
and the citizens were able to give more attention to the needs of the schools,
26

Bleak, g£. cit., p. 262.

'Bradshaw, 0£, cit.. p. 299.
Record of Schools, 1864-1896, loc, cit.
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Over three thousand dollars was donated during the year for the
erection and repairs of school buildings, providing for a school building
in every community.

Several schools were closed for a short time during

the winter because of a measles epidemic, but a renewed interest in education was shown by a percentage enrolled of ninety-three, and by an
average daily attendance of 74 per cent.
As shown by Table I, this was one of the better reports to be
made during the ten-year period shown.

TABLE I
ST, GEORGE SCHOOL ENROLLMENT, 1864-1874
™
District

1864

1865

1866

1868

First Ward
Second Ward

45

105
57

122

53

Third Ward

98

170
115

52
69

62

447

243

115

Fourth Ward
Total

143

1869

1870

18?1

1872

1873

1874

54
33
105
88

129
37
141
150

105
34
147
151

72
13
50
89

63
39
95
89

99
61
140
104

280

457

537

224

286

404

The year I867 is missing from Table I, as there was no report given
by the superintendent that year. As can also be seen, the first and second
ward schools joined classes in 1866 and 1868, and the third and fourth wards
joined in 1868. Some reports were not made to the superintendent (1864),
thus causing some inaccuracies in the total report. However, enough information is given to obtain an idea of the fluctuation in enrollment.
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When the above enrollment is compared with the total school-age
population, ages four to sixteen, as shown in Table II, one can better
evaluate the enrollment as shown.

TABLE II
ST.

GEORGE SCHOOL AGE POPULATION, 1864-1874

1864

1865

1866

1868

1869

1870

1871

1872

1873

1874

101

161
Fourth Ward
60

105
57
170
115

139
65
160
93

86
72
141
125

88
58
142
131

75
59
137
124

73
54
132
127

63
57
120
123

51
61
70
115

69
71
189
143

262

447

457

424

419

395

386

363

297

472

District
First Ward
Second Ward
Third Ward

Total

When the total school population, as illustrated in Table II, is compared with the enrollment shown in Table I, it is possible to determine the
percentage of the population which was actually enrolled in school. In terms
of percentage, the best year was 1871 when the enrollment reached 113.3 P e r
cent of the school-age population. Over-age students attending school is
probably one reason for the high percentage. The next best year was 1870,
when the enrollment was 113.2 per cent. The poorest enrollment was recorded
in 1868 when it dropped to 24.8 per cent. These were hard times for all
in the "Cotton Mission," and the students' help was needed on the land.
It is very likely that the report could have been incomplete, also, as
none of the other reports ever dropped below 50 per cent. The per cents
for these years are as follows: 1864, 54.2; I865, 100? 1866, 53.2I I867,
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not reported; 1868, 24.8; 1869, 66.8; 1870, 113.2; 1871, 113.3? 1872,
61.8; 1873» 96.35 1874, 85.6 per cent.
Many of the students who were listed as being enrolled attended
only a few days during the year. The measure of those enrolled who were
actually attending was done in average daily attendance. Table III gives
the average daily attendance for this period. Much variation is noted
in this table, with little improvement shown as the years pass.

It must

be borne in mind that these were not public schools, but were supported
almost entirely by tuition fees. During the lean years, school attendance
dropped down, and during those years with a good harvest bringing sufficient produce to pay tuition, attendance gained.

TABLE

HI

AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE IN THE ST. GEORGE SCHOOLS, 1864-1874

District

1864

First Ward 40
Second Ward
Third Ward 56
Fourth Ward
Total

96

1865

1866

1868

62

93

46

70
41

52
69

US

173

214

94

1872

1873 I874

1869

1870

50
25
80
76

92
29
128
100

86
24
127
142

56
11
50
75

56
33
60
70

75
48
70
84

231

349

379

172

219

277

1871

From Table III it can be seen that 1871 was again the best year for
school attendance, followed closely by 1870. W9.th the exception of 1868,
the enrollment increased steadily from 1864 until I872, when a sharp drop
occurred.

The average daily attendance in I87I was 98.2 per cent of the

enrollment.
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Administration of these schools would be extremely difficult with
these extreme fluctuations in enrollment and attendance. The census was
taken by the trustees of each district to help determine how many students
would be attending school, but often this figure was not predictive of the
actual enrollment. The trustees were the only administrators of the
schools at this time, and were invariably lay people.
Students of all ages attended these district schools, plus some who
attended private schools at their convenience. Competent school teachers
were very much in demand, but the situation improved from year to year.
In 1871, Superintendent Burgon stated:

"I believe . . . a foundation is

laid for future prosperity, and I yet expect to see the schools of Wash29
ington County rank Second only to those of Salt Lake." 7
IV. SECONDARY SCHOOLS
The first secondary schools in the county were private schools
organized by individual teachers or by students who banded together to
further their own education. This was the case of a drawing class which
began in 1866 participated in by Charles A. Walker, Seth A, Pymm, George
Brooks, and Phillip Luba. Mr. Luba acted as the instructor as he was a
"highly accomplished French artist. "3° This situation, calling for the
creation of small private classes to serve specific needs or desires,
existed without any attempts toward organization until 1871, ten years
after the pioneer band entered the St. George Valley.
29

Ibid.

-^Mortens en, 0£. cit.. p. 263.
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The first St. George Academy, The first organized school of secondary education in Washington County was the St. George Academy, Records
pertaining to the founding of the academy are sketchy, other than the words
of James G. Bleak, historian of the Southern Utah Mission, He wrote?
At a bishop*s meeting held the 28th of October, 1871, it was voted
that we institute a high school in St, George to be called the St,
George Academy, and that we appoint a committee of three to employ a
principal and provide a place for the school, and to make application
to the city council and county court for their cooperation and that
Alden A, M. Jackson, Bishop Henry Earing, and Bishop David M H n e be
that committee.3'
Under this authority, the committee obtained the Third Ward school
house and employed Richard L, Home as the principal for a term of four
months. The first term began on December 4, I87I» and continued through
the winter. This use of the Third Ward building created a shortage of
classrooms for the district, thus necessitating the use of the upper room
of the court house and the three rooms in the basement of the tabernacle.
Because of the size of the school, and with all of the secondary
students housed in one room, the more able and advanced students were
permitted to assist in the instruction of the lower classes. One of these
students, Eleanor C, W, Jarvis, tells of her experiencess
, , , Altho I was offered the school in the second ward that winter,
I refused, as I felt keenly my lack of ability without further education, S Q I attended his CRichard Home's^ school, and applied myself
intensely to the acquisition of knowledge, , , , The next winter 71
and 72 I again attended his school and taught some of the lower classes
in the third ward school house, all in one room. It was a term of four
months and I received sixty dollars for it, about forty dollars of which
was required for tuition for myself and brothers and sisters, as I
attended night school where he (Horned taught penmanship and bookkeeping,-3
31Bleak, 0£, cit,. October 28, I87I, (Letter from bishop's council,)
32ELeanor C, W, Jarvis, "Data on School Teachers and Schools,"
Washington County Library, St, George, (Utah),
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After one year of operation, the St, George Academy closed. One
reason for its closing was that Mr, Home accepted an offer to teach in
Beaver, Utah, Another teacher of his caliber and qualifications was not
available to keep the school in operation, so it was closed.
The St, George Normal School. To take the place of the defunct
academy, and recognizing the need for a local school to train better
teachers, local Church authorities began working toward laying a foundation for such a school. Under date of November 1, 1872, ELeak^ wrote s
President Erastus Snow spoke on the importance of education of our
children. Said that (trio) State owed an education to its citizens
and parents, to every child that is b o m into the world, C#3) said
we have received no aid from our government in the education of our
children, . . . (HeJ said that our legislative assembly had appropriated some means to establish and carry on a Normal School in St,
George, The county court of Washington County had also appropriated
$500 for the same purpose, CThe] trustees to put in motion said
normal school had been elected and they had engaged a teacher, who
would commence school on Monday, November 11, in St, George Hall,
CSeOinvited the people to send their promising young men and women,
who wish to quality as teachers, from , . . any settlements of the
Southern Mission.
Thus, in 1872, the "Normal School opened in the St. George Hall
for those who desired to train as teachers,"34 Records are unavailable
as to the first year of operation. However, on December 3, 1873, Washington County appropriated $250

"for fitting up school room, purchase of

seats, and other incidentals," Another $250 was appropriated for the
rent of the St, George Hall as the place for the school to be held,^
New desks, a new stove, and a reconditioned building were available
for the opening of the school in 1874, This year marked the transition
33ELeak, ojo, cit,. p, 222,
-^Miller, op, cit,, p, 21,
35Washington County Ledger, 1865-1875, p. 220,
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of the school from its place as a nonentity into recognition as the only
institution of higher learning in Southern Utah, As one historian wrote 8
The partial isolation of the early colonies of southern Utah
necessitated specific educational, religious, and social plans for
the residents of that portion of the state. In the spring of 1874,
and for a time thereafter, a normal school was in operation in St,
George, Mr. Henry Shultz was the principal character associated with
it as instructor.-^6
The school year began on Monday, May 18, 1874, under the direction
of Henry Shultz of Salt Lake City, Much planning had preceded the opening
of the school, and as had been the case in the past, those who were
actively engaged in the leadership of the Church provided the necessary
planning for the school. The following letter was circulated among the
branches of the Church throughout the St, George Stake;
• , , We desire to establish and sustain for the southern country
a Normal School, at which we can have students instructed in the
higher branches of learning, and in which we can give that systematic
and careful training necessary to prepare teachers for our common
schools.
We desire the bishops and leading men of each settlement to consult together and to send to my office in St, George the names of one,
two, three, or more, whom they will send to such a school. Those
selected, should be fairly well advanced; and where designed for
preparation as school teachers, should possess a natural faculty to
communicate knowledge, , , , It is recommended that the Bible, Book
of Mormon, and Book of Doctrine and Covenants be used as school
readers, . . .37
Professor Shultz had been teaching in the St. Mark's Academy in
Salt Lake City, but was dismissed when converted and baptized into the
LDS Church, A letter written by Erastus Snow, President of the St, George
36John C. Moffitt, The History of Public Education in Utah. Deseret
News Press, Salt Lake City, 1946, p, 292,""
^Letter from President John W, Young, President, St, George Stake,
(Brigham Young University Library) April 11, 1874,
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Normal School gives further insight into the life and character of the
Shultz family.
They have received their endowments but are young in the faith
and will need kind instructions and perhaps a little nursing. • , •
Neither he nor his family had any experience in camp life and seemed
to shrink from it so I spoke to Bishop Hunter to furnish Brother
Foster with an open order on the Bishop to keep them and let us pay
the St, George Tithing Office which you can do through tuition.
Please inquire gently of the professor what is lacking to start
them comfortably and either borrow or buy as you deem best what is
expedient. , , , I can only say of him that as far known his record
is good though comparitively young in teaching, I hope his ambition _
to establish a good school in St, George may not be a failure, , . ^
The hope as expressed above by President Snow, however, was not
to be realized. By September of the first year in St, George, Professor
Shultz and family had spent themselves far beyond their income. This
interesting period can best be explained through the words of Shultz and
the school trustees. Some of their correspondence follows;
SepFe 10th 1874
Brother A, M, Jackson
Dear Sir,
I shall feel myself very obliged if you will have the kindness
to send me through bearer a ten and a eight dols, factory Orders,
as I owe one on acct, to the Relief Society, for a carpet bought by
my wife; and other to Br. Brain on a note he has reed, for collection
from city for which he kindly accepts that pay.
Dear Brother I am sorry to give you so much trouble, but believe
that I hope the opportunity will be offered, when I shall be happy
to be of service to you, . • ,
„Q
Cs> H, Shultz jy
Apparently this request was filled, as the next word received asked
, - 40 Again
,
only for some potatoes, delivered as quickly as possxble.
on
38Letter
(Juanita Brooks
^Letter
(Juanita Brooks
^Ibid..
41
Ibid,.

from Erastus Snow, President, St, George Normal School,
Collection) April 30, 1874,
from Henry Shultz, Principal, St. George Normal School,
Collection) September 10, 1874,
October 6, I874.
October 9, 1874,
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October 9, 1874, Professor Shultz thought it necessary to write to the
trustees;
Not receiving an answer of any of my Scholars, concerning the
Wood I Respectfully assert, as you already know, that I am in need
of some; also am I, in immediate need of Shoes for the following:
My wife, 2 children, and the girl, . . . (We) sure can not wait
any longer,^
VB.th things going from bad to worse for the Shultz family, the
letter of the twentieth shows some desperation.
Dear Brother.
It is, for me, . . . an utter impossibility, to be satisfied
without the comforts of life, especially Real Wants, I therefore
give you notice that without I receive at least One Dol, a day or
Thirty Dols. per month in money. I discontinue, teaching, at the St.
George Normal School . . . at the end of this present term; which
will be on Friday, November the 20th, 1874. Yours as ever • * •
In answer to the above demands. Professor Shultz received a long
letter signed by the the Trustees of the St. George NOrmal School. It
reads in part:
. . . in reply we submit a statement of your ac*U for five months.
You will perceive from the items of this statement that we had
advanced to you, previous to your engaging in teaching, about $250.00;
and that we have to you and for you paid in cash to date about
$405.00 which is almost as much as your wages have amounted to up to
this time.
It will also be seen by this statement that your expenses since
opening school here have exceeded your salary, instead of your living
within your income and saving something towards paying the amount
advanced to you. Can you not curtail expenses in any quarter?
There is very little money in this country, and we are under the
necessity of living on the products of the country, and doing without
articles of foreign importation which requires cash to purchase them.
Touching the amount of cash which we can furnish you in the future,
we cannot definitely promise you the $30.00 per month which you
require, but we are willing you should have all the cash or storepay
which can be collected on tuition. There is but a small balance of
this yearfs appropriation from the Legislature left. Every dollar
T3
^Ibid.. October 9, 1874.
^2Ibid,. October 20, 1874.
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of t h i s y e a r ' s appropriation so f a r has been expended for you. We
may be able to furnish you from $12.00 to $15.00 per month i n cash i f
we can get i t from the t r e a s u r y ; and a f t e r next May we may be able
to i n c r e a s e t h i s allowance a l i t t l e . This amount i s more than our
own families consume i n t h i s kind of pay.
Hoping t h a t yourself and family w i H f e e l the necessity of p r o f i t i n g
by t h e hard lessons of r i g i d economy which circumstances force upon
us a l l i n t h i s country
We remain . . .
^
Cs] E. Snow, Richard Bentley, Alden A. M. Jackson, John M. McFarlane4'-3
This letter, fatherly chastising in nature, apparently quieted
Shultzfs requests for additional compensation for a short time. He was a
good teacher and the board could feel the necessity of being tolerant of
his whims. His habits of dress impressed one student to write:

"He was
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immaculate in his dress, white shirts, and shoes shined."
Apparently
this was quite a novelty at this time.
Shultz*s next letter to the board was dated more than a month later,
November 30, at the end of the school term:
Brother Jackson.
Please inform Trustees, that I will continue teaching the St.
George Normal School, on either of the following conditions:
(1st) Or, I charge and collect whatever I can get from Scholars,
without guaranty from your honorable body.
(2nd) Or, you will pay me from the first day of Dec. 1874, to
continue at least for one year, one hundred Dols. as monthly salary; , • <
As my wishes are, to live as happy as I can, I hope you will not
have any feelings against me, but will perceive, that I will try my
best to make my family live as respectable and satisfied, comfortable,
and contented as any other one in town.^5
Ambition seems at this time to have taken the upper hand with
Shultz. His ultimatum left only one avenue open to the trustees, who
accepted his first proposition:
. . . to charge and collect whatever you can get from Scholars,
without Guaranty from the Board of Trustees. . .
^Letter from St. George Normal School Trustees, (Juanita Brooks
Collection) October 21, 1874.
^Autobiography of Edward H. Snow, 1865-1925, (Typescript copy in
Brigham Young University Library) p. 27.
45Letter from Henry Shultz, 0£. cit.. November 30, 1874.
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The Board agreed to give him the St. George Hall without rent, on condition that he furnish the fuel and be:
. . . accountable for damage and breakage done to school furniture
beyond usual wear and tear. . . . and that you pay us at least twentyfive dollars per month monthly toward cancelling the debt you owe on
advances we have made you in excess of your salary.
Under this arrangement, the school would now be supported by
the tuition of students, to be assessed at the pleasure of Professor Shultz.
This plan was also doomed to fail. Less than two weeks later, the trustees
received the resignation of Henry Shultz with the following explanation:
Your considerations with understandings through note, has been
received, in answer would say that, having had assembled together,
those wishing to attend the 3d term of school, and after reading the
Rules and Terms of tuition not even getting enough Scholars to pay for
the necessary fuel for Said School; I, therefore discontinue teaching
for the St. George Normal School Trustees and said Normal School. . . .
N.B, Please send me, as soon as possible the Statement of amounts
you have paid for me and to me, since my engagement that I may be
able to see and know the exact sum I owe you, and if possible pay it
very shortly.^7
History would benefit from a knowledge of the terms of tuition set
up by Professor Shultz. This brought an end to the short existence of the
St. George Normal School. Through the school some received help for
future teaching assignments, but it never achieved the goal set for it
by President Snow.
There is a short epilogue to the history of the St. George Normal
School, again in the words of the chief participants, Shultz and the
trustees.

The following letter was sent to Shultz on January 8, 1875.

^Letter from Trustees, St. George Normal School, December 2, 1874.
^Letter from Professor Shultz, December 9, 1874.
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Professor Henry Shultz, S t . George
Dear S i r : You are hereby n o t i f i e d to vacate a t once the Romney House
you now occupy under the l e a s e of S t , George Normal School Trustees,
unless you make immediate arrangements with Mr. Miles Romney for
cancelling our l e a s e and yourself become responsible for t h e r e n t
for t h e current h a l f year from and a f t e r t h e 13th of November l a s t . 4 0
\&th the s i t u a t i o n as i t stood, the board of t r u s t e e s apparently
f e l t t h a t they had paid out enough for the five months 1 services of
Professor Shultz,

As time went on, b i t t e r feelings developed and both

sides of the controversy exaggerated t h e i r claims against the o t h e r . This
i s i l l u s t r a t e d by the following l e t t e r from Shultz.

I t read i n p a r t :

According to rumor I am indebted to the S t . George Normal School;
therefore, w i l l you please send me a t once, a correct statement of
account between said Normal School t r u s t e e s and myself; to be enabled
to j u s t i t y myself before such r e p o r t s . The amount due me from April
1874 to December 1874 amounts t o One Thousand one hundred Dol?
$1100.00 Viz:
to Six (6) months wages a t $150.00 per Mo.
$900.00
to Two (2) u l
u l as per verbal agreement a t $100,00
p r . mo.
200.00
$1100.00
Hoping t h a t t h i s w i l l be answered as quick as possible with the
required s t a t e m e n t , ^
50
The average t e a c h e r ' s s a l a r y averaged $47.18 per month i n 1874,^
making the above figures seem s l i g h t l y out of proportion with r e a l i t y of
the times.

I t i s no wonder t h a t the school t r u s t e e s f e l t t h a t the offer

made by Shultz was l u d i c r o u s .

From a l l available records, no i n d i c a t i o n

i s given as to whether Shultz and the t r u s t e e s ever came t o an agreement
as to who owed whom,
W3Lth the closing of the normal school, organized secondary education
i n Washington County, per s e . ceased to e x i s t .

Ten years would pass before

^ L e t t e r from t r u s t e e s , oj>. c i t . , January 8, 1875,
^ L e t t e r from Henry Shultz, o p . c i t . . October 27, 1875.
5
°Record of Schools, Washington County, 0£. c i t . . November, 1874.
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attempts would again be initiated,to organize a school of secondary
education,

V. SUMMARY

Beginning with the settlement of Washington County in the early
1850fs, educational matters were continually before the minds of the
colonizers as they made every attempt possible, with their limited resources, to provide opportunities for their children to gain knowledge.
Schools were founded at Harmony, Santa Clara, Toquerville, and
Washington prior to the establishment of St, George in 1861. The first
permanent school in St. George was the "willow school" with Orpha Everett
as the first teacher.

The construction of a public school building was

begun before any homes were built.
Private schools, held in the teachers1 homes, played an impressive
part in the early history. All schools were supported mainly by tuition,
both private and district.
St. George was divided into four ward school districts, and buildings
were completed for each of these. Three of the buildings were used conjointly
by the Church, the Fourth Ward School being the exception.
Teaching methods and philosophies seemed to be improved during the
time of Richard Home, a well-trained teacher from Salt Lake City who
came to teach in St. George in I869.
A county superintendent of common schools was first elected in 1864,
and was a continuous position from that time forth. The first of these
superintendents was George A. Burgon, who was paid fifteen dollars per
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month for his services.
Teachers at this time were poorly trained and poorly paid by
today's standards. The major qualifications for teaching were to have
completed the grade you desired to teach, and to be a worthy member of
the Church. However, even with these conditions, many teachers did an
excellent job of educating the pupils placed in their care.
Organized secondary schools began in Washington County in the year
1872 with the establishment of the St, George Academy. This school was
under the supervision of Richard Home, who taught for the two years of
its short existence. When he left, the school was closed down.
The second school of a secondary nature was instituted for the
express purpose of training teachers. As such, it was named the St.
George Normal School. It was organized in 1874 with Henry Shultz as
principal and teacher. The life of this school was short and filled with
many problems, chief of which was the avariciousness of Professor Shultz.
Ihe school never realized the objective of its founders, that of
training better teachers for the schools of Washington County.
Thus the period of colonization ended. Many schools had been
established throughout the county and were functioning as best they could
with the limited resources available to them.

CHAPTER III
SMALL TOWN EFFORTS TOWARD BETTER EDUCATION

One historian wrote,

"In the history of every pioneer community

may be found a chapter of education, telling of the first school,
4

generally taught by volunteer pedagogues in tents or covered wagons."
Most of the outlying communities in Washington County were characterized
by the above saying, however, writings on educational happenings were
meagre in comparison with those of an ecclesiastical nature. Nevertheless,
research into the the records has provided some excellent glimpses into
the educational happenings of these communities.
I. HARMONY

Harmony, as the f i r s t organized settlement i n Washington County,
also had the f i r s t school.

The school was b u i l t as p a r t of Fort Harmony

i n 1852 by Elisha Groves, John D. Lee, and other missionaries to the
Indians.

Lee, the Indian agent for southern Utah, also organized an

Indian School.

An entry i n the records under date of May 16, I854, s t a t e d :

"Indian school a t Harmony showed an attendance of 10 c h i l d r e n .

Under

John D. Lee's d i r e c t i o n . " 2
By I858, two-thirds of the pupils i n the Harmony school were c h i l d ren of John D. Lee.

Having a large farm and a l a r g e family, Lee employed

'Nels Anderson, Desert S a i n t s . University of Chicago Press, Chicago,
1942, p . 443.
2
S t . George Stake Manuscript History, I , 1850-1873, (LDS Church
H i s t o r i a n ' s Office) S a l t Lake City, May 16, 1854.
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several men as hired hands. His diary, January 21, 1861, tells of building
a stone house for the school master, with eight hands working on the mill
house.3 VELth the poor wages paid to teachers, it was always a concern
to try to keep them happy by furnishing living quarters and foodstuffs.
The Harmony school teacher at this time was Thomas A. Dowel, and Lee
4
took a personal interest in building this house.
In these times, corporal punishment was a common practice by most
teachers.

They believed implicitly in the maxim, "Spare the rod and spoil

the child." Many teachers taught because they had been "called" to this
task by ecclesiastical authorities, not because they enjoyed teaching. One
of these, James Russell, was given a mission to teach school in Harmony
in 1867. His punishment for infractions was severe to the extreme. Lee
describes the conditions as follows:
I recevd (piqj notice to attend a business Meeting at candle light
& than Russel had in a brutal manner inflicted blows on Geo. and John
Sevy's boys; was near blinding them. Evening, The design of the
Meeting was announced by Teacher G. Sevy, which was to ascertain whether
the people want fe)d Jas. Russell to continue to Teach school or not.
Elder Sevy Said that the Trustees had made application to Russel to
Teach a quarter; but he could [not) be touched; afterward Bishop Lunt
gave him a Mission to teach school. He has taught 7 days. Now I
understand he wants 60$ a month while he fulfilCOs his mission. Who
ever heard of a Missionary in this Church calling on the People for
a sallary (sic} — & as for a school Teacher I think we could do better
ourselves. Nevertheless if the people here want him and are willing
to pay him 60$ a month I will not object to it. . . . he wants 60$ for
20 days, 6 hours Per day, which is 50 cts. per hour. I say I am not
willing to pay it; there is no man here that makes it. I suppose he
thinks that there is no man here competant fsicj to teach here but
•^Brooks and Cleland, loc. cit.

^S .d.
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himself. In this he is sadly mistaken. . . . I never saw a School
conducted in my life as he does. I never heard so much Noise and
confusion; & who makes it, no one but Mr. Russell himself--puffing
and blowing, preaching and stamping like a Mad Man. Had I employed
him . . . I would have called him to order & Dismissed him from
Teaching; besides we are in danger of having our children's eyes
[injured?J "with the gad of the mad man. Brethren I am plain. I
don't want such a man to Teach my children, & c. Russel replied, I
won't teach if the People [do not} want me to, whereupon the People
Cried out, AmenCJ^
After this condemning oration by Lee, the trustees released Russell,
hiring Archibald Bell to teach in his place until other arrangements could
be made.
However, by this time Lee had decided he had had enough of the
district school. He fitted up a room in his home, and on January 19, 1867,
asked Archibald Bell to teach there at $30 per month plus board. Bell
wanted $40 plus board, "which would be about 60$, so I did not employ him,
as my school was but small—only 20 to 25 Scholars of my children large
enought to attend school at this place. The balance of my Family was
living at Washington, Tokerville Csicjt Cannaraville fsicj, & other places."
The next day, Lee hired Charles St. Clair to teach his "small" school.
His attitude towards the "high" salaries of teachers was probably common
to his time. Many of his arguments have been echoed down to the present
time.
About this time, 1868, a log school was built near the New Fort
Harmony. This was later torn down and the logs were moved and rebuilt
again near the present meeting house. This log room with a huge fireplace
in one comer served as Church, school, and amusement hall until about
5lbid.. p# ij4.
6

So±d. 9 p» 47.

6
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1875» when the new church was built. The first desks in the old school
were rough-hewn boards placed upon stumps with log seats. Some of the
first teachers were Joseph L. Heywood, Mary Adelia Caroline Taylor, Archie
Bell, Charles Connely, and George Dodds.

H.

SANTA CLARA

Old Port Clara. Indian missionaries lived on the Santa Clara for
four years before any attempts were made to build a school building. One
reason for this was the limited number of children in the settlement. In
1858, with the help of the returning San Bernardino Saints, a school
building was built outside the fort walls. It was built of adobe and measured twenty-four by sixteen feet. This building served as church and
school for the settlers.
On March 24, 1859, the county court declared Santa Clara a school
precinct, which required the election of district trustees.7

The Swiss Colony. In November of 1861, twenty-six families of Swiss
converts to the Church, newly arrived in Utah, arrived at the fort in
Santa Clara. They made a temporary camp around the small adobe school,
some taking advantage of its shelter as a place to sleep. A long period
of rain commenced about Christmas time, and by February second, floods
had completely washed away the fort and school.
The hardy Swiss settlers moved around the point of the hill onto
?Bleak, 0£, cit., p. 44.
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higher ground, dug dugouts to live in, and began farming. Within a year
the settlers had built a school house on the northwest comer of the
public square. It stood there from I863 to 1902 as a monument to those
industrious builders. Once again it had been the Church leaders who
initiated the process of building. One bishop's wife reported:
Being Bishop of the Ward it was brother Judd's duty to see that
a school house was built as soon as possible. He urged the trustees
to clear the brush from the ground and the foundation was laid up
immediately and a school house was soon built."
School teachers in Santa Clara were no different than in other
early communities. Some were quite cruel at times. This is clearly
explained in the following sketch.
VSy first school teacher was an old gentleman Jones from Gunlock.
He used to go to sleep in school. When we wanted to know what a
certain word was that we were reading, we would go and touch him on
the end of his nose to wake him up, JSy next teacher was old man
Peck; he was similar to Jones. Then came Josephine Jarvis Miles,
a very nice teacher. Next in line was Levi Harmon, All his students
will always remember him for the apple willows he wore out on them.
Any black and blue marks on our backs were tokens of his remembrance.
He taught three years. If he caught us whispering, he would have us
stand on one foot until school was out. If we let the other foot hang
down a little, he would come by, give us a crack with a willow and
tell us to hold it up. He tortured us in many other ways by making
us dance a jig, and he would keep time with the willow over our backs.
I was a very bashful sort of lad. On one occasion he had me on
the stand with a girl on each side to hold my arm, I fainted, fell
down onrayhead and was knocked out for some time, , . .^
William E. Jones, mentioned above, taught in Santa Clara for ten
weeks in the spring of 1881. He stated that although "I am not a good
scholar and was afraid to undertake to teach there because I knew many
g
Q
Diary of Minerva Dart Judd, (MSS) Washington County Library.
^Idfe Sketch of Adolph Hafen, Santa Clara, Utah, 1938 (Mimeographed)
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good teachers had taught there Yet . . . I have been enabled to give entire
satisfaction to Bishop, Trustees and parents and scholars . . . I was paid
fifty dollars a month one half cash and one half Factory pay • . •M 10
When Edward H. Snow applied for a teaching position i n Santa Clara,
Rudolph Frei was chairman of the d i s t r i c t trustees.
I was too l i t t l e .
i t ? ' I asked.

I weighed 120 l b s .

Snow said, "He thought

'What has too l i t t l e got to do with

'Well,' he said, 'Harmon . . • fcadl to knock the boys

down sometimes and drag them out. I don't think you could do t h a t . ' " 11
Snow told the chairman that he would teach without using corporal punishment. He got the job and didn't have any trouble with the class, even
though some of the boys, Edward R. Frei, Harmon Hafen, and Theodore Graff,
were as old as he was.

President Snow was one of the f i r s t Santa Clara

teachers who had attended a school of higher education.
Besides the above named teachers, others who taught i n Santa Clara
were John T. Wbodbury, Henry Graff, Addle Thornton, Theodore Graff, Mort
McAllister, Nellie Atkin, and Menzies McFarlane.

Trustees for a number
12
of years were Harmon Hafen, Albert Graff, and Jacob F r e i . '
The present rock school i n Santa Clara was built i n 1913* with the

balance of the bond issue being paid off after consolidation i n 1915*
HI.

WASHINGTON

In April of 1857, twenty-eight families and other young men under
^Journal of William Ellis Jones, (MSS) Washington County Library,
St. George, Utah.

11
1

•Autobiography of Edward H. Snow, on., cit.. p. 20.
interview with Henry Graff, Early Teacher, March 25, 1961, St.
George, Utah.
1
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the leadership of Robert D, Covington were called to settle on the
Washington flat to experiment with cotton culture. By January of 1859,
the town had prospered enough to warrant moving the county seat from
Harmony.
There is no record indicating that school was held prior to 1861,
although undoubtedly there were schools held.

"Certainly there were

men and women in the original companies who were capable of teachingmen such as James D. McCullough, George Spencer, Harrison Pearce, Wm. H.
Crawford, and others. " ^
Thomas A. Dowel was the first teacher mentioned as teaching in
Washington. Little is known of his teaching other than that he taught
in January of 1861. Most historians accept Martha Spence Heywood as
having been the first Washington School teacher about whom anything
14
definite is known.
Kiss Heywood was a well-qualified teacher, versed
in the classics and other branches of learning, tta soul thirsting after
the intellectual satisfactions obtained only through the association of
sympathetic kindred spirits." * Until the first school building was
completed, Miss Heywood taught in her home using McGuffey's Readers,
Wilson's Readers, the Book of Mormon, and any other available books as
textbooks. Her school was private, receiving no aid from taxation, but
charging $3.00 tuition per student per term. She taught from 1861 until
her death in 1873.
^ A . Karl Larson, The Red Hills of November. Deseret News Press,
Salt Lake City, 1957t p p . l ^ l ^ .
""
±hid«
15
Ibid.
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The first school building in Washington was the Bowery on the
public square. It was constructed of upright poles interlaced with cross
poles, covered with brush for a roof. The first permanent school was
built containing two rooms, a large one built of rock and a lean-to
constructed of adobe. The heating of this building was done by a large
fireplace on the west end of the large room. This building was completed
in 1861 and was soon occupied by Miss Heywood, who continued teaching
there even after the newer school was built. This new school was built
on the southwest corner of the public square, one block west of the old
one. It contained one large room, and served as the meeting place for
all public purposes until 1877*

Of the teachers who taught in this build-

ing, John E. Pace is recognized as one of the first, teaching the older
students here while Miss Heywood taught the younger ones in the old
building. These buildings were built largely by donation, using subscriptions of labor, produce, and materials. Very little cash was used.
In 1877 a substantial two-story church and school was built on
the public square. This building was built jointly by taxation and donation as it was to have joint use. This was to be the best school building in Washington County for twenty years, being built solidly of red
sandstone with a firm rock foundation. School was held in the basement
of the chapel as well as in the main assembly room.

This building served

as church and school until well into the Twentieth Century, when with
other school facilities being provided, it was reserved for church use
only.16
16

Bradshaw, oj>. cit., p. 247.
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A Presbyterian Mission School was organized in the old John D,
Lee home during the 1880!s, but proved to be of short duration, "Apparently no converts were made to the Presbyterian faith, and so the school
was abandoned. Mormon people preferred to educate their children in
their own schools,"*'
The first graded schools in Washington were organized about 1900
by a Mr, Sainsbury who came to teach in Washington about this time.

IV.

FINE VALLEY

Pine Valley was settled in the fall of 1855 by Isaac Riddle, Jehu
Blackburn, and Robert Richey, who set up a sawmill to extract the fine
timber from this beautiful valley. Others of the original settlers had
come from the Harmony and Santa Clara settlements, including one of Jacob
Hamblin's wives, Rachel. In 1859, some of the disgruntled Washington
settlers moved out of the heat and resettled in Pine Valley, further enlarging the community. Up until about i860. Pine Valley was more a lumber
camp than a town, but more permanent settlers continued to move in. In
1859, the first post office was established in the valley.
It was this same year of 1859 that the first school was built in
Pine Valley. It was a combination school and church, built of logs with
a dirt roof.

"The snowy hill and frozen pond made a good place for the

children to coast and skate at recess,"•" Records indicate that the
first teacher was Daniel Tyler, a member of the Mormon Battalion.
'"'Larson, loc. cit.
lo
Bradshaw, 0£. cit.. p. 184,
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The Southern Utah Mission of 1861 created an increased need for
lumber, thus demanding increased production in Pine Valley. This necessitated the setting up of another saw mill and an increase in population.
With the town population swelling, the school enrollment increased until
by 1864 there were seventy-five students

in attendance at school.

The site of the town was moved into a lower location in the valley,
and a second log school erected. It consisted of one room and an entrance
hall. VBlliam Snow was the first teacher in this school.
The present Pine Valley chapel was constructed in 1868 as a church
and school building. Ebenezer Bryce, former ship builder of New Zealand,
was in charge of construction and the church was built to last.1^
Two other early Pine Valley teachers deserve mention in this narrative. William P. Sargent was a former lawyer from Virginia, "A man of
giant intellect, and a sharp temper. He held school that was SCHOOL."cu
vailiam J. Snow, son of WSlliam Snow, the first teacher in the lower
town, was another outstanding teacher. He taught for eight years and
later became a professor of history at Brigham Young University,
^

6y 1896, the lumber business of Pine Valley had about ended, and

with the end of the lumber business, the town decreased in size. The
forest service came to the valley in 1905, maintained the natural forest
and built an artificial lake for purposes of conservation. The town
soon became a village of summer cabins, with the citizens moving to
St. George daring the cold winter months.
^This building is still standing, being built as sturdy as a
ship, and is still being used for regular church services. It is
probably the oldest L.D.S. chapel still in use by the Church.
20
Bradshaw, op., cit.,. p. 208.
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V.

TOQUERVILLE

Joshua Willis was called by Church authorities to settle the
Toquerville area. In the spring of I858, his party, along with some of
the returning San Bernardino settlers, built up a settlement at the base
of a large black volcanic mountain. In the Indian dialect, Toquer meant
black.
The first school teacher in Toquerville was "Aunt" Jane Hall, who
taught in the old adobe school erected in front of the present Relief
Society house. The comserstone of this school and church building was
laid in 1866, the building being completed soon thereafter.
Toquerville was made a part of Kane County in 1864, returning to
Washington County in the 1880's.
Other teachers of Toquerville included Martin Slack, Levi N. Harmon,
Zera P. Terry, and Loisa WSlkin. Miss tfilkin, released by the trustees,
preferred a charge before the bishop of the ward against the school
trustees for unchristianlike conduct in not filing their contract with
her as a school teacher, as well as for slandering her. She asked Levi
Savage to represent her at the trial, but when he arose to speak:
• . . the Bishop . . . abruptly stopped me . . . I sat down and
sister Wilkin proceeded as well as she could, but her effort was
unaffectual,21
The defense was represented by Brother Slack, one of the trustees.
He took the stand and began denying the charges placed against

the

trustees. This is better explained in the words of Levi Savage:
21

Diary of Levi Savage, (Typewritten copy, Dixie College Library),
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Bro Slack, on the defense, and one of the Trustees, was allowed
to proceed. He commenced by denying the first item of the charge
entirely, and said that the second item, was ambiguous, and said
that he could not understand it? then continued with very abusive
and insulting language to sister Wilkin, , . , The Bishop dismissed
the case,
22
Sister Wilkin appealed the case to the St, George High Council.
No indication is found as to how the high council handled this
case, but it is included to give insight into some school problems of
the time, as well as to show how much influence the Church held over the
education of its members and the control of the teachers,

VI, GUNLOCK

The town of Gunlock was first settled by miliam Hamblin in 1857t
later joined by Isaac Riddle and the two Leavitt brothers, Dudley and
Jeremiah,

"Each of these four families built log cabins and planted

23
crops, planning to make this their permanent home,"
The first record found regarding schools in Gunlock begins in
1877. In April of this year, William E, Jones moved from Hebron to
Gunlock, and on June 26, started a school there with twenty-seven pupils.
The parents of these children furnished the books and other supplies, plus
paying a small tuition for each pupil, A territorial appropriation of
$28,50 was also used by the district to pay Mr, Jones' salary.
Of the twenty-seven pupils enrolled, eighteen were children of
Dudley Leavitt, This made his costs for tuition and supplies so high
that he withdrew his children from the school. This drastic cut in
enrollment forced the closing of the school after only four weeks of
22

Ibid.
3Bradshaw, 0£, cit,, p, 220.

2
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operation.
The following January, Mr, Jones opened the school again with
thirteen pupils. The appropriation for this year was $43,70, which was
some help in paying the teacher. The balance of his salary was paid by
the patrons, usually in produce or merchandise. Flour, beef, molasses,
and apples, were the chief forms of produce. One student recalls that
24
her father gave a watch as payment of his family's tuition.
The first school house in Gunlock was a dugout in the side of a
hill. In 1880, work began on a new adobe building, and school was held
in the uncompleted building in 1881. In 1885, a 2 per cent tax was levied
on the district to complete the school, netting $195*70. In January of
1912, the use of this building was discontinued and school was held in
the ward Chapel.
Besides IGlliam E. Jones, other teachers of Gunlock included:
Henry Chaffin, Matthew Toilet, Ella Jarvis, Lenora Wbodbury, Julia Westover, J. S. P. Bowler, George R. Lund, Zera P. Terryt and Henry Graff.
The experience of the last named teacher regarding teaching in Gunlock
is worthy of recording:
I was a high school graduate of 1908 from the Branch Normal school
in Cedar City. In/1910 I was appointed to teach school in Gunlock
and given a temporary certificate in order to teach, I will never
forget that first morning at that school. As I faced those students
that first morning, my heart sank. Many of the boys and girls were
larger than I, There were no desks, just long home-made wooden benches.
There were a few with makeshift desk arrangements. Books were few
and in poor condition.
^TbisU, P« 223.
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At that time each town or school district had a board of trustees,
three in number, one being the clerk who haldled all the money.
There was a total of $300 for the teacher's salary, which meant $60
per month and five month's school. , . • The water was so high that
spring that I couldn't get home. There was nothing to do so I taught
two or three weeks gratis,2^
Some of the trustees who served the Gunlock school district were
F, 0, Holt, J. S. Huntsman, James S. P. Bowler, and Amos P. Hunt.

VII. HARRISBURG, LEEDS, SILVER REEF
Harrisburg. Harrisburg was settled by Moses Harris, a returnee
from San Bernardino, in the early 1860's. It was organized as a branch
of the Washington Ward in 1862, and by 1864, had a population of 128.
In May of that year, the people of Harrisburg decided to build a school
and meeting house, and work commenced immediately. By August of I865, the
school was completed, measuring eighteen by thirty feet, and costing
$800.

"Up to this time schools have been held first in private houses

and later in the bowery."26
Henry E, Harrington was the first teacher in this school, and had
sixty day students. The only other teacher named was Bertie Crosby.
Leeds,

The town of Leeds was organized December 1, 1867t being

called Bennington. Several families moved there in 1868, increasing
the size of the branch. One of the first permanent buildings in Leeds
was a cedar post and pine slab schoolhouse. Three of the first teachers
were Helen Leany, Charles Connally, and one of Brigham Young's wives,
Harriet.
^Interview with Henry Graff, loo, cit.
"".oak, loc, cit.
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In I875, the people of Leeds started to build a stone school
and meeting house, with dimensions of twenty-three by thirty-six feet.
This school was completed and put to use in I878. One student's impression of this school was:
The ceiling was very high. A door and two high windows were in
the front. Three equally large, high windows on the south side were
confronted by three other large high windows on the north side.
Approximately one-fourth of the floor space was a speaker's rostrum
at the rear. A huge box-style wood-buming stove was the heating
unit, and it stood as near the center of the room as it could be
placed. The long stove pipe stood vertical for some 6 or 7 feet,
then an elbow guided it off to a chimney in the rear wall, and wires
attached to the ceiling held it suspended in mid-air preventing its
falling to the floor from force of gravity.2?
About forty pupils attended this school during the 1890's, with
Melvin Harmon as teacher for forty dollars per month. The Relief Society
room was pressed into use as another classroom, where Vinnie Angell taught
the primary grades for ten dollars per month. Five months constituted
the average school year, being raised in 1902 to seven.
Silver Reef, Silver ore was discovered near Leeds in I876, and by
February of I877, Silver Reef had more than a thousand inhabitants. A
public school house was built by subscription, sponsored by the public
spirited business men.

This building was used by all churches for their

services, besides being used for any type of public meeting or celebration.
In the early 1900»s, this school was moved to Leeds by David McMullin,
where it was used as a district school.
A small Catholic hospital was also established at Silver Reef, and
was used as occasion demanded as a school under the direction of Sister
'Marietta M. Mariger, Saga of Three Towns. Washington County
News, St. George, (Utah), 1951•
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M. Euphrosine.
By 1900, Silver Reef was practically a ghost town, being completely
closed down by 1908.
VH. UP-RIVER TOWNS
Virgin,

The f i r s t school b u i l t i n Virgin was b u i l t on the south-

west corner of the block directly south of the public square. I t was a
one-room, log building with a d i r t roof.

I t was heated by a large f i r e -

place on one end and had no other means of ventilation than the windows
and door, both placed on one wall,
with wooden pegs for legs, M

"The seats were hewn cottonwood logs,

20
7

One of the f i r s t teachers was Henry R, Young, a good teacher but
-very s t r i c t .

Jepson-^ says of him, "Many of us had no books, so Brother

Young whittled shingles i n the shape of a paddle, on these he pasted
paper and wrote the 'times' tables tables and other small lessons,"
Other early teachers were Lacinda Sprague, Seth Johnson, Edwin R. Lamb,
Mr. Cycle, James Humphries, Anthony J . Stratton, William A. Beebe, and
David Spilsbury.
The rock school was b u i l t i n 1874-1875, having two stories for
school use and a basement used for a storehouse*
Private schools were also taught i n Virgin,

One student wrote, I

"went to a dancing school taught by George B, Gardner,

He gave me a

course of twenty-four lessons on dancing and ballroom etiquette, and
28

Mbrtensen, "Silver Reef," g£. c i t . , p . 287.
^Experiences and Memories of James Jepson, 1816-1882, (Typescript,
Brigham Young University Library), 1939, p» 13#
3°Ibid,, p . 16.
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received for his pay three gallons of Molasses."^
Rockville. Rockville was settled in 1862, five years after Virgin.
The Langstons and Crawfords were the first two families to make this their
home. Most of the settlers moved up from the old townsite of Adventure
during the winter of 1862-1863. James H, Jennings, who lived in Rockville
as a boy, recalled:
We had no school the first winter but the next year we built a
log house and Samuel (Doc) Kenner taught the school, also for a
number of years after, there was so few text books in town that only
reading, writing, and arithmetic, spelling and geography were taught,
there was only one grammar text book in town and that my mother
brought from Philadelphia, so grammar was not taught for years.^
Furniture for these early schools was very poor. The benches
were cottonwood logs with holes bored in the ends to hold pegs for legs.
School was held for about three months during the winter, not
being held during the fall or spring, as the children were needed on the
farms. Two other teachers in Rockville were Henry Jennings and Henrietta
Stout, each of whom taught a number of years.
After the first year, the community held lyceums during the cold
winter months, which included lectures, programs, or plays. Often, after
the lyceum was over, the benches would be cleared back and recreation in
the form of dancing or spelling bees would be enjoyed.
Sprinedale. As was the case in nearly all of the settlements in
Washington County, private homes were the first school facilities, and

^ E ^ i , , p . 20.
32Sketch of James H. Jennings, (TJrpescript copy, Washington County
library, St. George, Utah).
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civic-minded lay persons were the first teachers in Springdale.
When the church house was erected, it served a dual role as church
and school, usually overcrowded, but sufficient for the times. Some of
the early teachers in this school were Marilla Hansen, Elihu.K, Ball,
Samuel K. Gifford, and Mrs. Mary Jane Stout.
Many of the students could not attend school very regularly because of the amount of work required for each member of the family in
order to eke out a living. Such was the case with John W. Crawford, who
recallsi
We used to take turns going to school, my older brothers and I,
so my next school term was when I was fourteen years of age* I was
in the fourth reader at the time and was in the fifth reader when I
quit school. One teacher had all the classes. Their progress was
designated by the reader they could handle,33
Near the turn of the century, an addition was put on the old
school and meeting house, and now the school boasted two rooms with a
curtain dividing them. One teacher who taught there describes itt
I had . . . about fifty or fifty-five students, in all the eight
grades. There were two rooms and a library. . . . I received seventyfive dollars a month. There was a curtain between the two rooms, and
while I was working with the older grades, X had some of the older
students working with the lower grades in the other room.-^
It was said that this old curtain "was supplied with a few good
'peek' holes and they served to help shorten the long, tiresome hours of
school."35
3/Bradshaw, OJD. cit., p. 353.
^Interview with Henry Graff, loc. cit.
35 BM dshaw. leg, git.
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IX. SHOAL GREEK
Shoal Creek was settled by the Pulsipher Brothers, John and Charles.
The settlement was very small with very little being written about it.
Mention is made of this community in the county superintendent's annual
report of I865, showing twenty-four children in the settlement between the
ages of four and sixteen. A H of these children were enrolled in school,
being taught by the parents who rotated the teaching job each month. In
the 1866 report, twenty-two children were listed as being enrolled in the
school, with the parents still acting as the teachers. The report from
this date, even though it states Shoal Creek, referred to the new community
of Hebron.

Hebron, Hebron was settled in 1866, by the citizens of Shoal
Creek. Within a year the citizens had organized a school and hired a
teacher. No mention is made of the construction of a building, but Frei^°
said that the first school building was built in 1866.
Elizabeth Hunt, the first teacher in Hebron, was engaged in the
spring of I867. She taught about two weeks and turned the school over to
Miss Mary Ann Terry, a young woman of eighteen. It was she who:
. . , set her weekly tuition rate at one quart of milk per student.
Each week after the children brought the pails of tuition milk, she set
it in a cheese tub, added her rennet and coloring, pressed the curd,
then wrapped the round cheese in cloth and carefully buttered it over.
At term's end she loaded her cheeses into a wagon and made the long
trip to Salt Lake. , , ,-"
36jjewell R. Frei, ^History of Pioneering on Shoal Creek,tt (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Brigham Young University) 1932, p# 59*
3?Mortensen, 0£, cit,, p, 256,
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The townsite of Hebron was surveyed in 1868, and it was made into
a ward in 1869 with fifty-four families,
Willi am E. Jones taught during the winter of 1870-1871, but after
a few weeks was forced to close school because of a measles epidemic.
In April of 1871, the citizens of Hebron voted to build a brick
school house, financing it by donation and taxation. In July a 2 per cent
tax was levied against the citizens as follows s^
C, H, Crosby
Hebron Coop Store
Vfa, Mackelsprange
T, S, Terry
John Pulsipher
Hebron Coop Stock
William E. Jones
D. 0 . Huntsman
Zadoc Parker
H. R. Huntsman
Dudley L e a v i t t

$22,56
14,29
6.00
80.85
97.10
60.00
10.92
9.87
38.7^
36.25
33*60
$400.18

Charles Pulsipher
L. H. Callaway
James W. Hunt
J o s , T. Wilkinson
Amos Hunt
1/fi.lHam Pulsipher
J , W, Crosby
Ara Pulsipher
0, W. Huntsman
J . S, Huntsman
Mrs, H, Huntsman

$45.00
21,00
36,20
18,05
101.44
232,86
21,01
33.90
11,40
22,48
23.00
$569,14

The above total was $969.32, which had added to it $114,00 from
estray stock sales. This made a total of $1083.32—enough to begin the
construction of the new school house. Brother W. E, Jones, who worked on
the building, commented:
I commenced to make bricks for the brick school house in this place,
Bro, James W, and Jefferson Hunt went in with me as partners we made
good bricks and the same fall the schoolhouse was built and I taught
school in it that winter, • , ,39
Orson W, Huntsman, chairman of the school trustees, said: nWe had
an excellent brick school house which we claimed to be the best in the
3°Diary of Orson W, Huntsman, (^typescript copy in Brigham Young
University Library, Provo, Utah),
39Journal of William Kills Jones, loc, cit.
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territory for the number of children. . • •tt On another occasion he
said, nOne can see our little school cost us something. We paid $50 per
40
1000 ft for the lumber at the mill, and nails, glass and labor was high,"
Two more taxes were assessed the town before the building was fully
paid for. The tax netted $535*41 in 1873# and $529#90 in 1875. To this
was added several hundred dollars worth of labor donated on the building,
Isaac Hunt from St. George did the masonry on the school, putting the
last brick in place on November 4, 1871. The woodwork was finished by
Christmas, permitting the use of the school that winter. Heat was provided by a pot-bellied stove in the center of the twenty by forty foot room.
Some private schools were held, but most of the children received
what formal education they had in this building. The teachers who taught
here were Elizabeth Hunt, Mary Ann Terry, W3.11 lam Leigh, L. W. Peck, Julia
Westover, Nora Terry, D. M. T y l e r , Zera P. Terry, J. S. P. Bowler, E,
Schopmann, May Ward, Louis Bastion, W, E. Jones, and George 0. Holt.
Mb school was held in 1887, as the trustees "lacked the means to
hire a school teacher. It was a sad thing to see these children deprived
of a common school education, denied of those advantages which were furnished to children of other more favored places.n
School closed in Hebron on April 5, 1905, never to open again, as
the citizens of Hebron had moved en masse to the town of Enterprise.
^Diary of Orson W. Huntsman, loc. cit.
41
"""" *"""
•
Frei, ©£. cit.. citing the lish Journal, p, 126.
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Enterprise. The townsite of Enterprise was surveyed by Orson W,
Huntsman in 1891, but the first settlers didnH arrive until i895. la
1898, the citizens decided to build a school house, and a building committee was appointed, consisting of A. P. Vfijisor, H, D, Holt, and C, S,
Fackrell,

"Win, H. Marshall of Overton, Nevada, offered to make brick,

and to build school for $300 plus all labor to be donated by local people."
William Weaver laid the foundation for the building, and WELlliam W, Hall
was the carpenter for the construction.
While this school was being completed. Miss Sophia Forsyth of Pinto
was contracted as the first teacher. She began teaching in a small brick
house on Monday morning, January 23, 1899. The school trustees at this
time were A. P. Holt, H. D. Holt, and 0, W. Huntsman.
In June of I899, James Canfleld preferred charges against the
trustees for refusing to pay him a board bill, "he having boarded Miss
Forsyth and had charged the trustees with the same of which we had nothing
to do with. We were very lucky to still have our agreement with teacher
in writing which showed we had no board bill to pay, but we still had some
trouble over it." 3

The contract mentioned above provided that the

trustees would pay Miss Forsyth $20.00 per month for teaching school
"the remainder of the winter and as long as we can afford in the spring,"
In 1904, the settlers of Hebron began moving to Enterprise, swelling
the population overnight. The Enterprise dam was completed in 1909, thus
42Diary of Orson W. Huntsman, oj>. cit.. Volume H .
i 3

* Ibid., p. 150.
*4lbid.
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assuring a ready source of water for the surrounding farms. This was to
prove a boon to financing of the schools. Prior to this time, finances
had not come so easy. While Huntsman was on a working trip to Nevada, he
wrote;
Dear Brethren,
I just received a letter , , . saying the District School would
have to be closed on account of means to run it longer. We must try
and keep it up at least 2 months longer. It will not do to close now,
Don*t you think it a wise thing to write to the County Supt, to
see if we canft get a little help from that direction. Please do so .
and I will stand behind you in all you do for the good of the school, ->
In the fall of 1912, a new church was built in Enterprise, giving
further room for school expansion.

This building was used conjointly with

the Church until after consolidation when new schools were built to accomodate the school population. In speaking of the building, the principal of
1915 stated that the school was held in the basement, where there was a
heating stove in the center of the room. Further?
We had more storms then, colder winters with more snow. Our rooms
would require a lot of heat, as the windows weren't chinked and the
wind would come through, especially the North wind. The children had
gotten used to the cold. . . , When consolidation occurred, they
gave us thermometers to see what the temperature of the room was, I
remember many times when the room would get up to sixty degrees and^.
the children would start to feel uneasy. It was too warm for them,40
All eight grades were taught in this basement, with an average of two
grades to the room.
At the present time, Enterprise has one of the three high schools
located in Washington County,

**5Ibid.. p , 163.
i n t e r v i e w with William C, Staheli, Provo, Utah, July 31, 1961,
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X. HURRICANE - LAVERKIN

Hurricane. Hurricane was one of the last towns in the county to
be settled, the townsite being surveyed in 1898. The basis for settlement
of Hurricane-Laverkin was the feasibility of obtaining water on the bench,
A canal had been dreamed of for years, and finally through the efforts
of a few ambitious men and the financial aid of the Church, this canal
from the Virgin River was completed in 1904, This opened up the townsite
for settlement, and by 1906 a town had been established, '
W5.th the arrival of permanent settlers, the demand for schooling
for the children was immediately felt. The first school was held in Ira
E. Bradshaw's home during the winter of 1906-1907* taught by Jake Wbrkman.
There was only a small group of students present this first year, but by
the winter of 1907-1908, a ward meeting house had been built to be used
as church and school.
On July 3, 1912, the citizens of the town accomplished the official
organization of the town of Hurricane. The town grew quickly, rising to
a population of 336 by 1910. Enrollment, too, had increased to the point
that by 1912 the Relief Society building was used as an auxiliary school.
By the time the first elementary school was built in 1918, three buildings
were being used as schools. It was also 1918 before any organized high
school instruction was offered in Hurricane.
^Andrew Karl Larson, "Agricultural Pioneering in the Virgin
River Basin," (Unpublished Master1 s Thesis, Brigham Young University,
Provo, Utah), 1946, p. 288.
48
™Bradshaw, op_. cit.. p. 407.
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Laverkin.

The Laverkin school district wasn*t organized until

1904, even though the town had been incorporated two years earlier,
Laverkin did receive $130,20 of the state apportionment for Washington
County in 1903,
The district board of trustees was elected early in July, 1904,
and on July 20, they met and organized, Allen J, Stout was chosen as
chairman, George Judd as clerk, and William A. Hardy as treasurer.
The first school held had been in Hardy's home the winter before
with an attendance of thirteen.

The teacher was Fae Harrison of Pinto,

It did not take the board long to organize for better education,
for a meeting was called on November 12 , 1904, to vote on a bond issue
to complete a school house. The taxpayers authorized the board to borrow
one-thousand dollars from Lauren Bamum.

Again in November, a meeting

was called and another six-hundred dollars was voted to finish paying off
49
the indebtedness incurred in building the school. 7
Other teachers of Laverkin were Bail J. Graff, LaFel Iverson, and
Vernon Church,
U.

GHOST TOWNS

Many towns in Washington County were unable to survive the times
of hardships and want forced upon them. Some of these have already been
mentioned.

This section will discuss many of those remaining. Some have

been left out, as little information can be located regarding their
educational efforts,

^Ibid.. p. 396.
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Fort Hamblin, In the fall of I856, Jacob Hamblin located a ranch
in Mountain Meadows, Other ranchers moved into the valley, and in 1866,
Brigham Young advised these to gather together and build a fort, which
was done. The first school was taught in Fort Hamblin in 1868, with
twenty-five children enrolled.-5

There was no school house in the settle-

ment, so school was taught in the the homes. There were two teachers
the first year, but only one from that time until the community was
abandoned about 1891.
Bellevue, The earliest school in Bellevue was held in Joel Johnson's
home.

The teacher was James C, Snow, who taught from the Doctrine and

Covenants, a scripture of the L, D, S, Church,
In 1883, a building eighteen by twenty-five feet was built of
cobblestones, entirely by donations. This building served as school,
church, and social hall. Some of the early teachers who taught in this
building were James C. Snow, Rozena Sylvester Jarvis, Mary Ann MaxHeld,
and Rea Birch. This building, the "pride and joy" of the community, was
later sold for ten dollars by the county superintendent as scrap. "The
building never at any time belonged to the state, and the citizens , , ,
were indignant at such treatment,"^
After the school was closed in Bellevue, the children were required
to ride by horseback or wagon to Toquerville, the nearest school.
Price City. Bloomington, and Atkinville, One of the first teachers
^Record of Schools, Washington County, 0£. cit., November I869.
^Althea G. Hafen, "History of Bellevue,"(Typewritten paper,
Washington County Library, St, George, Utah).

in Price was Samuel Miles, who took time from his regular job of farming
to teach school. The story is told of Miles that one day a team ©f runaway
horses dashed by the school, drawing all of the children out of the building in hot pursuit. When the excitement was over, they returned

"to the

schoolhouse to find their overworked schoolteacher, who had been up irrigating his farm most of the night, just awakening from a much needed nap
and ready to resume his role of teaching 'readin, riting, and rithmetic,5"^
There was no school at Atkinville, thus requiring the students to
walk the seven miles to and from Price every day in order to attend school.
During one year, Ida Wulfenstein taught the younger children in one of the
homes.
Following Samuel Miles as teacher in Price were two women teachers,
Zaidee Walker and Julia Sullivan, These women made teaching a career
instead of a sideline.

Pinto, Settled in I856 by members of the Harmony Indian Mission,
Pinto was designated as a part of the Santa Clara L, D, S. Ward. The first
meeting house at Pinto consisted of a small log house, fifteen by sixteen
feet, built about I860, The next public building was built in 1866, and
was also used as a school house. No record is given of the early teachers
in Pinto, but school was held in Pinto until 1916, when it was discontinued
due to insufficient enrollment. The little town of Pinto furnished a
number of teachers for the other communities throughout the county.
*2Grace Atkin Vfoodbury and Angus Munn Wbodbury, "The Story of
Atkinville," (University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Mimeographed), 1957<
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XII,

COMPENDIUM

Duplicate copies of the county superintendents annual reports to
the territorial superintendent are available for the years 1864 to 1874,^3
From these records, the following tables were drawn.
Table IV illustrates the number of students residing in each of
the early communities of the county0 ages six to sixteen.
TABLE IV
RURAL SCHOOL AGE POPULATION, 1864-1874

District
Washington
Santa Clara
Toquerville
Pine Valley
Harrisburg
Shoal Creek
Pinto
Leeds
Harmony
Fort Hamblin
Totals

1864

82

1865

1866

1868

1869

1870

18?1

1872

1873

1874

165

154

190
95

204
84

165

75

191
96
118
98
73
56
51

194

67

75

75

121
60

161
64

100

102
42
53
51
47

85
43
2?

50
5Z

117
39
48
46
46

30

50
45
30
39
31

87
45
50
89
41

25

19

602

603

24 21
588 503

12
388

35
572

100
64
37
24
86

82

583

117
40
42
22
109

559

106
25
814

45

45

57

It can be seen that during the first year of the report, few
reports were submitted by the rural districts of the county. Also, when
Kane County was organized in 18699 Harmony and Toquerville were rezoned
as a part of that county.

From this table can be seen how the population

of the rural towns increased until about 1870, when a leveHng~off occurred*
^Record of Schools, 1864-1896, Washington County, loc, cit.
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Some of the towns began a gradual decline soon after this period, becoming
the ghost towns of today.

School attendance. Because of the hard work required of children
in these early settlements, the enrollment was substantially below the
school-age population.

The one exception to this was in those cases where

older children, beyond the legal-school-age, returned to school. The
enrollment of these rural communities is shown in Table V,

TABLE V
RURAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT, 1864-18?4

District

Washington
Santa Clara
Toquerville
Pine Valley
Harrisburg
Shoal Creek
Pinto
Leeds
Harmony
Fort Hamblin
Total

1864

I865

1866

1868

1869

1870

1871

1872

1873

1874

60
32
43
36

118
34
65
53
26
24

91
75
74
40
35
22

60
81
65
60
65
46
49

87
108

53
84

163
66

140
66

70
67

67

75
44
41
39
43

62
41
50
36
43

60
41
42
37
39

77
37
34
43
30

77
38
34
43
31

77
38
34
61
34

33

65

76
25

25

20

22

31

21

21

427

462

389

4?0

458

381

332

171

353

402

With the exception of 186?, when the report was not submitted, the
annual enrollments for all of the rural districts of Washington County are
shown by table V.

When compared with Table IV, it will be noticed that

in 1869, Santa Clara had a higher enrollment than there were children of
school age0

This 113 per cent enrollment may be an error, or else
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older children, beyond the age of sixteen, were attending the school.
Even though the school«age population remained fairly consistent, the
enrollment varied according to the availability of tuition money, the
need for labor in the fields and homes, and other causes.

Average daily attendance. Though many students were enrolled in
the common schools, this in itself was not proof of attendance. In many
instances, even though a student was enrolled, he only attended a few days
during the school year. Proof of attendance was the superintendent's
report of average daily attendance. Table VI shows this report.

TABLE VI
AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE IN THE RURAL SCHOOLS, 1864-18?4

District
Washington
Santa Clara
Toquerville
Pine Valley
Harrisburg
Shoal Creek
Pinto
Leeds
Harmony
Fort Hamblin
Total

1864

25
29
29

83

1865

1866

1868

1869

1870

1871

1872

1873

18?4

60
17

63

65

30

105

94

100
37

45
60

60

40
22

32
36
30
22

75

t*Q

55

40
54
50

70
30
33
36
30

55

32
34
30
21

48
35
29
31
38

50
30
12
39
28

50
30
30
39
28

50
31
30
52
18

33

50

55

298

25
396

25
383

20
287

18
344

12
308

12
294

12
253

22?

65

ty

50
30
43

The county superintendent was many times unable to obtain the
reports from the separate boards of trustees, thus causing inaccuracies
in the report. Superintendent J. E, Johnson commented on his 1874 reports

65
Accompanying this report I wrote a letter informing the Territorial superintendent that I had found it impossible to get the
various districts represented altho I have written each district
three times urging the trustees to fill blanks I sent and return
them, 54
These blanks can be seen in Table VI, showing either a report
not made, or else the district had not been created at the time.
It can be seen by a comparison of Tables V and VI that the average daily attendance is many times little more than one-half the enrollment shown. Bearing this point out, the average daily attendance for
1864 was 48,2 per cent of the enrollments for 1865, 61,3 per cent? for
1870, 73»8 per cent, and 1874, 76.2 per cent.

XHI,

SUMMARY

Much of the history of education in Washington County has been made
in the small rural communities of the county. In examining the records
pertaining to each of these towns, it was shown that schools were often
established within the first year of settlement, sometimes even before
homes were built or land was cultivated.
Each town had its educational leaders, and these were often selected
as the district trustees. As each of these settlements was founded, the
educational and religious spirit worked together in providing educational
facilities for the young people. Many did not take advantage of the opportunities provided because of lack of money or necessity for labor.
Teachers were often poorly trained and always poorly paid. Many
taught as a part-time job, carrying on their regular job concurrently.
^ Ibid,, September 30, 1874,

CHAPTER IV
PERIOD OF TRANSITION
Following the pioneer period, the schools that had been organized
began to develop, enlarging upon the philosophies of their founders and
supporters. One of the principal reasons behind this growth was the
interest shown by the officials of the territorial government.
Problems of acquiring trained and qualified teachers had been
continuous from the beginnings of the territory and would continue to be
problems in the future. The action of the legislature in 1874 in establishing scholarships for normal students was the first of many actions
to alleviate this situation.
The buildings used for schools in Washington County lacked educational design in too many cases. These buildings were designed primarily
for community and church, rather than school, use, and caused problems
concerning this use. The continuous increase in enrollment also created
the need for more and better facilities—a need that would require action
during this period of time as well as further into the future.
The year 1874, the beginning of this period, marked a new emergence
of the territory in its role of school finance. Financing of schools to
the present day has created problems, but this period marked an increase
of aid from the territory to the local administrative unit.
Administrative personnel, per se, were practically non-existent
in Washington County.

The trustees and county superintendent constituted

the total administrative staff, and the administration of schools was
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usually haphazard at best.
One of the pressing needs of the time was that of free schools
restrictive to no one of school age. The time for tuition-supported
schools was past, and with proper financing the dream of many in regards
to free schools could be realized.

Territorial and county officials

campaigned strenuously for passage of such a measure, but were frustrated time and again by the apathy of the district trustees and people,
I,

Library f a c i l i t i e s .

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT

The S t . George Library Association had been

incorporated i n January of 1864, but l i t t l e action was taken by l o c a l
people u n t i l t h e early 1870•s. 1

On Monday, November 10, 1873, the

association was again incorporated for twenty-five y e a r s , with James G,
Bleak, Henry Earing, Joseph E, Johnson, Alden A, M. Jackson, and William
Fawcett as the l i b r a r y c o u n c i l , 2

I n January of 1874, the association

opened i t s reading room for the f i r s t time and had twelve persons there
t o use t h e f a c i l i t i e s .
With many other d u t i e s . Church and c i v i c , to occupy the energies
of these men, the l i b r a r y was given to the Church Mutual Improvement
Association on the condition t h a t they e s t a b l i s h and maintain a reading
room.

I n 1876, Horatio Pickett was appointed l i b r a r i a n , - 5
By 1883, lack of books and d i s i n t e r e s t of the c i t i z e n r y forced the

closing of the l i b r a r y ,
1

Willi am Fawcett, appointed to a s c e r t a i n the

S t , George Stake Manuscript History, l o c , c i t ,
Bleak, 0£, c i t , . Book B, p . 199»
% b i d . , p . 469.
2
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condition of the library, gathered all materials belonging there and
deposited them at the Church Tithing Office.

This marked the end

of library facilities in St. George until about the year 1900.
Consolidation of St. George districts. Joseph E. Johnson,
superintendent of Washington County schools, called a meeting in 18?6
for the purpose of discussing the consolidation of the four St. George
districts into one. He maintained that such consolidation would make
better use of the existing buildings, lead to the proper grading of the
schools, and help to establish a high school in the valley.5

This started

people thinking, although nothing was done towards consolidating at this time,
In 1878, the St. George districts were finally consolidated into one,
A central school was located in the basement of the tabernacle with Eugene
Schoppman as instructor. He was the principal teacher and had two
assistants.

The ward schools were retained as primary schools. In 1882,

Mr, Schoppman was replaced by Mr, Albert Whitelock of Gloucester, New
Jersey, who was assisted in the central school by Martha Snow and Josephine
Jarvis,

General, The county was honored in 1882 by a visit of Dr, John R,
Park and M. H. Hardy, representatives of the territorial superintendent.
They were "traveling on Educational interest of the Territory,"0
A report was made to the assembled priesthood of the St, George
Minutes of the Lesser Priesthood, St, George Stake, January 4,
1883, (Juanita Brooks Collection, St, George, Utah),
5st, George Stake Manuscript History, 0£. cit,. Volume 2, p. 580,
6
Diary of John D, T. McAllister, op_, cit,. Volume 3, p. 521,
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Stake on November 2, 1884, regarding the schools within St, George,
Brother Joseph Orton reported that the schools had opened in all of the
wards, but few scholars were enrolled. He further stated:
The ward schools are primary schools and [ij. think there is
nothing now to occupy the children at home and the parents should
feel under obligation to send their children to school.
Bishop Walter Granger then commenteds
, , , and on canvassing (we] find that many are going to school
in other wards for the reason that parents prefer other teachers than
in the 2nd ward and think they have the privilege of choosing which
they shall go to.
Brother Wells askeds
, • , Upon what terms are these primary schools sustained and what
kind of pay?
Brother Thomas Judd replied:
, , , 1st readers, $2,; 2nd and 3d readers, $2,50; 4th, $3«S
independent of the Territorial appropriation which is paid by the
Trustees,7
The foregoing discussion indicates the interest shown by the
ecclesiastical leaders toward the public schools.
In 1886, knowing that free public schools would soon be reality,
and desiring religious education for the people, an association called
the St, George Temple Association was formed with Daniel D, McArthur as
president, Anthony W, Ivins, Vice President, James G, Bleak, Secretary,
and Edwin G, Wooley, Treasurer.

The organization was formed as a religious

and scholastic group to further knowledge and religious belief throughout
the St. George Stake. The Articles of Association are as follows:
"^Minutes of the Lesser Priesthood, 0£. cit,. November 2, 1884,
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The Undersigned . • , associate themselves for the purpose of
founding and maintaining a place of worship and a school of science
i n said Temple, . , , for the teaching of a sound learning and scient i f i c knowledge; said school to include departments devoted to
theology, astronomy, mathematics, h i s t o r y , languages, laws, n a t u r a l
science and a l l other p r i n c i p l e s of true knowledge , , , with the
d i s t i n c t understanding t h a t nothing s h a l l ever be taught i n t h i s
house of worship or school of science which w i l l throw doubt upon
the existence of the supreme being. . . . °
This association was the forerunner of the S t . George Stake
Academy.

The f i r s t meeting i n regards to r a i s i n g funds for said academy

was held i n S t . George i n August of 1885.^

The academy, however, was

not organized u n t i l 1888 under the principalship of Nephi M. Savage.
The academy was founded fundamentally on the l i n e s of the temple associat i o n mentioned above, but to teach the younger generation. (Chapter V j
With the coming of free schools i n 1890, the teaching of theology
i n the public schools was abolished.

The free schools also l e d to the

eventual downfall of the tuition-supported Stake academy.

I n t h e September

conference of the S t . George Stake, 1892, the report was given t h a t there
were twenty-six d i s t r i c t schools i n t h e county, i n addition t o the Stake
10
academy which was to be a free school t h a t year.
I n the same conference,
Anthon H, Lund "advocated the establishemnt and maintenance of r e l i g i o n
classes i n connection with the d i s t r i c t schools, but kept d i s t i n c t from
school proceedings,"' 1

Religious leaders were feeling the control of the

public schools slipping away from them, and were worried about the consequences.

Their determination to provide for the s p i r i t u a l t r a i n i n g of

° S t . George Stake Manuscript History, 0£, c i t , . Volume 4 .
Diary of John D, T. McAllister, 0£. c i t , . Volume 4, p , 773*
10
S t , George Stake Manuscript History, o£, c i t , , September 11, 1892.
11
Ibid.

9
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the youth of the Church eventually led to the later establishment of
academies, seminaries, and other schools of higher learning.
Such was the general trend of education during this period of
transition, 1874 to 1896, Many things were accomplished during this
period, which the following pages will attempt to elucidate,

II.

TEACHERS AND TEACHING CONDITIONS

Classroom techniques. Few of the teachers of this period in
Washington County had had any formal teacher training. Some were teaching
in peer situations, having just completed the grade they were presently
teaching. Despite this fact, many fine teachers were to be found in
the county, teaching their charges with an "inspiration" b o m of experience
and imagination.
One of these teachers, Annie M, Romney, had been to the University
of Deseret, a rare achievement, and used this training to teach a "splendid school. . . . Her discipline was good—her praise and smile, a
triumph. It was there we learned the fundamental principles of grammar,
• • «

from Pinneo's text. We memorized many rules, the meaning of which

became useful later."

12

Orpha Everett, too old now to teach in the district schools, maintained a private school. One student recalls?
We considered Sister Everett a marvel , , , She was somewhat deaf,
and we discreetly lowered our tones when an unknown word came in our
reading class. We sometimes changed places in order to avoid some
difficult word in our paragraph, for reading around was the approved
method in the best of schools.'3
12Josephine J, Miles, loc, cit,

'^Ibid.
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Another teacher was Margaret Snell, who taught a private school
in her home. The school was well-conducted, orderly and quiet. She
taught moral precepts as well as the recognized subjects, having her
school opened and closed by singing and prayer. It was further stated:
• , , the methods in force were similar to those described by
Dickens in "Nicholas NickLeby." The English master required practical
knowledge of his pupils; they spelled "winder" and were sent to clean
his windows, etc. So, at sister Snellfs they must have spelled c-o-w,
and were sent to water her; w-e-e-d-s, and were sent out to pull
..
them; for all of her outside work seemed to be done by the students.
Another teacher, Mary Ann Mansfield Bentley said:
. . . instead of being promoted into grades, our standing was
judged by the reader we were using. McGuffey's was the most popular
one used, and the little blue-backed speller was in constant demand.*5
Eugene Schoppman, who taught the central school in the tabernacle basement
from 1879 to 1881 had his own methods:
His methods were somewhat different, and his discipline of the noisy
order. We were using "National Readers and Spellers" and wrote dictation exercises. We liked him and learned considerable—especially
the problems on which we drilled for weeks prior to a public examination. His morning stories of his heroism and wonderful exploits
were more thrilling than harmful,"*"
His "teaching for the examination" was probably a forerunner of
things to come.
The recitation was the most common method of instruction used
during this period. Instead of the school day being divided into so
many periods, it was divided into recitations. One teacher, William
C. Staheli, recalls his days as a student and the recitation method:

l^lbid.
1
5 l i f e Sketch of Mary Ann Mansfield Bentley, 1838-1935* (Typescript,
Brigham Young University Library), 1940,
''"Josephine J , Miles, l o c , c i t .
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We had a chart about three feet wide and four feet high that could
be elevated on a stand, held together like a looseleaf, After we
learned the first lesson, it was turned over, and turned over. We
would recite all of the things that were on the chart. I remember
many of the lessons even today. £1961} One page had a picture of a
rainbow and the sun, the words were:
The sun went out to shine one day,
Said he I111 drive the rain away.
The raindrops laughed to see him try
To drive them back into the sky.
Each raindrop caught a sunbeam white
And split it into rays of light.
Red, yellow, blue, three rays in one,
And made a rainbow just for fun.
The chart class was the method used, with two benches provided in the
front of the room for the use of this group. The other students would
study individual lessons until their turn at recitation came. It
often occurred that we were very interested in what was taking place
in the recitation classes and I guess we learned better the things
we previously had because we saw it rehearsed so many times,'7
Discipline was always a problem in these early schools, especially
concerning the over-age boys who were often as large or larger than the
teacher. Mary E. Cook, who taught in the basement of the tabernacle,
had her own ways of discipline. Edward H. Snow

commented in part:

Miss Cook had ways of punishment peculiar to herself. I was required to come to her desk (for some infraction) and lay my head in
her lap. While I was undergoing this torture . . . I looked up, . . .
and got a slap on the head with the injunction to "lie down." . . .
One of the pupils Hector A. McQuarrie transgressed one day and he was
ordered up to the desk. "Heck" . • • a handsome fellow . • , went
to her desk with a broad grin. His punishment was that he sit on
her lap. To most of us such a punishment would have been horrible,
but not so to Heck. He sat down on her lap with a still broader
grin and proceeded to put his arm around her and it looked like he
fully intendent to complete the job by kissing her. But before he
could do it the school was in an uproar and Miss Cook blushing
furiously (She was a spinster) dismissed the school.
Even this type of discipline had its limitations, it seems.
^Interview with WBLlliam C. StaheU, Provo, Utah, July 31, 1961.
18
Autobiography of Edward H. Snow, OJD. cit,. p, 27.
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In many cases, teachers were still required to collect their pay
from the parents of pupils in their classes. This in addition to the
allocation from the territorial appropriation was their entire salary.
The appropriation "gave a little cash to go along with our pickles, brooms,
19
wood, molasses, etc." 7
Another teacher of this time, Albert Whitelock, deserves mention
in this narrative. He followed Professor Schopmann as principal teacher
of the St. George central school, "His, was, a real school. His discipline
was perfect, and his methods of monthly report cards, and preparation
rolls, entirely new in St. George. . . . There was singing, and school
20
entertainments; more social life than we had known before."
Methods of teaching improved gradually as teachers became better
trained and additional certification requirements became common.
Teacher preparation and certification.

Educational leaders of the

territory had long recognized the need for better qualified teachers. In
1865, Superintendent Campbell stated:

"The greatest lack from which our
21
educational interests now suffer is that of qualified teachers."
In 1874, Superintendent Campbell recommended an annual ten-day

institute for all teachers within the county

"to develop the best methods

of organizing governing and teaching the school and elucidate the true
order of mental development."22

To answer this request, the legislature

^Josephine J. Miles, loc. cit.
20

Ibid.
John C. Moffitt,"Reports of the Superintendents of Schools, of
Utah, 1861-1896,"(Typewritten copy, Brigham loung University), 1941.
22
Ibid.. p. 49.
21
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appropriated $5000 each year for the next two years to the University of
Deseret to be used to provide scholarships to forty students selected by
the territorial superintendent.

This measure was to be of immeasurable

aid in training teachers of the county. One of the first students to
accept this scholarship was the daughter of President J. D. T. McAllister,
Mamie McAllister, in 1878.23
In 1880, the territorial superintendent, John Taylor, commented:
It is very important that a wise and judicious selection should be
made of those persons to whom we commit, in a great measure, the
framing of the characters of our children; . . . It is a general principal now adopted in all well-regulated scholastic institutions, that
teachers themselves must be properly trained, before they can be
considered competent or be permitted, under any circumstances, to
instruct the young,2^
Territorial officers were working closely with county officials in
striving to improve the educational offerings of the common schools. To
improve the schools, teacher improvement was still the foremost item. L.
John Nut tall, superintendent in 1881-1882, was progressive in nature when
he commented:
The true teacher does not rely solely upon the text book; still
he insists upon properly defined lessons to be given the classes for
preparation and recitation. He makes the proper examinations to know
how much each has performed the labor assigned him; then, in addition,
he draws from other sources and imparts the information to the class.
He also encourages his pupils to gather facts from other books besides
the text book, not confining them to one source, but to gather them
all.2-5
The above material shows the interest taken by the territorial
educators in teacher preparation and education. The major responsibility,
2

^Diary of John D. T« McAllister, 0£. cit.. Volume 7» p. 333.
Moffitt, "Repo:
^Moffitt,
"Reports," op. cit., p. 132.
2
5lbid., p. 166.

9il
24
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however, still remained the local county and district. Incentives to
teachers were lacking, in that there were no monetary rewards for added
preparation, nor any set standards with which to comply. The only criteria
was to appear before the county board of examiners to show the extent of
knowledge possessed.

This county board was appointed by the county court,

and though it attempted to judge teachers fairly, selection was usually
fortuitous. As a means of standardizing this examination, a standard
certificate form was used. This form is reproduced below:
26
Form No. 13t Teacher's Certificate
Utah
18
This certifies that Mr.—having given evidence of good moral character, and having passed an examination in the following branches,viz.:
Theory and practice . . . .
Grammar and composition . .
Reading and elocution . . .'
Geography and history » . _ _
Orthography and punctuation
Vocal Music . . . . . . .
..
Penmanship and bookkeeping mmmmmm
Elementary drawing . . . .
Arithmetic > , . . . , • « •
_
Is therefore eligible to teach in the district schools of Washington County, during current school year or until this certificate
shall be revoked.
MO.

Board of Examiners _

_

_

_

_

Hence, Washington County now had three means of improving the
training of its teachers: scholarships to the University, examinations
by the local board, of examiners, and county teacher institutes.
One of the foremost educators of this day was John T, Wbodbury,
In his diary he speaks of attending the Teacher's Institute of Washington
County on September 11, I885, On this occasion he presented a method of
teaching arithmetic. This was the usual pattern of institutes, in that
the county superintendent would choose his superior teachers and have them
26

Moffittt "Reports,• on., cit., report of 1882-1883.
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present acceptable teaching methods from which others could pattern their
teaching. Three days later, September 14, 1885, Wbodbury attended the
examination for the:
, . . teachers of Washington County. My certificate stood as follows: Reading 90, Orthography and punctuation 951 Arithmetic 100,
Writing 75$ Geography 100, History 100, Grammar 100, and Composition

85.Z?

In 1888, the law of 1874 was amended to the extend that fifty
scholarships would be given for a two-year period at the University.
Educational opportunities were continuously improving. In 1890, the school
law authorized the state superintendent to offer three grades or types of
certificates to teachers. By placing the control of certification in
the territorial superintendents hands, the power of the local board of
examiners decreased, and more uniform examinations of proficiency were
introduced into the territory.
The three grades of certificates were: First grade, based upon five
successful years of teaching and a high score

on the examination. This

was issued for five years; The second grade certificate was determined
by the score on the examination and was good for two years. The third
grade certificate was good for only one year. The law further stipulated
that no person under eighteen years of age could be certificated.
By 1901, the uniform examinations had done much to raise the
efficiency of Utah teachers. Thus one more problem of the county trustees
was well on its way towards' being solved.
2

?Diary of John T. Wbodbury, ('typescript copy, Mattie Reusch, St,
George, Utah)
00

°John C, Moffitt, "Utah's Teacher Training, Certification," Utah
Educational Review. 33:2 (November 1939) pp. 69-72,
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II,

SCHOOL BUILEECNGS

When the school buildings were erected in many of the communities
of the county, those that built them were all members of the same Church,
Feeling no need to build two buildings, they built a combination school,
church, and community center.

These buildings were very often built by

donation, and the title was held by the Church, It was this situation
that caused some feelings between various ecclesiastical groups within
the county and territory.
Some communities, especially in Washington County, lacked sufficient
buildings in which to hold school. This forced the trustees of St, George
to use the court house, social hall, the basement of the tabernacle, and
various private dwellings as schools, Albert E. Miller, a student of the
period, recalls:
When I went to school, by 1879, the third ward school was past its
limit in how many could attend. I was educated in a little bit of a
house across the street . . . in that room there was a big fireplace
at one end of the building. Our teacher was one of the daughters of
Isaih Cox, My schooling started there. The higher grades were taught
by Martha Cox in the third ward school. I went to various kitchens
and . . , places until I came up to where I could go to the third
ward school. That would be about the eighth grade.29
In 1887, John T, Vfoodbury, now county superintendent, surveyed the
entire county in regards to its "building situation. Some of this material
has been mentioned previously, but it is important enough to warrant
repeating it here. Each of the countyfs twenty districts was represented
in this report,3°
interview with Albert E, Miller, St. George, Utah, March 11, 1961.

30
^ v John T. Vfoodbury, "Report i n Relation to the School Property of
Washington County, October 1 s t , 1887. (MSS owned by Juanita Brooks,)
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D i s t r i c t 1. S i l v e r Reef,

The building and grounds have no t i t l e ,

and are provided with no enclosure.

The lumber building was erected by

public subscription i n 1880, costing $1600.

The one room i n the building

measured twenty-five by s i x t y f e e t , with a seating capacity of ninety.
When used for church services i t i s free of charge, but when used for
p a r t i e s , e t c . , a charge i s made and the money collected i s applied for
the benefit of the school. This use never c o n f l i c t s with school work.
D i s t r i c t 2. Leeds.

The building i s owned by the Church, which

uses i t on Sunday and for one hour on the f i r s t Thursday of each month.
I t was b u i l t i n 1874 a t a cost of $1000, containing one room of eighteen
by t h i r t y - f i v e f e e t with a seating capacity of f i f t y .

I t was b u i l t of

stone.
D i s t r i c t 3. Harrisburg,

The t r u s t e e s held the deed to t h i s rock

building which was erected i n 186?-1868, a t a cost of $800.

The one room

was fourteen by twenty-five f e e t with a seating capacity of t h i r t y .

It

was b u i l t by donation, being used for school and church purposes, but
church use never i n t e r f e r e d with school a c t i v i t i e s .
D i s t r i c t 4 . Washington.

The one school house i n t h i s d i s t r i c t was

b u i l t i n 1878 a t a cost of $4535.

The stone building has two rooms, a

basement f o r t y - s i x by twenty-four feet and an upper room f o r t y - e i g h t by
twenty-six f e e t .

This building was b u i l t by taxation and the property was

deeded to the t r u s t e e s .

The seating capacity was about 120»

The building

was used for Church s e r v i c e s , i n return for which the members of the Church
clean the building and pay i t s running expenses.
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D i s t r i c t 5. S t . George.

The four school buildings i n t h i s d i s t r i c t

a l l have government t i t l e s held by the d i s t r i c t t r u s t e e s .

The f i r s t ward

school was b u i l t i n 1864 a t a c o s t of $2200, and was b u i l t of adobes.

It

was b u i l t one-half by taxation and one-half by donation, with the understanding t h a t Church groups could use i t for r e l i g i o u s purposes when t h i s
use did not i n t e r f e r e with the schools, and t h a t these Church groups bear
one-half the expenses of keeping the house i n r e p a i r . -The LDS Church i s
considered j o i n t owner.
The second ward school was b u i l t i n 1867f costing $1800.

The one

room i s twelve by twenty-eight f e e t with a seating capacity of about
sixty pupils.

The use and ownership i s the same as the f i r s t ward school.

The t h i r d ward school was constructed of adobes i n 1867 a t a cost
of $2500.

I t has one room, twenty by thirty-two f e e t , and a seating

capacity of eighty.

I t s use and ownership i s the same as t h a t of the

f i r s t and second ward schools.
The fourth ward school i s the l a r g e s t of the four, being b u i l t i n
I867 a t a cost of about $2500,

I t i s constructed of adobes and has two

rooms, f i f t e e n by twenty-nine f e e t , and sixteen by t h i r t y f e e t .

This

building was b u i l t e n t i r e l y by taxation and i s used s o l e l y for school
purposes.

The combined seating of t h i s building and a rented room i n

t h e court house i s two-hundred s t u d e n t s .
D i s t r i c t 6, Santa Clara. There i s no school house i n t h i s d i s t r i c t ,
t h e Church house being used for t h a t purpose.

The stone building i s twenty-

two by t h i r t y - f o u r feet with a seating capacity of s i x t y s t u d e n t s .
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D i s t r i c t 7. Gunlock, The school building was erected of adobe i n
1881, a t a cost of $1171.

At present no t i t l e i s held to t h i s property

and the t r u s t e e s have made no effort to obtain one.

The one room i n the

building i s twenty-eight by seventeen f e e t , with a seating capacity of
thirty-five.

Church i s held i n the building on Sunday, and occasionally

during the week as long as i t does not i n t e r f e r e with school.

For t h i s

p r i v i l e g e the members of the Church furnish the wood for school purposes.
D i s t r i c t 8, Hebron.

No t i t l e i s held to the school grounds or

brick building which was constructed i n 1873 by taxation a t a cost of
about $2000,

The one room's dimensions are eighteen by t h i r t y f e e t ,

with a seating capacity of about f o r t y .

The building i s used for Church

purposes on Sunday, for which p r i v i l e g e the Church members pay the running
expenses and r e p a i r s of the school.
D i s t r i c t 9. Harmony.
but i t i s not recorded.

The t i t l e to the ground i s held by the t r u s t e e s ,

The one school i n the d i s t r i c t i s of frame con-

s t r u c t i o n , erected by taxation i n 1875, costing $1600.

The one room,

eighteen by twenty-eight f e e t , has a seating capacity of seventy p u p i l s .
By consent of the t r u s t e e s , the building i s used on Sunday for Church,
D i s t r i c t 10. P i n t o .

There i s no school house or grounds i n Pinto,

but the Church building i s used for educational as well as r e l i g i o u s
purposes.

The one room i s twenty-three by t h i r t y - t h r e e f e e t with a

seating capacity of about s i x t y p u p i l s .
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' District 11. Pine.Valley,
is recorded.

The" title is held by the trustees and

The one school building was erected in 1879, being built of

lumber and costing about $1000, There are two rooms, both on the same
floor with a combined seating capacity of about one hundred-ten pupils,
"The school house is used only for school purposes, never for Church
services,"-'

District 12. Price. The building used in Price for school purposes
belongs to the Church.

This building contains two rooms, only one being

used for school purposes. The thirty-five by eighteen foot room has a
seating capacity of about twenty pupils.

District 13. Toquerville. A government deed to the grounds is held
by the trustees. The rock building was built by taxation in 1880, and
cost $1400.

The one room is twenty by thirty-three feet with a seating

capacity of sixty.

This building is not used for church purposes, "There

is also a rock school house at Bellview (BellevueJ, which is included in
the Toquerville District, There are but few people in the settlement
and the house is seldom, if ever used,M^

District 14. Virgin City,

The title to the property is held by

the trustees. The one school house in the district was constructed of
brick in 1865 at a cost of about $2000.

The building was erected entirely

by donation, and is used by Church and school on an equal basis. The one
31
2

Ibid., p. 5

3 Ibid..
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room is twenty-five by thirty-seven feet and has a seating capacity of
about seventy-five.
District 15. Duncan. The trustees hold the title to the one school
house in the district. This adobe building was erected in 1881, costing
about $850.

The one room is eighteen by twenty-eight feet and will seat

about forty. The building was erected entirely by donation with the
understanding that it would be used jointly by school and Church. Church
services never interfere with the school.
District 16. Grafton, The trustees hold a recorded government
deed for the ground.

The adobe building was constructed in 1886 at a cost

of about $600. Built entirely by donation, the building is used jointly.
District 17. Rockville.

The deed to the one adobe school is held

by the trustees. The building was built in 1871 at a cost of about $1500.
Its dimensions are eighteen by thirty-one feet, with a seating capacity
of forty. Built by donation, it is used for all public purposes.
District 18, Shonesburg. k log house, used jointly by Church and
school, is the only facility in this district. The one-room building was
constructed in 186? at a cost of approximately $100. The one room is
fourteen by twenty feet, seating about twenty-five students.
District 19. Springdale. The frame building used for school purposes is owned by the Church, It was built by donation and will seat
about fifty.

District 20. Hamblin. No title is presented for this building,
*

but the Pinto L, D, S. Ward claims ownership. It was built by donation,
but the date of construction is not known. With dimensions of eighteen
by thirty feet, it will seat twenty-five, more when fully furnished.
When these buildings were built, most of the builders had a similar purpose in mind:

"In some cases, the title was secured by the

trustees; in other cases by the Church authorities; but whoever held the
title, the original intention was the same, that the building be used
33
for both school and church purposes. "-^
The seating capacity for all of the above buildings was approximately
twelve-hundred pupils. The school population, according to the report?**
was 1509. This would be a shortage of space for 309 pupils if all attended.
Furthermore, the big majority of the pupils lived in St. George, which had
only about one-fourth of the classroom space.
Ihe problem of insufficient classrooms would remain with the county
for many years.

Even with joint use of almost all of the buildings, the

financing and construction of buildings could not keep up with enrollments.
The real value of this school property in 1887 was $14,598.
III. SCHOOL FINANCE
Tied in very closely with the building program was that of school
finance. During this period, however, finance dealt mainly with teacher1 s
salaries.
33ibid^

pi 8.

^Moffitt, "Reports," 0£. cit,. p. 265.
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Until 1874, the public schools of Washington County were supported
wholly by l o c a l taxation, estray s a l e s , and t u i t i o n f e e s .

The l o c a l tax

was invariably used for building purposes, as many c i t i z e n s objected to
using tax money for t e a c h e r ' s s a l a r i e s .
I n 1874, the t e r r i t o r i a l l e g i s l a t u r e appropriated $15,000 annually
for the support of the public schools.

This appropriation was to be used

e n t i r e l y for teacher* s s a l a r i e s and was apportioned to the counties
according to school-age population.
ton County was $480,

The f i r s t appropriation to Washing-

This amount was d i s t r i b u t e d to the twelve d i s t r i c t s

i n the county according to t h e i r school-age population,

S t , George was

t h e big r e c i p i e n t of t h i s money, but a l l of the d i s t r i c t s benefited
therefrom.

The smaller d i s t r i c t s seldom received over forty d o l l a r s .

Collectors were appointed by the courts to c o l l e c t the l o c a l
t a x e s , being paid 5 per cent of a l l they c o l l e c t e d .

Most of these c o l -

l e c t o r s ardently pursued t h i s " c a l l i n g , " for the more they c o l l e c t e d , the
more they earned.

When payment was i n a r r e a r s , higher authority was

c a l l e d i n to s e t t l e the d i s p u t e .

Such i s the case of Benjamin Gray who

was brought before the bishop's court, accused by the c o l l e c t o r of owing
$71.10 i n back t a x e s .

Gray claimed t h a t the taxes had been paid.

The:

• « . Court decided t h a t unless the accounts of Gray and the
school were checked the matter could not be s e t t l e d . A committee
was appointed with power to act, Gray to pay i f he owed, and the
school to pay i f i t owed.35
The next biennium, I876-I878, brought increased aid from the
-^Minutes of the Bishop's Court, (Juanita Brook1 Collection)
S t . George, Utah, November 20, 1875.
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territory.

The t e r r i t o r i a l appropriation was increased from $15,000 to

$20,000 per y e a r , ^ 6

This raised Washington County's quota to $616 for

I876 and $627,44 for 1877* By today's standards t h i s seems extremely
small, but to an area with l i t t l e cash, i t represented quite a b i t .
The appropriation, when allocated to the several d i s t r i c t s of the
county, seemed to be even l e s s .

This breakdown to the d i s t r i c t s i s

shown by Table VII,
The years 1874 to 1880 are covered by Table VH, as these were
t h e formative years when the appropriation was new,
TABLE VH
AMOUNT OF TERRITORIAL APPROPRIATION MONET ALLOTTED TO EACH DISTRICT

District

1874

1875

I876

1877

1878

1879

1880

Silver Reef $
Leeds
19.00
Harrisburg
21,00
Washington
73.00
St, George
32.00
33.00
2nd
85.00
3rd
65,00
4th
Santa Clara
31.00
Pine Valley
40.00
Pinto
41.00
Hebron
23.00
Ft, Hamblin
17.00
Gunlock
Price

$

$

*

$

21.00
20,00
78.00
28,00
26.00
69.00
64.00
38.00
42.00
24.00
17.00
13.00

20.00
30.00
110.00
35.00
36.00
99.00
92.00
45.00
69.00
42.00
22.00

$142.50
106.40
77.90
281.20
708.70

$151.90
88.35
49.60
217.00
713.00

117.80
165.30
68.40

99.20
116.25
77.80
46.50
12.40
58.90
35.65

Total

$440.00

$600.00

$480.00

3°Mbffitt, "Reports," l o c . c i t .

20.14 102,60
21.44
81,70
110.41 336.30
37.67 756.20
37.67
92.88
93.53
47.41 127.30
66,25 174.80
87.40
30.53
89.30
30.53
39.90
10,40
28,58
43.70

11.40
76.00
41.80

$627.44 $1839.20 $1597.40 $1666.25

S7
Prom TableVE£ the increase i n appropriation for 1878 i s c l e a r l y
shown.

I t w i l l also be noted t h a t S t , George was consolidated i n t o one

d i s t r i c t i n I878,
When d i s t r i c t s did not get t h e i r annual report to the county
superintendent, they did not receive t h e i r allotment of the appropriation.
This was an incentive to b e t t e r reporting procedures by the t r u s t e e s .
The county school-age population for 1874 was 1047, which when
figured against the appropriation for t h a t year, gives an allotment of
45,8 cents per c h i l d .

By 1880, t h i s allotment had increased to $1,55

per c h i l d .
The chief means of financing schools from 18?8 to 1890 was a
mandatory three m i l l t a x .
about $65,000 annually.

On a t e r r i t o r i a l b a s i s , t h i s tax amounted to
Daring t h i s period, the three m i l l tax from the

county was used within the county.

This was a drawback to Washington

County because of i t s lack of commercial o r i n d u s t r i a l property.
VBLth the establishment of a t e r r i t o r i a l general fund, the above
s i t u a t i o n was modified and a system of p a r t i a l equalization between
counties was i n i t i a t e d .

This i s shown by the fact t h a t i n 1887, Washing-

ton County paid $2,215.33 i n t o t h i s fund and withdrew $2,794.00.
was a gain of over four-hundred d o l l a r s . ^

This

By 1894-, the s i t u a t i o n had

improved even more, with the county drawing out $1,593*85 ®ove money from
the general fund than i t had put i n .
^fceport of the Commissioner of Schools J* The Western Educator.
1:2, March 1, 1889, pp. 58-65.
^^Biennial Report of the Commissioner of Schools of Utah Territory,
for the years 1894-1895. January 13, I896.
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Even with the aid from the territorial fund, the county still had
financial trouble. This is explained in a letter from Superintendent
Wbodbury to St, George Stake President, John D, T, McAllister, The
letter, dated June 25, 1888, read in part:
The amount of school money allotted to Washington County for the
year 1888 is $2794,00, This is apportioned to the various districts.
The above money can only be used for the payment of qualified
teachers,
In St, George during the past winter, the pupils in the ward
schools received the benefit of One Dollar of this money for every
term they attended School, This amount was deducted from the tuition
fees of each pupil, and the bill sent to the parents only for the
remainder,
.
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The short time that the schools are kept up here during the year,
and the small wages paid to teachers, make it necessary that they
should spend their spare time in other kinds of employment, and they
cannot give the attention they should do to the cultivation of their
own minds and improvement in the art of teaching.
For these reasons among many others, we are usually short of
teachers here; efficient teachers preferring to go to other places
to secure positions, or to engage in more permanent and remunerative
employment.
The trustees have power to levy a tax of one fourth of one per cent
on all taxable property in the district for the purpose of supplying
the school with fuel, maps, charts, etc., But in most cases this tax
is not levied, and the school runs on without these necessary aids
to successful teaching.39
From this letter, the impression is received that much of the
blame for the financial difficulties rested upon the trustees of the
district schools. This feeling is re-echoed by Superintendent Levi N.
Harmon to the territorial superintendent, T. B. Lewis, a few years
later. This letter reads in part:^
^Letter from John T. Vfoodbury, County Superintendent of Common
Schools, (St. George Temple Letter file, Courtesy of A. Karl Larson)
St, George, Utah, June 25, 1888,
^Biennial Report of the Commissioner of Schools of Utah Territory,
1894-1895. 2£, cit,, p. 10,
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Our greatest drawback is, . . . the lack of funds in the hands of
the trustees with which to enable them to employ competent teachers
and continue schools sufficiently long to meet the requirements of
the law and satisfy the demands of the times. This perhaps is owing
to the fact that our county is not very wealthy and the maximum twomill tax is insufficient to increase our fund to the required amount.
So far we have been unable to get our trustees to levy district taxes
for the purpose of paying teachers, as there seems to be a strong
sentiment among the people against it—the idea prevailing . . .
that the Territory and county ought to supply the demand.
Financing of schools has been a continuous problem in Washington
County, with no way to completely solve it. Territorial and later
state aid was a big advancement, but the county will never be an educational force in the State of Utah until industry is enticed to establish
operations therein.
IV. AEMDHSTRAUVE PERSONNEL
The county superintendent. The position of county superintendent
has been continuous since the election of George A. Burgon in 1864. The
duties of these superintendents were many, including visiting the schools
twice yearly, general supervision, holding institutes, financial and
personnel accounting, and making numerous reports. A H of this was
supposed to be done on a salary of fifteen dollars per month.
These duties were reiterated time and again by territorial officials,
L. John Nuttall commented in part in 1882,
The office of county superintendent . . . is a most Important one.
He should know personally every teacher in the county, the wants of
each district, hold frequent meetings of trustees and teachers of
each district, conduct county institutes or teacher's associations,
and be prepared to advise and direct in all that pertains to the
interest of public instruction within his jurisdiction. . . . of
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giving support and i n s t r u c t i o n s to the t r u s t e e s , aid to the teachers,
advice to the p u p i l s , and occasionally a l e c t u r e to the people.
With wisdom, the c i t i z e n s of Washington County elected known
educational leaders to the p o s i t i o n of county superintendent.
years these superintendents campaigned for b e t t e r schools.

Through the

Following i s

the l i s t of these superintendents, 1864-1961.
1864-1870

George A. Burgon

1904-1906

Charles A, Vforkman

1870-1874

Joseph E. Johnson

1906-1907

George R. Brlnghurst

1874-1880

Miles P. Romney

1907-1908

Edward H. Snow **

1880-1882

Moroni Snow

1908-1911

Willard 0 . Misson

1882-1884

Joseph Orton

1911-1912

Edward H, Snow **

1884-1890

John T. Wbodbury

1912-1914

Charles B. Petty

1890-1896

Levi N. Harmon

1914-1916

Arthur K. Hafen *

1896-1898

John T, Wbodbury

1916-1929

William 0 . Bentley *

1898-1902

Charles A. Wbrkman

1929-1958 Milton E, Moody

1902-1904

John T, Wbodbury

1958-

T. Lavoy Esplin

** When Superintendent Bringhurst and Superintendent Nisson
resigned t h e i r positions i n order to leave the county, Edward H, Snow
was appointed by the county court to f i l l t h e i r unexpired terms.
* Arthur K, Hafen remained as superintendent a f t e r consolidation
i n name only, WS-lliam 0, Bentley was the f i r s t appointed superintendent,
assuming the duties the f i r s t year of consolidation, 1915.
Other names have been mentioned as being superintendents of Washington County, but the o f f i c e ! records l i s t only the above names.
I n order to earn a l i v i n g , each of the superintendents p r i o r to
1915 had a f a l l - t i m e job i n addition to t h a t of superintendent.

The

^ L , John N u t t a l l , Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Schools,
Utah Territory, for the years 1880-1881, June 30, 1882, p , 8.
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majority were educators, some were farmers, one was a merchant, and one
was a banker and Church l e a d e r .
The s u p e r i n t e n d e n t s s a l a r y , even as l a t e as 1898, had not climbed
beyond $225.00 per y e a r .

This was scarcely more than the $15.00 paid to

Superintendent Burgon i n 1864.
Reminders never ceased to come from the t e r r i t o r i a l o f f i c e , however,
as to the work required of the superintendent.

In 1884, Superintendent

Wuttal commented i n p a r t :
I t i s necessary t h a t the county superintendents make t h e i r semiannual t o u r s , t h a t they may be conversant with the requirements of
the several d i s t r i c t s , . . . Whilst the law requires the superintendent to devote considerable of h i s time i n v i s i t i n g the schools,
keeping records, and making out proper r e p o r t s , also attending to h i s
duties i n connection with the board of examination, I suggest t h a t the
several county courts should make provision t h a t these, officers be
amply compensated from -the public funds of the county.
Echoing t h i s same trend of thought. Commissioner Williams issued
the following i n s t r u c t i o n s i n 1888.
I t i s made the duty of the County superintendents to v i s i t the
schools a t l e a s t twice each year, to examine the t r u s t e e d records,
audit t h e i r accounts, and see t h a t they properly discharge t h e i r
d u t i e s , . . . i n order to secure a steady improvement i n the schools
and to obtain s a t i s f a c t o r y r e s u l t s i n the accounts and reports of
the t r u s t e e s , ^
The p o s i t i o n of county superintendent needed upgrading, but such
would not be the case u n t i l f i r s t , the p o s i t i o n was paid a commensurate
s a l a r y for the work performed, second, i t became a full-time p o s i t i o n ,
t h i r d , superintendents became appointed r a t h e r than elected, and fourth,
they would be placed under the j u r i s d i c t i o n of a board of education
* % o f f i t t , "Reports," pjo. c i t . , p . 222.
% b l d . , p , 225,
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instead of the county court.
District trustees. The superintendent was directly in charge of
the county schools, but the individual district schools were run by the
district trustees. These were usually lay people with little or no
training in the administration of schools. The administrative positions
of principal and supervisor were practically non-existent in the county.
In 1868, the territorial superintendent reported that even though
the territorial school code required trustees to visit the schools once
p e r quarter, "Many trustees, however, do not visit the schools as often
as once per year.

Besides visiting the schools, the trustees were re-

quired to keep the financial records, select the teachers, have the school
census taken, and submit their annual report to the county superintendent.
Many of these duties were allowed to slip by undone, as witnessed by the
incompleteness of the county reports. Of the twenty-seven reports sent
to the territory during this period, nine were incomplete.
An excellent incentive was furnished the trustees in 1874 by the
passage of the territorial appropriationfs bill. This bill provided that
districts not reported would receive no allocations of the appropriation.
0. H. Riggs said of this:
. . , This appropriation . . , proved to be a spark from which a
flame of interest was kindled that was never before felt in the Territory, County superintendents were able to get a more accurate
census of the children of legal school age, and to procure school
reports from nearly all the districts of the (county},^
^ b i d . . p. 19.
45

Ibid., p. 91.
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The trustees were usually genuinely interested in improving the
schools, but with lack of proper financing, the apathy of many citizens,
and their limited knowledge concerning education, these schools developed
very slowly. The trustees elected and appointed in Washington County
46
for the year 1891 were as follows:
Shonesburg # 1 Oscar DeMill
St. George # 1 1
Ozra DeMill
Ira DeMLU
Springdale # 2 William R. Crawford Bloomington # 12
F. E. Flannigan
John R. Crawford
Rockville # 3
Frank J. Slaughter Santa Clara # 13
John T. Langston
James H. Jennings
Grafton # 4
Alonzo Russell
Gunlock # 14
Edward H. Ballard
John Wood, Jr.
Virgen City # 5 James Jepson
Pine Valley # 15
John Spendlove
John H. Hilton
Toquerville # 6 George M. Spilsbury Hebron # 16
John M. Allen
Howard Bringhurst
Silver Reef # 7 S. W. West
Hamblin # 17
John Kemple
Thomas P, Gillespie
Leeds # 8
B. Y. McMullln
Pinto # 18
E, C. Olsen
David McMullin
Harrisburg # 9 Isaiah R. Cox
Harmony # 19
M. E. Paris
Hyrum Laney
Washington # 10 Andrew Sproul
George W. G. Averitt
Andrew H. Larson

F. E. Daggett
Edward H. Snow
Horatio Pickett
Fareson M. Blair
George W. Fawcett
William S. Carpenter
Rudolph Frei
Alex Findlay
John Hafen
Franklin 0. Holt
?• P. Canfleld
George W. Laub
Reuben Gardner
0. H. Bracken
Jeter Snow
Elias Hunt
Zera P. Terry
Amos P. Hunt
Moroni Canfleld
John Day
lyman Canfleld
Benjamin Piatt
Charles E, Knell
James A. Thornton
Albert E. Taylor
James F« Pace
E. L. Taylor

Trustees were usually elected for a period of one, two, or three
years, so that the board had a continuous membership. Elections, however,
were poorly supported in most instances.
u> "

^County and Precinct Officers of Washington County, Washington
County Ledger, 1880-1894. (Washington County Court House, S t . George, Utah).
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V. THE MOVEMENT FOR FREE PUBUC SCHOOLS

"Mormon" Church influence. When the schools were organized early
in the history of Utah Territory, they were organized on a public basis
with the exception of requiring tuition fees in order to attend. However,
since the great majority of the population belonged to the same religious
faith, there was a general overlapping of functions of Church and State.
This included use of school buildings, training and selection of teachers,
and selection of textbooks.
With superintendent, trustees, teachers, and pupils of one faith,
it was very difficult to separate these functions. Several historians
have blamed this condition for the slow development of truly public
schools within Utah. Arrington4'? says:
It would be fair to say that the'primary reason for the sldw
development of a public school system in Utah—besides the obvious
one that people engaged in conquering an Inhospitable wilderness
would not afford the luxury of much education—was the conflict
between Mormons and Gentiles. Gentiles objected to public school
because Mormon teachers would expose their children to Mormonism;
Mormons, to protect the standing of their own faith, refused to
alienate control to non-mormon elements.
As early as 1874, Territorial Superintendent Campbell had tried
to establish a relationship between these two functions. He said,
The common school code of Utah does not require nor AUTHORIZE
educators to include RELIGIOUS TENETS, but all teachers are
advised to open their school by prayer, and to inculcate the "fear
of God,n and morality, both by precept and example.^0
Church leaders, both local and general, urged the inclusion of
^Leonard J. Arrlngton, Great Basin Kingdom. Harvard University
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1958, p. 513*
I,
^Mbffitt, "Reports,M on,, cit., p. 50
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religious teachings within the schools, as well as setting up religious
tests for the teaching profession. In the St. George Stake Conference
of 1874, Brigham Young "advised that no infidels be used as school teachers
and that the Book of Mormon, Book of Covenants, and Bible be introduced
into the schools as readers."

It was this type of thinking that caused

serious resistance to non-mormon pupils attending the district schools,
forming a basis for the establishment of sectarian mission schools.

Mission Schools, It must be stated that one of the factors leading
to free schools in Utah was the mission school. As stated previously,
mission schools were organized to counteract the domination of the public
schools by the Mormon Church. One writer said in part:
One consequence of the failure . . . of the Mormons to provide
public schools free from Church domination was the gentile missionary
movement. Practically all the sectarian organizations that did
missionary work in Utah collected money on the plea that Utah did not
have free uncontrolled schools. Almost all the missions began their
work by starting schools,5®
"Home Mission," a Presbyterian publication of the I800«s, had a
strong plea for funds for mission schools. In addition to giving statistics in relation to mission schools, the report went on to says
It (tormonismj is a diabolism enthroned on sensualism, inflated
with Judaism, (fllledO with the merit-making of Buddaism, inspirited by the secret knavery of Jesuitism, masquerading before the
world in the form of holy religion."
The same article, speaking about the organized mission schools in
Washington County, said:

^ B l e a k , ©£. c i t . . Book B, p . 214.
5°Nels Anderson, Desert S a i n t s , University of Chicago P r e s s ,
Chicago, 1942, p . 446.
^Home Mission. (A Presbyterian Missionary P u b l i c a t i o n ) , May, 1887.
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The next circuit is in the . , , south—St, George, Silver Reef,
and Toquerville, Rev, A, B, Cort is the minister in this large
field. Miss Blackburn teaches at St, George, Prof, Geyer at Silver
Reef, and Miss Burke at Toquerville, Being so far from the lines
of travel, the bigotry of the Mormons is intense,-?2
With such a black picture being painted regarding Mormonism and
the Utah schools, it is no wonder that mission school funds were donated
to help counter this "diabolism, sensualism, knavery, and masquerade."
With these funds, the above schools of Washington County, along with
one established at Washington, were maintained until 1900. This was
a period of about twenty years, as the first mission school was organized
at St. George in 1880,^
This school was under the direction of A, B, Cort, a college
graduate, and held in the upstairs room of the mission home. No tuition
was charged, thus drawing some who could not afford the cost of the district schools. The school was mainly for beginners and students of
the lower primary grades, "To this school must be given the credit of
starting the education of many children."-*
Naturally, there was some trouble between Reverend Cort and the
LDS Church leaders of St, George, On August 6, 1883, it was reported
that "at the General Election it was found that the Reverend A, B, Cort,
Presbyterian Minister, residing in St, George, had been Scratching1
Joseph Ortonfs name from the printed Peoplefs Party tickets and putting
his own on as County Superintendent of Common Schools,"^ Relations were
52

Ibid.

53D, H, Chrlstensen, "Mission Schools i n Utah," Utah Educational
Review. 8:7 (June 1913)t p . 13.
^ mller,loc. cit.
-^St. George Stake Historical Record, 0£, cit,. August 6, 1882,
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strained, and by 1885, the Church priesthood group voted that those who
sent their children to the mission school would be disfellowshipped
unless they ceased. In a report back to this group, it appeared as if
most of the citizens accepted the mandate. A few, however, resented
this control by the Church and said "they would go there or nowhere. "5°
As a further device to influence parents to send their children to the
district schools, "Pres, McAllister Csald) , , , that provisions would
be made to pay the tuition of their children if they were unable to do
so,"57
In the State Superintendent's report of 1899, it was reported
that the mission school in St, George was the only one remaining in
Washington County,

There were two teachers, and a total attendance of

thirty-five pupils. The total value of the school property was $1405.*
This school closed the next year, 1900, marking the end of sectarian
mission schools in Washington County,

The establishment of free schools, A long period

of bickering,

quarreling, and name-calling was brought to an end by the law passed in
1890, creating free public schools in Utah Territory.

This was a cul-

mination of the efforts of educational leaders, which were begun as
early as 1850. However, these early advocates of free schools were
aware of the difficulties of establishing free schools in the face of
the hardships of the pioneer period.

The pioneers were too busy trying

56Ibid.. January 1, 1885.
57ibid.
58Third Report, Utah State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
June 30, 1900.
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to stay alive to provide schools that would serve everyone without cost.
Those who were able to pay the small tuition fees were able to attend
school, and a charity fund was often set up in most areas to help those
unable to attend on their own resources.
Officially, the attitude of the Church seemed to be against free
public schools. Even though fully for education for everyone, many
leaders desired the status quo, Brigham Young saids
Many of you have heard about certain journalists having had their
say about Brigham Young being opposed to free schools, I am opposed
to free education as much as I am opposed to taking away property
from one man and giving it to another who knows not how to take care
of it. But when you come to the fact, I will venture to say that I
school ten children to every one that those do who complain so much
of me. . . . Should I encourage free schools by taxation? No 1 That
is not in keeping with the nature of our work.™
Though honest in their opinions, these leaders delayed the coming
of free schools to the territory.

The impression should not be gained,

though, that all Church leaders were against free public schools. Many
local leaders campaigned diligently for free educational facilities.
By I876, the movement for free public schools had gained considerable impetus. Citizens for every comer of the territory were clamoring
for this action by the territorial legislature. Seventeen free school
petitions, signed by 3*578 citizens, were presented to the legislature
along with a recommendation from Governor George L. Woods that such a
measure be passed.
This agitation was also felt in Washington County, where the
^Stanley S. Ivins, "Free Schools Come to Utah," Utah Historical
Quarterly. 18:3, p. 357.
^ I b i d , , p. 33^. '
» • ••
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movement seemed to have the support of the Church leaders as well as
the county superintendent. On December 29, 1879» a meeting was called
by the St. George Trustees, Qyrum Earring, Thomas Judd, and A. R. Whitehead, in conjunction with the county superintendent, on the question
of setting a tax for the support of free schools within St. George. "The
vote of question of Tax for free schools had Ca) lively contest. . 57
voted for and 36 against,"^1

The president of the St. George Temple,

J. D. T. McAllister, recorded his impression of the same meeting:
Evening at a district school meeting. . . . called for the purpose
of agreeing amoung tsicj ourselves to be taxed 1 per cent and in
augerate CsicJ a Free School System, the vote lost lacking five of
a two-thirds majority, ° 2
The apathy of the populace is again demonstrated by the small
showing of ninety-three votes cast in this public meeting. A necessity
for improved public relations was demonstrated by this failure of a large
part of the citizenry to take an active part in the control of the schools.
Less than a month later, January 16, i860, another meeting was
called on the same question, this time by the Church leaders of the St.
George Stake. Present at this meeting were ward bishops, the stake president, bishop's counselors, school trustees, and the county superintendent,^

At this meeting it was decided to petition the trustees to call

a public meeting to "again try the vote of the People for Free Schools."6^
This public meeting was held on February 19 » out the tax proposition lost due to public opposition to such a tax. Ihis was the last
61

Journal of Adolphus R, Whitehead, June 4, 1878-September 5t 1881,
(Courtesy of the Utah State Historical Society, Salt Lake City), p. 47.
°2Ed.ary of John D. T. McAllister, 0£. cit,, p. 470.
6

3lbid., p , 476.
^Journal of Adolphus R, Whitehead, OJD. c i t . , p . 259 •
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serious attempt to further such a measure in Washington County.
In 1888, the Territorial Commissioner of Schools, P. L. Williams,
told the legislature:
There is one subject to which I desire especially to invite your
attention, and urge a change in our laws upon that subject, and that
is the establishment of a free school system, whereby e v e r y child in
the Territory of school age shall be entitled, without payment of
tuition fee, to all the privileges of the district school.0*
This plea, along with many others, was finally acted upon by the
legislature in 1890, n h e n they approved an act for the establishment of
free public schools. This measure provided that districts were required
by law to admit all pupils between the ages of six and eighteen years
to the schools free of charge. To finance this action, legislation was

66

enacted to tax on the territorial, county, and district level.

One reason not previously mentioned for this action had been the
passage of the Edmunds-Tucker law by Congress. This act established
that the territorial superintendent would be appointed by the supreme
court of the territory, and required this superintendent to make an
annual report of the schools to Congress. As part of this report, a
differentiation was made between Mormon and non-mormon children in each
district. Each part of the county report required this same classification.
Table VIII shows the comparison between Mormon and non-mormon
population in Washington County for the years 1888 through 1892. These
comparisons were made regarding teachers employed, total number of children of school-age, number enrolled, and number in average daily attendance.
6

%>ffltt, "Reports," o£. cit,, p. 259,
^Ihird Report, op., cit., p. 55*
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TABLE V m

.

A COMPARISON OF MORMON AND NON-MORMON SCHOOL
POPULATION IN WASHINGTON COUNTY

Enrollment

School-age
population
Year

Mormon

Non

1888

1270

127

1889

1230

1890

A. D. A,

Teachers

Non

Mormon

Non

Mormon

Non

933

80

649

72

26

1

114

934

68

859

56

21

1

1225

76

1034

49

622

42

26

1

1891

1236

68

1199

5^

834

45

28

2

1892

1304

55

1149 1 44

913

33

29

2

Mor1 mon

From Table V H I it is seen that the school-age children of nonmormon parents numbered about 10 per cent of the Mormon school population. The majority of these non-mormon children resided in Silver
Reef which had a chiefly non-mormon population. This substantial
segment of the total school population was not educated in the district
schools, thus presenting an argument in favor of free public schools.
Whatever the reasons or causes, the free schools that came to
Utah were for the benefit of all, and were paid for by all. The Territorial Commissioner, Jacob S. Boreman, said in 1892*
I may say that in this Territory the cause of education has, from
the free school law, received new life and vigor, and all lovers of
true, enlightened civilization, can but feel gratified at the outlook
for the future of our schools,°7
6

7Moffitt, "Reports," 0£. cit,, p. 300,
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The effect on Washington County was very favorable. Bonds were
issued for repairs and improvements to school buildings, teachers were
paid more and in cash, enrollment increased, and a grading system was
initiated. One teacher said of this:
In 1890, the free school system was established, and the state
paid the teachers. The schools were graded. This was more than a
step forward—it was a bound. Prior to this, all grades were in one
room, under one teacher, . . . This new system enabled the teachers
to do better work with less exhaustion. Just imagine, eighty-five
pupils, all grades, in the upper room . , , three in a seat, when
seated at all; many little ones sitting patiently around the edge
of the platform. There was one small blackboard, no maps, charts,
nor any other apparatus. This was my experience one winter.°°
The coming of free public schools marked the end of the period of
transition for Washington County schools, much as the beginning of territorial finance marked the end of the pioneer period and the beginning
of this one.
The next major gain in the administration of the public schools
would be when they could be organized into larger administrative areas.
This, too, would happen within the near future.

VI.

SUMMARY

The pioneer period ended with the beginning of territorial aid
for schools, began in 1874. From this year on into the 1890fs, the
schools were in a period of growth, expansion, and new concepts.
With expanding enrollments and more widespread desire for knowledge, a library association was begun in 1873*
In I878, the four school districts of St, George were consolidated
into one, thus eliminating nine trustees and making for more efficient
°°Josephine J. Miles, loc. cit.
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operation of the district schools.
The middle of the 1880»s marked a period of increased interest in
education by Church authorities, leading to the establishment of the St,
George Temple Association, and later to the St, George Academy, It also
sparked a movement to teach theology along with but separate from the
public school system.
Teaching methods were quite generally based upon rote and memorization, using the recitation. Some of the teachers of this period
developed concepts related to the total development of the child, but
this was not general. There was no dominant philosophy of teaching, but
a great variety of methods, depending upon the individual teacher.
The need for further teacher training was partially met by the
action of the Territorial legislature in 1&74 when it set up a scholarship fund at the university to be used for normal training. As a further
help in professionalizing the teacher, county institutes were held.
The main basis for teacher certification was the county board of
examiners. In the late *80*Sf this was partially supplemented by the
establishment of territorial certificatess first, second, and third class.
Community buildings were found in every district of the county.
Some of these buildings were reserved solely for school use, but the
majority were used dually by the school and Church, This use caused
problems when the free schools came to Utah, St, George had an accelerated enrollment, and could not supply the need for additional classrooms.
This need was partially alleviated by using the court house, tabernacle,
and private homes.
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The financing of l o c a l schools p r i o r t o 1874 had been done by
donation, l o c a l taxes for building, and t u i t i o n ,

A new era began i n

1874 when the l e g i s l a t u r e appropriated $15,000 for the payment of
teacher's salaries.

In I876, t h i s t e r r i t o r i a l aid was raised to $20,000

annually, followed i n I878 with a t e r r i t o r i a l t h r e e - m i l l t a x for the
support of public schools, Washington County's share of t h i s revenue
was nearly $3000 per year,
Washington County's chief problem of finance was i t s own lack of
corporate property.

Not enough t a x revenue could be raised l o c a l l y to

finance an educational program of any magnitude.
The county superintendent was the chief administrative o f f i c e r i n
Washington County,

Some schools had head teachers, but the p r i n c i p a l s h i p

had not come i n t o general u s e .

The other administrative personnel were

the d i s t r i c t t r u s t e e s , usually very limited i n educational background.
One of the main c r i t e r i o n i n the t e r r i t o r y ' s delay i n establishing
free public schools was the reluctance of LDS Church o f f i c i a l s to release
control over the d i s t r i c t schools.

This reluctance was countered by the

establishment of mission schools throughout the t e r r i t o r y , with four being
established i n Washington County,
The b a t t l e ended with t h e establishment of free public schools by
l e g i s l a t i v e mandate i n 1890.

S t , George had attempted to levy a tax for

free schools i n 1880, but f a i l e d to gain the necessary t w o - t h i r d ' s vote
to pass such a measure.

Thus Washington County waited for t h i s o f f i c i a l

action by the t e r r i t o r y i n 1890 to provide free public schools.

CHAPTER V

THE ST, GEORGE STAKE ACADEMY, 1888-1893
With the failure of the St, George Normal School in 1875, the
Southern Utah area was again without a program of organized secondary
education. Though various civic, religious, and educational leaders
spoke out in favor of establishing schools of higher learning, it wasn't
until 1884 that the movement gained sufficient impetus to even consider
the organization of such a school. At this time, it was the LDS Church
leadership, feeling the need of keeping the schooling of the youth under
their control, who provided the necessary backing for the organization
of such a program. On November tenth, Henry Earing, of the St, George
Stake Presidency, remarked:
(X) would like to see an educational seminary here. An academy
that would not be controlled by the present school law. An institution which would belong to the stake wherein the gospel may be
taught. The climate . . , CisJ propitious, and we may get permission
from the First Presidency to elicit subscriptions from adjacent
stakes for that purpose. In such place not only the head but the
heartcan be trained, . , , We can forego the comforts of life to
accomplish thisj
A committee was appointed to investigate the above recommendation,
and if the organization of such an academy was advisable, to arrange for
the building of a facility to house such an institution. The committee
reported back to the stake presidency in December, 1884, at a finance
meeting called for that purpose. Their report was, in parts
1

St. George Stake High Council Records, (Juanita Brooks Collection, St, George, Utah), November 10, 1884,
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Your committee appointed to gather information in regard to the
establishment of an academy after the pattern of the Brigham Young
Academy of Provo, would respectfully reports Building an academy
now would too long delay the establishment of the School if this
has to wait on the completion of the former, fWeJI therefore recommend that a building be rented. President Erastus Snow said he felt
inclined to rent his large residence on Main Street for school purposes. A draft of the building was sent to the Principal of the B,
Y, Academy, Elder Karl G, Maeser, whom we asked for his opinion as
to the adaptability of the building for the purposes of an academy.
We also presented to him that in order to make a successful start,
it would be necessary to have him here in person for , , • one term.
The above report was signed by Henry Earing, James G, Bleak, and
John M, McFarlane, the committee appointed by the Stake Presidency,
The plans for the academy did not materialize at this time.
In the spring of 1888, the Church initiated a movement to organize
a stake academy in each stake of the Church, The academies were to provide instruction in general education as well as religious training.
On June 8, 1888, a circular letter was sent to the presidency of the
stake, calling for a stake board of education to be selected ttto take
charge of and promote the interests of education in the stake," It was
urged that energetic men be selected who are "friends of education," as
it would be the duty of the board to "take into consideration the formulation of Church Schools and the best method of accomplishing this, "3
The men selected were to use their influence in the collection of funds,
hiring of teachers, and arranging for facilities. The letter further
4
stated:
%bid., December 20, 1884,
^Letter from Wllford Wbodruff, Chairman of the Board of Education,
Salt Lake City, June 8, 1888,
z
*Ibid.

It is felt by the board that to begin with there should be one
Stake Academy established in each stake.
We feel that the time has arrived when the proper education of our
children should be taken in hand by us as a people. Religious training is practically excluded from the district schools. The perusal
of books that we value as divine records is forbidden. ....
To permit this condition of things to exist among us would be
criminal. The desire is universally expressed by all thinking men
in the Church that we should have schools where the Bible, The Book
of Mormon and the Book of Doctrine and Covenants can be used as
textbooks and where the principles of our religion may be a part of
the teachings of the schools. To effect this it will be necessary
that funds be collected.
Though the academy was to be a Church school, organized for the
purposes stated above, it was also to be equipped to give a general
education to all attending. On June 28, the St. George Stake Board of
Education was fomed. to include the following.5
James G. Bleak, St. George—Chairman
David H. Cannon, St. George
William H. Bringhurst, Toquerville
Ifilton L. Lee, Panaca

Thomas Judd, St. George
Horatio Pickett, St. George
Wlllan Gardner, Pine Valley

The chairman, James G. Bleak, wrote a letter to President Woodruff,
expressing his belief in the success of the venture, the favorable climate
of St. George, and the desire of the people for improved educational
opportunities. He continued•
We have no suitable building in St. George for this purpose, but
the presidency of the Stake have courteously tendered us the use of
the Basement of the St. George Tabernacle in which to commence operations . . . At the meeting last evening it was decided by the
Board to commence the Academy this Autumn.
It is the intention of the Presidency of this Stake and of the
Board to personally visit each of the settlements of the Stake in
the interest of this Academy and to canvass for means . . . with
which to commence instruction,"
^Statement of election of St, George Stake Board of Education,
St. George Temple Letter Pile (Courtesy A. K. Larson), June 28, 1888.
better from James G. HLeak, Chairman, St. George Stake Board of
Education, St, George, July 1?, 1888.
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The stake presidency, consisting of John D. T. McAllister, J.
McArthur, and D, H. Cannon, along with the members of the Board of
Education, visited the several wards of the stake in the interest of the
academy.
Plans were made for securing a suitable principal for the academy,
either to be appointed by the First Presidency of the Church, or to be
recommended to the local board. As usual, in any endeavor calling for
monetary support, the board cautioned that in "this connection, permit
us to state what yourself already knows, that there are none in this
stake rich in this world's goods and that cash especially is exceedingly
scarce."' It was this same lack of cash and worldly goods that had
already forced the closing of the previous attempts at secondary schools
in the county, and now the board realized the necessity of proper financing
of schools.
Regarding a building for the academy, a report stated in part:
A committee . . • has been appointed by the Church Association
. . . to apply to the City Council of St. George and negotiate for
a piece of land upon which to establish a Seminary and grounds for
educational purposes. The piece of land desired is one fourth of
the Public Square adjoining on the west the Tabernacle corner. °
By the first of August, 1888, word had come from the general
board recommending Nephi Savage from Payson as principal of the academy.°
The board met, approved the nomination, and sent a telegram to Salt
Lake City approving the nomination. Chairman Bleak then wrote directly
to Savage, asking him to accept the position of principal and asking
7

Ibid.
^Cbid.
^Letter from George Reynolds, Secretary, Church Board of Education,
Salt Lake City, Utah, July 31, 1888.
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questions concerning contract terms, the opening date of school, and the
length of school terms,
A letter was then sent, asking Karl G, Maeser of Brigham loung
Academy if it were possible to appoint Edward H, Snow of St, George
as principal in case of any difficulties with Savage. In this letter,
11
Professor Maeser was asked to submit a plan for the academy building.
On August 25, 1888, Nephi Savage answered Bleakfs letter. In his
answer he accepted the position offered and further stated:
I will accept of the position and try, by the aid of the Spirit
of God, to give satisfaction. You say cash is scarce, that is the
case in many other parts, but I am willing to take such pay that can
be readily disposed of. Of course I must have some cash as I am
owing a little of my Academy expenses yet, , . • About $?0 per month
would be a reasonable salary. I do not wish, however, to be too
particular about the salary, as it will depend more or less on circumstances, , , , If I can clear about $50 per month it will suffice.
The length of a school term is now generally considered ten weeks,
so if we commence school about the first of October, there would be
time for about three terms, . . . In order to secure the most satisfactory results, it is necessary that the Academy be systematically
graded as far as practicable. . . .
The main thing to be considered is "Theology" which should be
made the focus round which all other things in the Academy revolve.12
By accepting this "call," Nephi Savage embarked on a work that
was to make him one of the foremost men in education in Washington County.
His training at Brigham Young Academy under the able leadership of Karl
G. Maeser had prepared him both spiritually and educationally to accept
this position. His attitude was quite a contrast with that of his predecessor, Henry Shultz, in 18?4.
l°Letter from James G. Bleak, St. George, Utah, August 1?, 1888,
^Ibid., August 25, 1888.
12

Letter from Nephi Savage, Payson, Utah, August 25, 1888.
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With a p r i n c i p a l secured, plans for a new building to be b u i l t ,
and a committment for school to be held, the board was now faced with
the necessity of raising the necessary finances to secure the equipment
and apparatus needed to effectively teach, v i z , t "imported desks, globes,
physiology c h a r t , unabridged dictionary, an encyclopedia, and other good
books including the standard Church Works,**$
To secure the needed financing, a c i r c u l a r l e t t e r was sent out
from the S t , George Stake to a l l of the surrounding towns and wards.

The

l e t t e r s t a t e d t h a t the Academy would open the f i r s t of October, b u t help
would be needed from a l l members to keep i t operating.

I t further stated:

Subscription books are now open and the Board d e s i r e to know what
your Ward w i l l subscribe i n Cash and Products towards furniture and
Apparatus for the Academy, and further, what i n Cash, Products, and
Labor towards building the Academy,
I n r e l a t i o n to r a t e s of t u i t i o n s i t has been suggested by the
Church Board of Education "that education be made so cheap, t h a t i t
w i l l be within the reach of the humblest i n the land,"
Please furnish us with a statement of the number of students we
may expect from each ward.!**
WELthin a month, word had been received from some of the wards i n
relation to their subscriptions.

F i r s t Ward
Second Ward
Leeds
Virgen
Fourth Ward

This l i s t follows: 1 ^
Furnishing School
cash
$17.20
3.00
177.00
$15.50
249,75
33.50
20,50
12,50

Building
cash
$560.
$1,50
290,
2.50
I267.

89*50

The Leeds and Virgin subscriptions were combined t o g e t h e r .
w i l l be noticed how l i t t l e cash was subscribed to the Academy,
13

It

Most of

Ibid.
b e t t e r from James G, Bleak, August 27, 1888,
'^Subscription Hist for S t . George Stake Academy, September 22, 1888,
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the donations were i n the form of labor to be performed on the building.
Principal Savage wrote another l e t t e r to the S t , George Board, to
reaffirm h i s p o s i t i o n .

He was willing to "live as you do," not desiring

t o get rich but accepting the c a l l t h a t had been placed upon him by the
Church,

He concluded with, "As I am unmarried i t w i l l make no p a r t i c u -

l a r difference where I s e t t l e for l i f e provided i t be where the most
10
good can be accomplished by my influence and l a b o r s , "16

This devotion to duty was effectively proven during the academy
years.

Savage*s quick acceptance was timely, as President Woodruff had

w r i t t e n affirming t h a t i f the board desired, they had permission to h i r e
Edward H, Snow as P r i n c i p a l , '

By t h i s time, Nephi Savage was somewhere

between Payson and S t , George, ready t o assume the r o l e of the Principal
of the S t , George Stake Academy,
On September t w e n t y - f i r s t , the board met again, deciding t h a t a
reasonable t u i t i o n would be $7,50 per term for intermediate students
and $5,00 for preparatory s t u d e n t s , 1 8

As p a r t of the business, an order

to the Grand Rapids School Furniture Company was read and approved. I t
c a l l e d for twenty-four "size No, 2 desks with single s i t t i n g s a t $5.00
each—$120,00, and 3 s i z e No, 2 r e a r seats with single s i t t i n g s a t $4,00
each—$12,00, t o t a l $132,00,"

9

The b i l l was signed by Nephi Savage

and s t i p u l a t e d t h a t the desks be shipped by r a i l to Milford and then by
f r e i g h t wagon to S t , George,
After being a dream for over four years, the S t , George Stake
"'"Letter from Nephi Savage, Payson, Utah, September 7» 1888,
^ L e t t e r from V&lford Ttoodruff, S a l t Lake City, August 3 1 , 1888,
1
Minutes of the St, George Stake Board of Education, Sept, 2 1 , 1888,
'^Contract with Grand Rapids School Furniture Company,September
19, 1888,
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Academy was finally to be r e a l i t y ,
I , THE ACADEMIC YEARS
The f i r s t academic year.

The f i r s t term of the f i r s t academic

year began October 15, 1888, in the basement of the St. George Stake
Tabernacle.

Attending the opening of the academy were a l l members of

the stake presidency and the board of education.

Remarks were made by

these dignitaries, after which the teachers proceeded to organize the
various classes.

To aid him in the work of the academy, Nephi Savage

had chosen John T. Wbodbury as instructor of the preparatory c l a s s . The
intermediate group, under Professor Savage, contained twenty-seven students—seven males and twenty females.

The preparatory department con-

tained twenty students—nine males and eleven females.

Thus the academy

began with a t o t a l enrollment of forty-seven students.
The curriculum this f i r s t year was as follows:

Intermediate*-

Theology, Reading, Grammar and Composition, Arithmetic A, Bookkeeping,
Physiology and ^rgiene. Penmanship, Standard Geography, Orthography,
U, S. History, and Algebra.

Preparatory—Iheology, Reading, Grammar and

Composition, Arithmetic, Hygiene, Penmanship, Elementary Geography,
Orthography, U. S. History, and Incidentals. Later i n the term, classes
were also organized i n Physical Geography, Elocution, and Civil Government.
During the f i r s t term, the enrollment gradually increased u n t i l
by the end of the term i t was eighty-nine.

All but two of these were

members of the Church, and over half of this enrollment were females.
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Of this enrollment, seventy-five were residents of St. George, five of
Santa Clara, three of Washington, two of Price, and one of Pine Valley.
Three students were from outside of Washington County: one from Salt
Lake City, and two from Nevada.

The f i r s t term ended December 21,

1888. 20
The second term began with an enrollment of 120, During the term,
this number increased to 131, of which 115 were residents of St. George.
As the year advanced and spring planting began, many of the students
discontinued.

Those that stayed were examined a t the close of the term*

and "the results were very satisfactory to the teachers and creditable
to the pupils." 2 1
The final term of the f i r s t academic year began on March 19, 1889.
Because of spring work, the enrollment had dropped more than half to a
t o t a l of fifty-six pupils. Warm weather set i n causing more drop-outs,
making i t necessary to shorten the term to five weeks. Attending the
closing exercises were President J. D. T. McAllister, President D. D,
McArthur, and a l l members of the Stake Board of Education.

They expressed

t h e i r feelings concerning the work accomplished during the year, after
which the principal and assistant gave short reports of their labors.
Thus ended the f i r s t year of the academy.
During this year, the members of the board had been busy attempting
AA

v

Nephi M. Savage, "Report of the St. George Stake Academy, First
Term—First Academic Year,"(St. George Temple Letter File, Courtesy of
A* K. Larson), December 28, 1888.
21
Ibid«,"Second Term—First Academic Year," March 15, 1889.
22
Ibid., "First Academic Year," April 19, 1889.
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to raise the necessary funds to maintain the school and build the
proposed academy building. Members of the board were very diligent
in their attempts. In answer to one of James G. Bleak's letters, the
following was received:
Dear Brother: Yours of Nov, 24th to hand today, charging me
with neglect of duty in not sending the report in regard to subscriptions funds for the S* Academy. . . . I supposed the business
had been attended to, , , •*
Donations mounted until the totals as of December, 1888, were:
Furnishings: merchandise and cash $50.45, produce $179.50. Total $229.95.
Building:
labor and produce $1908,50, miscellaneous $27,00
Total $1935.50.
Typical of the letters reporting subscriptions was the following:
To the Chairman of the Board . . . . Our subscription for the Stake
Academy building amounts to two hundred and thirty-eight dollars grid
fifty cents in produce and labor and in cash three dollars. . . .
In addition to the local financing, the Church had apportioned
$500 for the first year's running expenses. This help from Church headquarters was received in the form of credit at the tithing office. Little
cash was used in academy transactions, but donations of merchandise,
labor, and produce came into St. George from the surrounding area.

The second academic year. The qualification

of academy teachers

is illustrated by Chairman Bleak's answer to an application for a
teaching position from Elahurst, Illinois. This letter states in part:
. . . Further, dear Sir, in our Schools we expect to engage no
Instructor but such as belong to the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints.2^
2

3Letter from Thomas S. Terry, Bishop, Hebron Ward, December 4,1888.

2

^Letter from John G. Hafen, Bishop, Santa Clara Ward, March 16,

1889.
^Letter from J. G. Bleak, May 4, 1889.
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In June, 1889, word was received that teacher examinations would
26
be held "at Logan, Salt Lake City, Provo, Gunnison, and Cedar City,"
Principal Savage, in Payson for a vacation, wrote Chairman Bleak about
his certification papers. The general Church Board of Education had
issued instructions that all teachers were to be certificated before the
commencement of the following school term, '
The second school year was scheduled to begin on September 13t
1889, necessitating further fund-raising by the stake board. On August
seventh they reported to the general board that they were currently in
debt $239,74,28

W3.th a reduction in tuition for the second year, the

board faced further indebtedness which caused grave concern among the
members of the board.

Further canvassing was begun to raise the necessary

funds.
Another problem arose at this time, dealing with public school
law. Attorney Franklin S, Richards of Salt Lake City wrote the local
stake board, questioning the legality of building a denominational school
on public property as was planned. He advised them to seek a site else29
where, 7
School began on September 16, I889t with an enrollment of sixtyfive.

The enrollment kept increasing until it was necessary to add a

third teacher to the academy faculty, Roseinia Jarvis was selected to
occupy this position and Horatio Pickett was assigned the position of
2

°Nbtes of Second Annual Church School Convention, Salt Lake City,
Utah, June 3, 1890,
2
?Letter from Nephi Savage, Payson, Utah, May 14, 1889.
28
Letter from St, George Stake Board of Education, St, George,
August 7, 1889.
2
?Letter from Franklin S, Richards, Attorney, Salt Lake, October
22, 1889.
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part-time music instructor.

The total enrollment for the term was 120

students, almost double that of the opening day.
Ihe second term began in January with an enrollment of 191. This
was a large student load for three-full time and one part-time teachers,
but it wasn't a constant enrollment. Two near disasters swept the enrollment down to almost nothing toward

the end of of the second term.

The first of these disasters was a series of floods, taking out
dams and ditches that were so important to the agricultural economy of
the area. Many of the male students withdrew from school to help in the
repair of these dams and ditches. The second disaster was an epidemic
of sickness which attacked the school, both teachers and pupils. This
sickness was blamed on the unhealthful conditions associated with the
tabernacle basement, which was poorly lighted and even more poorly ventilated. Principal Savage became quite eloquent on this subject. In
part, he said:
With all due courtesy to the Stake Authorities who have so kindly
furnished us the use of the basement . . . permit me to say that it
never was intended, nor is it fit, for such purposes; as many of
the Saints are confident that it has been more than once the starting place of disease. On account of the low celling and the
impossibility of perperly ventilating the rooms, together with the
fact that the floor is below the level of the ground it is bound
to undermine the health of both teachers and pupils. I, therefore,
as principal, earnestly recommend that you immediately, or as soon
as you possibly can, provide better quarters for the youth who
come to receive that secular and spiritual training which every
faithful Latter-day Saint desires the youth of Israel to receive.-'0
When the third term began, the enrollment was down to seventy-six.
^Letter from Nephi Savage, Principal, St. George Stake Academy,
St. George, March 1?, 1890. ( Courtesy of A. Karl Larson.)
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and still decreasing.

The loss of enrollment meant releasing one teach-

er, and Brother John T. lifoodbury asked to be released.

This saddened

Professor Savage, who said:
In this I feel like I am losing my main support among the teachers,
and the disadvantages can hardly be estimated, as it will necessitate
the stopping of classes in an unfinished course. This will be a great
detriment to the progress of the school, for although the falling off
has occurred the number of classes has hardly diminished, 31
Elder Savage's plea for a building to house his school finally
brought some results, A rock quarry was opened in the hills north of
St, George and men were hired to quarry the rock for the academy building.
The following is a statement of labor in this regard from January 29 to
March 8, 1890, The foreman of the quarry was Ephraim Wilson, who made
out the warrant,
, , , Report of Labor quarrying Rock for Stake Academy-^2
Ephraim WSLLson by Z7\ days
Jno, Larson
10
Alec Pulerton
9
Jno, McNeill
23|
David McNeill
8
Cla, Elder
3
Mac B l a i r
134
J o s , Bryner
10

C@3.50)
i;@2.oo)
;@2.5o)
[@2.00)
(@2.50)
;®2.oo)
[@2.00)
[®2.00)

96.25
20.00
22.50
47.00
20,00
6.00
27.00
20.00

(72.19)
(15.00)
(16.88)
(35.25)
(15.00)
( 4.50)
(20.25)
(15.00)

Feb, 15th Amount Hawled (jsic) of rock
Wa Webb
1 load
1.00
Heber Empey
8 loads
8,00
NOTE: Figures in parentheses written in different handwriting.
From the above figures, the daily wages of laborers are easily
determined.

The quarrying of rock was being done, and the building of

the academy was becoming closer to reality.
31Ibid.
32Ephraim WSLlson, "Report of Labor Quarrying Rock for Stake
Academy," L e t t e r , S t . George, Utah, March 8, 1890.
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Notwithstanding the advice given by Attorney Richards in regards
to the location of the building site, the board still wanted to build on
the tabernacle block. In order to do this, the board hoped to build on
the same lot as the tabernacle. President \ifoodruff gave his endorsement
as follows:
. . . Your communication of the 28th ult, enclosing a letter from
Brother Savage, has been received and we have considered its contents
and decided that if an academy building can be erected on the same
lot as the Tabernacle without encroaching upon the proper surrounds
which the Tabernacle should have, your Board can have the land
necessary for the purpose they desire. . • .?•*
This was welcome news to the board, as it required only one modification to their plans. Instead of the northwest corner of the tabernacle
square, they now planned to build on the tabernacle lot.
The third academic year. Planning for the third year began with
a meeting of the Stake Board and Principal Savage on June 15* 1890, At
this meeting, fund raising, payment of teachers, financial reports, and
the coming year's course of instruction were discussed. It was decided
to canvass the various wards in order to

increase the enrollment. With

the coming of free schools in 1890, this was to be a much more difficult
task than in previous years.
In July, Savage wrote from Pine Valley that he and John T, Wbodbury, who was to teach again this fall in the academy, would be going to
Cedar City to take the Church teacher's examination from Brother Maeser,
b e t t e r from WSLlford Wbodruff, President of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, Salt Lake City, Utah, December 7» 1889.
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Josephine Jarvis was asked to take this examination, but she refused as
she intended to teach in the district schools that fall. This upset
Savage, who said he felt:
. . . a little worried about our faculty; as I think it should
increase rather than decrease. No doubt the free school system will
affect our academy to that extent that two teachers will be sufficient still I feel the need of a competent lady teacher.34
On July 16, 1890, the general board notified the stake board
that $500 had been appropriated to aid the academy in its third year.
This was welcome news to the board. The Church Board of Education at
this time consisted of VBLlford Wbodruf, chairman, Lorenzo Snow, George
Q. Cannon, Karl G. Maeser, Vfillard Young, George W. Thatcher, Amos Howe,
Anthon H. Lund, James Sharp, and George Reynolds, secretary. Their
appropriation enabled the academy to commence another year of school.
The building project was still giving trouble, A few loads of
stone had been quarried, but the stone was sitting on the site unused.
Subscriptions had been coming into the board for over two years, but very
little had actually been paid of these. Thus a call went out to the
communities to "pay at as early a day as practicable the amount subscribed
• • , and thus contribute toward the full establishment of the means of
education enjoined upon us as officers and members of the Church of
Christ,"35
In addition to this letter being sent out, the financial report
3i*IJetter from Nephi Savage, Principal, St, George Stake Academy,
Pine Valley Utah, July 25, 1890,
3->Letter from James G. Bleak, President, St, George Stake Board
of Education, St, George, Utah, August 20, 1890,
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of the academy was read before all public meetings, both Church and
civic, with the idea stressed that it was a necessity that all Church
members support the academy to the fullest,^

However, the people were

losing interest, feeling that the free school system would benefit them
for less money.

This condition is shown by Levi Savage, who said in parts

They sayed (sic) President Wbodruff tolde tsic3 them make a
preaching turn through the Stake and take a vote of the people of
the several Wards, and thus accertain (sic} whether the people
wished to Sustain the Accadamy Csic] or not. At the close of the
meeting Pres. Cannon said we would take a vote of the people if some
one would make a motion. There was a hesitancy, . . . I motioned
that the Accadamy (sic) of St, George Stake be sustained. It seemed
as the vote was megar (sic) not spirited, but there were no opposing
votes, , , , I was sorry to see the indifferent (sic) shown to the
accadamy, (sic) 37
Regardless of the indifference shown, the academy opened as
scheduled on September 8, 1890, for its third academic year. The board
decided to have two terms of fifteen weeks rather than three of ten week
duration.
Prospects were gloomy as the term began. The total enrollment
was eighteen pupils. However, as the term advanced, the enrollment increased until by the tenth week there were fifty-seven pupils enrolled.
Twenty-one of the fifty-seven were from the outlying settlements, showing the failure of the St. George citizens to support the academy.
In addition to Principal Savage and Professor Wbodbury, Julia Cox,
an academy normal student, taught five weekly recitations. The teachers'
loads were as follows: Nephi Savage, fifty-eight weekly recitations.
36lbid., September 1, 1890,
3?Dlary of Levi Savage, 1887-1903, (Typescript, Dixie College
Library, St, George, Utah), September 1, 1890,
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John T, Wbodbury, fifty weekly recitations, and Julia Cox, five weekly
recitations. This represented between eleven and twelve recitations per
day for the regular teachers. The curriculum (See Appendix] was filled
with many branches taught, and the principal had little time to do much
more than teach.
The enrollment at the end of the first term was seventy-two, less
than one-half as many as were in attendance the previous year at this
time. Savage stated that:
. , , the reason for this decrease in attendance is, without doubt,
due to the "Pree School Movement," and the failure of crops, owing to
the floods last season. On this account, many of the young men who
would otherwise attend are working on the Washington Dam,3°
He further commented that the students applied themselves diligently to their studies as was shown by the results of the examinations.
Apparently, some parents felt that the students worked too "diligently,"
for in the next high council meeting Councilor Bentley said:
, , . it has been reported , , • that the children of the Academy
are overtaxed, 5 3 would like to hear a report of the Bd. of E, to
what the principal's modis operandi is.
Councilor Cannon then remarked:
, , , If the scholars take more studies than they can stand, they
can be excused from some of them by the principal. But all must
take Theology. 39
The teachers of the academy and the district schools worked together to improve the educational opportunities of Washington County,
The academy faculty attended the district faculty meetings, and ocasionally
3%ephi Savage, "Report of the St, George Stake Academy, First
Term, Third Academic Year," (Courtesy of A, Karl Larson),
3%lnutes of St, George Stake High Council, St, George, Utah,
November 8, 1890, (Juanita Brooks Collection),
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traveled to Cedar city with members of the d i s t r i c t staff to attend
the supplemental i n s t i t u t e held there.
Ihe second term began on January fifth, with an enrollment of
sixty-four.

Soon after the term began, an epidemic of mumps caused the

enrollment to drop sharply.

Many of the students f e l t that the unhealthy

condition of the basement was causing so much disease.
also held by the faculty.

This opinion was

Principal Savage reported this condition as:

One or two of the students leaving claim that their reason for
discontinuing was on account of the unhealthy condition of the
basement. The stove in the large room i s a very poor excuse. Every
time a fire i s kindled, i t smokes fearfully. To quote the words of
the Hon Judge Daggett, . . . "They use this basement for entirely the
wrong purpose. If they would hang their bacon up in i t for 24 hours,
i t "would be well smoked." The unhealth£ul condition of the building,
i s , no doubt, the cause of much of the l a t e sickness.
Ihe third year ended with lower attendance than the two previous
had shown. Out of a maximum enrollment of seventy-two, forty-two were
from St. George, twenty-six were from other parts of Utah, and four came
from outside of Utah.

Two teachers had been employed full-time through-

out the year, and additional assistance had come from a normal student.
The year represented a time of discouragement for the faculty and board. 42
During the year, an ardent supporter of the academy, James G,
Bleak, had resigned as chairman of the board. He gave as his reason
the "restrained personal liberty I have had for a long time especially
for the past nine months." This restrained personal liberty was due to
the action of the Edmunds-Tucker law outlawing polygamy and many of the
^Savage, l o c . c i t .

5ft , ™ . . « . « ^ - *.«. _ «. —
for the Third Academic Year, 1890-1891," (See Appendix).
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Church leaders had gone "underground." In leaving. President Bleak
had the welfare of the academy in mind, for he said, "I do not want
educational interests to suffer,"^ To fill the vacancy caused by
this resignation, David H, Cannon, was appointed as chairman of the board*

The fourth academic year. The first term of the fourth year
opened on September 15, 1891, under somewhat adverse conditions:
Out of the meagre number present at the opening—ten, there were
pupils ranging from a Preparatory to an Academic grade. How to
accomodate these pupils put the principal to his wits ends. Finally
by cutting the class time from 30 to 25 minutes, and engaging some
of the normal pupils, we arranged matters quite satisfactorily. The
enrollment at the close of the first week was 13, which was increased to 40 by the end of the term.^
It was no wonder that the principal was at his "wits ends," trying
to adapt a full curriculum to ten students. (See Appendix for the curriculum taught.) Because of the limited enrollment. Professor Ifoodbury
did not teach at the academy this year, his place being filled by Charles
A. Wbrkman, an academy normal student, who conducted twenty classes per
week.
Figure 2 is the circular announcing the fourth academic year,
including descriptions of the calendar, tuition fees, curriculum, and
the rules of the academy.

The "Rules of Domestic Regulation" were

patterned after those of the Brigham Young Academy, -*
^3st, George Stake Manuscript History, op_. cit,. Volume 3.
^ e p h i Savage, "Report of the St, George Stake Academy, Slrst
Term, Fourth Academic Year, 1891-1892,"(Courtesy of A. Karl Larson).
-*"Circular of the St. George Stake Academy,"
for the Fourth" Academic Year, 1891-1892.

St. George, Utah,
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C I R C U I L J A . 1 1

OF THE

ST. GEORGE STAKE ACADEMY,
ST. GEORGE CITY, tJTAH,
FOE THE

FOURTH ACADEMIC YEAR, 1891-1892.

DAVID H. CANNON, Prest. of Stake Board.
EEASTUS B. SNOW, Secretary.
N E P H I M. SAVAGE, Principal.

FIGURE 2
CIRCULAR OF THE ST, GEORGE STAKE ACADEMY
FOURTH ACADEMIC IEAE, 1891-1892

izk

R u l e s of ISo'aaostie

m l

MAKE ACADEMY:

The St. George Stake Academy will" "begin its fourth
Academic year on Tuesday morning following the Quarterly Stake Conference.
Calendar.— First term 15 weeks, from September" 15
to D e ^ m b e r 24, 1891, Second term 15 weeks, from
January 24 to April 15, 1892. •
Altho igh applicants will be welcomed at a n y time, it
is highly necessary" that they enter at the beginning of
the year in order to obtain a full course in each branch
pursued, otherwise they might meet with considerable
disadvantage in grading.
Tuition charges are invariably payable in advance at
the rate of from $3.50 to $5.00, according to the branches taken. Before applying to the Principal for admittance, students must obtain from the collector, Horatio
Pickett, an Admit, upon the presentation of which they
will be enrolled.
..." , . ,'
Curriculum..—Theology, Grammar and Composition,
Beading, Elocution, Arithmetic, Algebra, Physical and
Political Geography, U. S. History, Orthography, Penmanships-Drawing, Physiology and Hygiene, Natural
History, Book Keeping, etc.
Disciplinary.—Parties who take students of the Academy to board will be held responsible for their conduct
while in their charge, and are expected to report to the
Principal any neglect of duty or infringement upon the

MesulatioiiL:

1. Students are subject to the "Domestic Regulations" in and out of school, while they are members of
the Academy.
2. Profanity and obscenity are strictly forbidden and
may be punished by expulsion.
8. The use of tobacco and strong drink is not allO¥8CL
4. Students shall not attend public or private parties
not under control of responsible persons.
5. When two or more students reside in one house,
one of them will be appointed senior.
6. No student can honorably discontinue attendance
without obtaining from the Principal, specifications of
standing.
7. Students irregular in their habits, keeping late
hours, having improper associates, or visiting any place
of questionable repute, are liable to expulsion.
8. Students will be visited bi-weekly by representatives of the Principal.
9. Parents and guardians are earnestly requested to
sustain the Authorities of the Academy in the maintenance of these regulations.
Notice.— Parties desiring further information regarding the Academy, should write or call upon Erastus P.
Snow, Secretary of St^ke Board of Education.
DAVID H. CANXON,
Pres.t. of St. George Stake Board of Education.

P1GURE 2
CIRCULAR OF THE ST* GEORGE STAKE ACADEMY
FOURTH ACADEMIC YEAR, 1891-1892
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The second term of the fourth year commenced January 2*f, 1892.
The highest enrollment recorded for this term was forty-five students.
of whom thirty-two were males.

Thirty-one of the pupils were from St.

George, with the rest coming from within Washington County. The s e t tlements i n Nevada were not represented this year for the f i r s t time.
Nephi Savage was the only fall-time instructor, with four assistants:
Charles A. Wbrkman, Clarence Snow, Charles H. Miles, and Clara Savage,
a l l noma! students. As usual, when spring approached, the enrollment
decreased u n t i l by tern's end only eight students were enrolled.^"
firing this year, $750 was received from the general board
and $539*83 in tuition, of which only $38.35 was i n cash. Of these
tuition fees, $405.05 was for the current year, and the rest had been
collected on that owed from previous years.

Chairman Cannon announced

that the academy lacked about $150.00 to s e t t l e up i t s l i a b i l i t i e s .
When the S t . George Stake High Council met regarding the academy.
President Erastus Snow reported that the receipts for the year were
around $400 and the l i a b i l i t i e s about $900.

w

If i t hadn't been for the

help from the church i t would have l e f t the board in a very bad condition. **? The previous year's salaries were reported, and the
council discussed whether or not the academy should be continued another year, as many were discouraged concerning finances and enrollment. Councilor Bleak wanted the academy continued, but not in the
^Nephi Savage, "Report of the St. George Stake Academy, Second
Term, Fourth Academic Tear,"(Temple File, Courtesy of A. K. Larson),May
5, 1892.
^Minutes of St. George High Council, October 13» 1892.
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i n the basement of the t a b e r n a c l e .

The meeting ended with the decision

t h a t the academy be continued i f the board could "financially see t h e i r
jig

way c l e a r to do s o , by canvassing for scholarships or o t h e r w i s e . " ^
Many parents desired to send t h e i r children to the academy, but
lacked the necessary funds to,do s o .

To a l l e v i a t e t h i s s i t u a t i o n , various

men i n the S t . George Stake agreed to pay the t u i t i o n for two students
for the coming y e a r .

Thus the academy became a quasi-free school during

i t s f i f t h academic y e a r .
The f i f t h academic y e a r .

The school term opened i n September as

u s u a l , but with an extremely small enrollment.

Ihe board and Principal

Savage expressed much discouragement i n the prospects of the continuation
of the academy.

I n p a r t . Principal Savage s t a t e d :

The i n t e r e s t manifested i n the Academy heretofore, seemed to be
abating, and i t appeared as though the doors would have to be closed,
the lack of means and the free school system having almost depleted
our ranks.^9
However, the enrollment increased rapidly u n t i l by term's end i t
had reached seventy-two.

This was thirty-two more than the corresponding

period for the previous y e a r .

Of t h i s number, fifty-one were from S t .

George, seventeen more from within Washington County, one from Garfield
County, Utah, one from Kanab, Utah, one from Old Mexico, and one from
New Mexico T e r r i t o r y .
During t h i s year, Charles Miles was added to the faculty as a
*%inutes of High Council, S t . George Stake, October 13» 1892,
(Courtesy of Juanita Brooks, S t . George, Utah).
^Nephi Savage, "Report of the S t . George Stake Academy, F i r s t
Term, Fifth Academic Year, "December 23, 1892.
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full-time i n s t r u c t o r .

Principal Savage conducted sixty-one weekly

r e c i t a t i o n s and Charles Miles forty-two.
During t h i s year, a f u l l course was taught i n the fundamentals
of teaching.

For t e x t s , the class used the "Rules of Catechization,"

and the "Object Lessons."

This class was taught by Principal Savage and

was patterned a f t e r classes a t t h e Brigham Young Academy.5°
Despite the problems t h a t were present at the beginning of the
term. Principal Savage reported:
We f e e l t h a t . . . the present school year has not been a whit
behind i t s predecessors. A b e t t e r feeling seems to have actuated
the pupils as a r u l e , and t h e r e has been l e s s of the cry, "Too much
Theology. "51
Spring term enrollment consisted of eighty students, but by the
end of t e n weeks t h i s had dropped to f i f t y - t h r e e , and by the closing of
the school year only sixteen students remained.

During t h i s term, the

question of a s a l a r y for Principal Savage was brought before t h e Stake
Board of Education.

Savage s a i d t h a t teaching i n S t . George had been a

mission for him and he would stay i n Dixie i f he could obtain a house.
He had made p a r t i a l arrangements to buy Joe Atkin's house for $700.00,
but he needed the board's backing on the n o t e .
Therefore to more permanently l o c a t e Principal Savage i n S t . George,
the board decided;to purchase a home for him and allow him to pay for i t
i n installments with the board holding the deed u n t i l f u l l y paid f o r .
I t should be conceded t h a t the board knew the value of retaining excellent
5<>Ibid.
51 Nephi Savage, "Report of the S t . George Stake Academy, Second
Term, Fifth Academic Year," April 1*+, 1893-
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teachers, such as Nephi Savage, in Washington County.
The financial condition was much better this year. Current expenses
were nearly balanced by the receipts coming in to the board.

The year's

financial report was as follows:
Copy of the Statement of the Receipts and Disbursements of the St.
George Stake Academy for the year ending July 15» 1893*
RECEIPTS

Amounts received from t u i t i o n
Amounts reed, from other sources
General Board
Donations
Bishop's Clerk
Property on hand
P r o f i t on produce
INABILITIES
Incidentals and produce on hand
S a l a r i e s of teachers for year
Remarks:

cash merchandise produce t o t a l
9*90
9.^1
19*31
20.00
56.90

130.00
129.33

1.00

9.70

3.50
7**.2+0

M0
2?M3

k6b.60
293.63
7*38
11.80
8.61

614.60
^79.86
7.38
22.50
8.61

32.^8
39.98
762.95 1112.28

Our actual l i a b i l i t i e s for current expenses as followsi
Due to teachers
278.19
Sundry persons
8.93
287.12
Our available a s s e t s :
Uncollected t u i t i o n
16M2
Due from others
3M7
199.09
Excess of l i a b i l i t i e s
$88.03
Cs3 Erastus B. Snow Auditing Committee
Nephi M. Savage
Erastus B. Snow, Sec. and Treas.^ 2

The bleakest aspect f i n a n c i a l l y d e a l t with the c o l l e c t i o n of
subscriptions for the academy b u i l d i n g .

Of over $*K)00 pledged, only

$936.08 had a c t u a l l y been collected.53
W5.th the ending of the f i f t h academic year, the S t , George Stake
52Erastus B. Snow, "Statements of the Receipts and Disbursements
of the S t . George Stake Academy for the year ending July 15 f 1893."
53Erastus B. Snow, "Report of the Business of the Association from
August 1, 1892, to August 1, 1893."
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Academy ceased to e x i s t .

Two reasons have been given as leading causes

for the f a i l u r e of the academy:

f i r s t , the advent of free public schools,

and second the f i n a n c i a l condition of the Church.

The Edmunds-Tucker

anti-polygamy law had caused the confiscation of a l l Church p r o p e r t y .
With no f i n a n c i a l aid from without the county 9 the academy could not be
maintained.

The proposed building was postponed u n t i l o t h e r opportu-

n i t i e s might present themselves. For a summary of the enrollment and
curriculum of the academy, see the Appendix.
H.

SUMMARY

With the failure of the St. George Normal School in I875t the
county was left for years without any program of organized secondary
education.

Through efforts of Church leaders, a movement was organized

to establish stake academies throughout the Church patterned after the
Brigham Young Academy of Provo.
The St. George Stake Academy was opened to students in the fall
of 1888 under the principalship of Nephi Savage of Payson, Utah. His
assistant at the academy was John T. Wbodbury of St, George. For lack
of a building of its own, the academy was housed in the basement of the
St, George Stake Tabernacle, an unhealthful facility for both faculty
and students.

This was to be a temporary location while a suitable

building was being built. Because of the conditions of the tfoae, this
building was never built.
The principal means of financing the school were the tuition fees
and appropriations from the general board in Salt Lake City.

These were
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insufficient, however, to maintain the school, so fund-raising campaigns
were carried out each year by the Stake Board of Education.
Other teachers hired during the years were Roseinia Jarvis,
Horatio Pickett, and Charles M U e s ,

In addition to these teachers, some

normal students were hired on a part-time basis to assist in the classes.
Plans for the academy building proceeded as scheduled, to include
the quarrying of rock from the nearby sandstone hills and transporting
it to the proposed site. However, this was the extent of construction.
The major part of the students were from the St. George area, but
students came from as far away as Pasheco, Old Mexico. The enrollment
varied greatly from year to year, depending upon the finances available
and the work required on the farms and in the homes.
Two reasons have been given for the failure of the academy. First,
the advent of free public schools, and second, the disrupted financial
condition of the Church.
The academy represented the first major attempt at secondary
education by the people of Washington County, and lasted well considering
the adverse conditions under which it was founded and operated,

Ihat

it succeeded at all was chiefly the accomplishment of its principal,
Nephi M. Savage.

CHAPTER VI

THE MODERN PERIOD, 1896-1915
Statehood brought to Utah many new opportunities for additional
educational growth and development. Foremost of these was the use of
school lands within the state as an additional source of school revenue.
The first State Superintendent of Public Instruction, John R. Park,
reported that this was the beginning of a new era.1
Problems still plagued school administrators, such as overcrowded
schools, shortages of qualified teachers, and insufficient finances.
As the years passed, however, many of these problems were resolved
through more efficient administration and personnel practices.

I. OVERCROWDED SCHOOLS
The closing of the academy in 1893 swelled the district schools,
which were already overcrowded, with those who had been attending the
academy. In St. George, the only building devoted entirely to school
use was the fourth ward school house. Therefore, every building available was pressed into use by the trustees, Francis L, Daggett, Edward H.
Snow, and Horatio Pickett. The schooL-age population of 1896 was 1622,
1386 of whom attended the district schools,2 This was nearly four times
the enrollment

reported in 186? when the school houses were built.

1 First Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, State
of Utah, I896, For the period ending June 30, 1897.
2

Ibid.
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To accomodate this large enrollment, a graded system was established in St. George. Nephi Savage taught the seventh and eighth grades
in the basement of the tabernacle, Mrs. Rose Jarvis and Miss Edith Ivins
instructed the first and second grades at the fourth ward school; the
third and fourth grades were taught by Miss Annie Cottam in the the
third ward school, and the fifth and sixth grades were taught by Miss
Martha Snow In the court house. Miss Josephine Jarvis also taught a
group in the second ward school.-'
A year later. Miss Jarvis reported:
. . . I taught the Central School in the Court House—the fifth
and sixth grades and a class of left-overs. There were 119 enrolled.
I had no assistant. There was no playground, nothing attractive nor
convenient, but many inconveniences. . . # #
By 1899» school was also being held in the store formerly occupied
by Vfooley Lund and Judd.
1st
2nd
3rd
ith

Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss
Miss
Miss

The teachers and their schools were as follows:

Rose Jarvis
Ella Seegmiller
Lena Nelson
Louisa Cox
Jennie Lund

Tabernacle

John T. WDodbury
Miss Thompson
Court House
Miss Walker
At store . . . Miss Reed
Francis L. Daggett,
Clerk Dist School Board i
10th Dlst:5

All of the schools were crowded, but still "some bright pupils
advanced rapidly, and were good Third Readers at the end of the first
year, . . .6

The students were graded by their reading level, and were

promoted at the discretion of the teacher. Recalling this period, a
3Notice of
^Josephine
^Notice of
"Josephine

Commencement of St. George Schools, September 17» 1893.
J. Miles, loc. cit.
Commencement of St. George Schools, School Year 1899-1900.
J. Miles, loc. cit.
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former student wrote:
The seventh and eighth grades for the en-tire town were held in the
basement of the tabernacle. The west end was partitioned off from
the east part and classes were in the west end. Part of the classes
were held in the center part, but all the studying was done in the
west room and it was the only room that had pupil's desks.7
In addition to the district schools, religious classes and private schools were organized by the LDS Church and Presbyterian Church
respectively.
Ihe religious classes sponsored by the Church had come into
existence soon after the close of the academy.

Their establishment had

been advocated In 1892 by Anthon H. Lund who said they should be established and maintained in connection with district schools but kept distinct from them in school proceedings.8 By May of 1896, three classes
had been organized by the wards of the St. George Stake. Nephi Savage's
report of religious classes was as follows:
Statistical Report of Religious Classes of St. George, May 6, 1896,
3 classes reported
19 wards not reported
170 pupils enrolled
15 wards, having no classes as far
95 average attendance
as can be determined.
3 instructors
2 wards reported
Remarks: Santa Clara Has a religion class but I have received
no written report from them. John S. Stuck! is their principal, I
do not know if they have any assistant teachers. The three teachers
mentioned in this report does not include Santa Clara Ward.9
The Presbyterian Mission school had been organized in 1880, and
by 1896 had two teachers, one of which served as principal. Principal
Jennie E. Hardy, in her report to the state, listed one primary and one
7*e.lliam 0. Bentley, "Autobiography,"(Typewritten copy secured
from author), 1961, p. 5.
8
St, George Stake Manuscript History, Volume 3* op. cit., September
11, 1892.
^Statistical Report of St. George Stake Religion Classes,May 6,1896,
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grammar grade being held with a total enrollment of thirty-six.

Three

terms were held in I896 for an average of \kZ days of school held. The
average daily attendance was twenty, and the property was valued at
$1160,10

This school was closed prior to 1900.
II.

THE BUILDING OF WOODWARD SCHOOL

The closing of the academy had again left Washington County without any facilities for secondary education.

The teachers from the

academy, Nephi Savage and Charles Miles, were hired by the district
schools and continued teaching in the basement of the tabernacle. The
tabernacle had been prepared with academy equipment and apparatus for
teaching, and permission was granted to the Tenth School District to
use the

facilities as they were.

As already mentioned, even this move failed to alleviate the overcrowded condition of the schools. One contemporary of this period said
in part:
It had long been known that the educational growth was being retarded because of lack of proper school building rooms. The four
school houses . . . afforded room for not more than two hundred students, and there were some five hundred children and students who
must be afforded opportunity for education. , . . The building on
First North Street, built by J. W. Nixon for a tin shop, . . , was
used. This building had no windows, only in the front. Here, in
this building, dark as a dungeon, M. M. Harmon conducted school.
The people must come to the relief of the school board. **
The school board at this time consisted of John E. Pace, Horatio
10

H r s t Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, loc.cit.
'Albert E. Miller, Immortal Pioneers. Albert E. Miller, St.
George, Utah, 19^6, p. 132.""
1
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Pickett, and Edward H. Snow.

These men under the chairmanship of

Edward H. Snow sponsored a movement to build a modem school building.
A public meeting was held to discuss the possibility of building such
a school. In the meeting, held in April of 1897# the citizens present
voted to tax to the limit, the tax to be paid in "school tax script,"
which was to be used as a circulating medium.^
construction were also discussed.

The materials for

"Brick, adobe, and rock were sug-

gested, and finally it was decided that rock would be the more substantial."^

Edward H. Snow was given the responsibility of securing plans

for a large school building. He asked "Joseph Mbnson of Richmond, Cache
County, to prepare plans for a twelve-room school building. Six rooms
15
on each floor with a sixteen foot hall through the center of each floor." •"
The city council was approached regarding a site, and on May 3t
1897» passed a resolution authorizing Mayor Edward Brown to proceed to
issue a deed to be held in escrow pending the compliance of the conditions that the building be built within five years and to cost at
least $15,000.16
For three successive years, "the people regularly voted the
(tax} limit, about $7500, beginning in 1897."^

Thousands of warrants

for tax script were issued by the school board during this tiiae.
12Autobiography of Edward H. Snow, oj). cit.. p. 5.
1:3
Ibid.
Bradshaw, 0£. cit.. p. 301.
15
l6
1

MUler, 0£. cit., p, 13^.

Ibid.

'Josephine J, Miles, loc. cit.
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The foundation for the school was black volcanic rockj

rock

that had been quarried and hauled to the site five years before in
preparation for building the St. George Stake Academy.

This rock was

finally being put to the use for which it was intended. To prepare the
soft ground for this foundation, small rocks were stamped into it, similar to the procedure used on the St. George Temple thirty years earlier.
By the end of 1897, $7000 had been spent in putting in the foundation.
The main work being done in 1898 was the quarrying of the red
rock for the walls of the building.

"John F. McNeil, T. M. and F. A.

Blair, John Bleak, Alex Fullerton, Horatio Pickett, and Joseph Riding
were assigned to this task."1^ In 1899, because of the slowness of the
quarrying, contracts were let to take the place of donation and taxlabor. By the end of the year, the building was up to the top of the
first story. At this time, E. H. Snow left for the East on a Church
mission and Joseph Orton took his place as trustee.
Ihe editor of the Washington County News visited the schools in
October of 1898. Observing the crowded conditions, he stated:
Strong and determined efforts should be made to get the new
building erected. 19
And again, three weeks later:
The school attendance this year is so very large that the schools
are too small to accomodate the pupils, consequently the school
board has been under i h e necessity of reducing the school hours for
different grades to accomodate all.
Citizens should wake up to the necessity of completing the new
building.20
18

Miller, 0£. c i t . , p . 13^.
^ E d i t o r i a l , Washington County News, October 1, 1898.
20
I b l d . . October 22, 1898.
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The plan of levying a tax of 2 per cent per year was carried
forth for three years during which time the walls of the building were
raised to the square. The rock was cut in pitched-ashler style which
called for skilled craftmanship. For this work the stone cutters were
paid twenty-five cents per lineal foot, 10 per cent to be paid in cash
and the remaining 90 per cent in tithing office coupons and factory scrip.
On October 5, 1900, the board again entered into contracts for the
cutting of 2350 feet of facing rock and 1000 feet of jamb and lintel rock.
George Brooks, "a master of the stone-cutting trade," was assigned the
decorative rock work on the entrances.2*

The remaining masonry work was

done by Joseph Worthen, Isaac Hunt, William J, Davies, and others under
the direction of the inspector, Charles S. Cottam.
The school board found that the 2 per cent tax to date was insufficient to carry the building to completion, therefore it presented
a choice to the people to increase the tax levy and bond the district.
Edward H. Snow said of this:
m t h a self imposed tax of what was called "tax script" the
building had been brought to the last stone. To buy the lumber and
finish, bonds of $6000. were voted—the first ever voted . . ,
This bond and the increase in the tax levy to twenty mills raised
sufficient funds to complete the building.

Bids were let, and since

many of the local builders were out of town, most of the bids were from
outside of the county.

The contract for finishing was awarded to Grace

Brothers of Nephi for $8000, who completed the building in the fall of 1901
^'Miller, loc. cit.
22

Autobiography of Edward H. Snow, 0£. cit.. p. 7.
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Many people had contributed time, effort, and means to the building of the Woodward School. However, four names stood out prominently.
They were Edward H. Snow, Joseph Orton, Francis L« Daggett, and George
Vfoodward.

These four men had been trustees during the major part of

construction and probably did more than any others to see the work through
to completion. George Woodward had been president of the board, and
although he and his wife were childless, he donated freely of his quite
sufficient means to the school. He purchased and paid for the installation of the heating system, bought the first piano, and donated over
$3600 towards the building.2^
Because of his unselfishness, at a meeting of the townspeople, it
was voted that the school should bear his name. Thus the Woodward School
is a monument to the man who contributed so much to Its very existence.
In September of 1901, the Woodward School opened Its doors to the
students. The principal. A, B. Chrlstensen, had been hired by President
Edward H, Snow, who said of this:
I was asked by the School trustees to secure a Principal for the
new school. Where all the schools heretofore scattered around in
the small unhealthy ward houses would now assemble at one central
place , . . I felt we needed a man with a strong personality and
good discipline for I felt our school children were of a rough, uncultured, undisciplined lot so I told Pres. Geo, H. Brlmhall that we
wanted a regular "Fire Eater." He said A, B. Chrlstensen was just
the man but he was In Chicago studying and only the First Presidency
could recall him, I waited on the First Presidency and Chrlstensen
came and saw and conquered,2**
One student has written her depression of the first year of school
at the Vfoodward in verse:
^Bradshaw, op. cit., p. 301.
.

—

——

Autobiography of Edward H, Snow, l o c , c i t .
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From his mission released in the spring of nineteen-one,
E, H, Snow was elated to find so much done;
And again made trustee his duty was clear.
To man the school wisely that very first year.
For, from the four wards such a group would assemble.
As might cause most any school teacher to tremble?
And the principal must have no fear.
He had met in the East one A, B, Chrlstensen,
Who was going to school, and had impressed him then
As sufficiently wise and sufficiently stem
To hold things in order however they'd turn.
And him they employed. So we met that first day,
Some anxious, some fearful, some daring and gay,
But we all had much to leam.
The teachers unitedly labored and schemed
To bring into being all that had been dreamed.
They taught us to march four by four up the stairs
From east to west doorways. And if unawares
Some maker of mischief would feel the firm hand
Of the principal grip him, and hear the command.
He knew it meant business, not scares.
Ihe habits of tardiness and truancy
Had grown until they had to be met drastically.
The business of sluffing and bluffing were checked
And children were taught to give teachers respect.
They drilled us and trained us, and made special rules,
Till in time we were classed with the state graded schools.
Though our teachers, perhaps, were near wrecked,2-*
The year 1901 marked the first time that the scattered children
of St, George were brought together into one school building. It was
also the first time that many were able to use suitable desks and other
school equipment.

This was:

, , , quite a change from the earlier schools of the city , , •
commodious blackboards on three sides of the room, heat from radiators instead of pot-bellied stoves, and r^al note books to write in
instead of heavy breakable slates,
'• •
•
2

% a b l e J a r v i s , from a poem, "School History i n S t . George,"
(Unpublished verse, Washington County Library), S t . George, Utah.
2
6Bradshaw, ojo, c i t , . p . 301,
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The Woodward School was systematically graded, with grades one
through nine being represented i n the one school.

This was the f i r s t

year for work beyond the eighth grade and the class had "a high percentage
of students older than the regular age.

Some were mature people . . . n 2 '

who had returned to school to further t h e i r somewhat meagre education.
With these f a c i l i t i e s available, President E. H. Snow commented t h a t
"there now appears no good reason why our children should be sent away
i n order to be educated,"

The dream of the founders of the stake aca-

demy was now finding r e a l i z a t i o n i n the Woodward School,
I n addition to A. B. Chrlstensen, the p r i n c i p a l , the following
were hired as teachers the f i r s t y e a r . 2 '
and 9th
7th
6th
5th
4th
3rd
2nd
1st
1st

grades
grade
grade
grade
grade
grade
grade
grade
grade

John T, Wbodbury
Charles H, Miles
Angus 0 . Vfoodbury
Maude R. Snow
May Keats
Lena Nelson
Artie Snow Jensen
itonie M. Isom
Jamie MacFarlane

$60.00 month
50.00
"
40,00
"
40.00
"
35.00
"
35.00
"
35.00
"
30.00
"
25.00
"

As can be seen from the above l i s t , the pay scale decreased as
the grade taught decreased,

"A person doesn f t have to be very smart to

teach the f i r s t grade,"
The students desiring to attend Vfoodward, residing from outside
of S t . George, were allowed to attend upon payment of t u i t i o n of $2.50
for lower grades and $3.50 for the ninth grade.
2

One father agreed to

?William 0. Bentley, 0£, c i t , , p . 9
S t . George Stake High Council Notes, op., c i t . . August 6, 1901
2
?Minutes of the Tenth D i s t r i c t Schools, 1901-1915, p . 17.
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ring the tabernacle bell every day during school as tuition for his
daughter,
A final item relating to the building of the Wbodward School
should be mentioned. On November 28, 1902, Mayor Ihomas P, Cottam of
St. George issued a mayor's deed to the trustees of the Tenth School
District. The city council resolution read as follows:-^
By a resolution passed by the City Council May 3t 1897. On
condition that the said District Schodl Board build on said property
a school building within five years? the same not to cost less than
$15t000, and by said Resolution the Mayor was authorized to execute
a deed to said property and place the same in escrow with the understanding that if the said school board should build said building,
within the time specified, that said deed was to be given to the
treasurer of said school board.
And Whereas: the said school board and their escrowee in office
did erect within the period of five years, as specified, a building
costing not less than $15,000 to-wit* approximately $30,000.
And Whereas; the deed to said property authorized to be executed
by Mayor and placed in escrow cannot be found. Therefore, be it
resolved, that in consideration of the erection of said building,
. . . the Mayor is hereby authorized to . . . deliver a good and
sufficient deed . . . to the School Board of the Tenth School District.
Thus was the Woodward School built and put to use, a monument to
its builders, and an institution of learning for the youth of St. George.

in.

COUNTY SCHOOLS

The general condition of the district schools at this time had
not improved much over those of the past decade. More revenue was now
available for school purposes, but there were also many more places to
use this money.

As can be seen from the Woodward salary scale, page

140, many teachers were still receiving less than thirty-five dollars
3°lbid., p. 22.
31

Miller, op., cit., p. 135,
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per month. The school year averaged only five months per year, which
also needed improving.

President Edward H. Snow, a state legislator at

this time, said of the situation in part: The poor situation.
was due to the small school revenue obtained by the distribution to
our County based . . . on the school population. I thought on the
subject and felt like the State should help us by special appropriations that our schools might be like those of other parts of the
state. I coined a phrase at least original with me which I used as
an argument for more funds, "To educate the child is the Paramount
Duty of the State."
A. C. Nelson was State Supt. of Schools . . . I sought his aid
and sympathy. He responded promptly . . . and was an enthusiastic
supporter of the idea and carried it forward through his influence.
Pres. Cottam in the Legislature obtained special aid by means of a
biennial appropriation which finally was allotted to other counties
similarly situated like ours, and thus took on a mass movement.-3^
This "mass movement" for state support of schools was very beneficial for Washington County.
The Church still very much influenced the educational policies of
the county, making recommendations and helping to carry them out. President Whitehead, in 1903, urged "that those capable are educated to teach
the schools. Latter-Day-Saints should be employed.

Trustees should be

those who are favorable to our people."33 This counsel was usually
followed by the trustees and people of the county.
The following paragraphs will consider the school personnel, financing, and philosophy of education of this period.
IV.

PERSONNEL

The county superintendent. The majority of county superintendents
32

Autoblography of Edward H. Snow, loc. cit.

33

St. George Stake Historical Record, 0£. cit.. December 12, 1903.
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were full-time teachers In addition to their duties as superintendent.
This was necessitated by the extremely low salary, paid them. By 1900,
this salary had reached $225.00 per year, raising again by 1910 to
$250.00. Regarding salary of superintendents, the state superintendent
of 1900 commented:
The salaries of the county superintendents In many of the counties are so low that the person holding that office is obliged to
resort to teaching or some other occupation in order to eke out his
income sufficiently to enable him to live comfortably. This of
course is very much to the detriment of the schools for if the superintendent faithfully performs all his duty in visiting schools, holding teachers institutes and trustees meetings besides the regular
work of his office, he will have no time for anything else.32*
Being as most of the county superintendents were teachers, and
the others were business or professional men, little time was devoted
to the job of superintendent. Many performed their duties faithfully,
however. Charles B. Petty said that during his term of office he never
missed visiting the schools twice per year,35
John T, Wbodbury commented that "the county superintendent has
generally been a teacher in one of the districts of the county, the
salary paid to the superintendent not being sufficient to justify him in
devoting full time to the duties of that office alone,"36 He further
commented that because of the scattered districts within the county.
It was Impossible for "the work of supervision to be as thorough as it
should be,"3?
$y 1904, Edward H, Snow had assumed the role of deputy superin^Third Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, State
of Utah, Salt Lake City, June 30, 1901, p. 15,
interview with Charles B, Petty, Salt Lake City, Utah, 1961,
36
J
Third Report, op. cit., p. 265,
37
Ibid.
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tendent of the county schools. As far as can be determined, this service
was performed without remuneration.3"
Every superintendent bemoaned the low salary and its effect on
the supervision within the county. When Edward H. Snow was appointed as
superintendent In 1907, he commented without restraint:
The crying need in educational matters in this county is a salary
for the superintendent commensurate with the duties he is required
by law to perform. Sufficient compensation should be given to enable
a competent man to hold the office who can and will give most of his
time to school matters, . . . The superintendent should get in closer
touch with the trustees and make himself indispensible to them in
the selection of teachers so that teachers would not be selected
without his approval. The standard of teachers should be raised}
. . . it need not be long before every school would be supplied with
Normal School graduates or with teachers of ability and experience.
If the superintendent does not furnish the argument . . . they are
not likely to come from anywhere else. For years . • , he has been
an active teacher shut up during the school period in the school room
and just when he should be visiting the schools, aiding and helping
the teachers and inspiring them in their work, he is busily engaged
with his own work, devoting such spare moments as he has to the performance of the clerical work of his office. The work of the superintendent in this county has narrowed down to the position of a
secretary whose chief labor consists In making reports . . .39
The above recommendations were good, but would not be realized
until the schools of Washington County were consolidated and the position
of superintendent became that of a full-time administrator.
In 1913-1914, the superintendent commented that he had fulfilled
the requirements of his position by visiting all of the districts at
least once during the year and the schools which were centrally located
several times. "The eighteen districts are so scattered that one must
travel 250 miles to reach them and the roads are rough, " ^
38

Not only

Flfth Report, 0£. cit.» p, 174.
39seventh Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction,
State of Utah, June 30, 1908, p. 387.
^Tenth Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction,
State of Utah, June 30, 1915t P. 360,
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were the roads rough, but means of t r a n s p o r t a t i o n were p r i m i t i v e .
Arthur K. Hafen, superintendent of 19l4«19l6, suspended h i s class
f o r a few days each year to make h i s v i s i t s .

The v i s i t s were to check

the r e g i s t e r s , advise the t r u s t e e s , administer the eighth grade examinat i o n s , and prescribe t e x t s and f a c i l i t i e s .

He also "talked to some of

t h e teachers regarding the keeping of b e t t e r records and using more
41
effective I n s t r u c t i o n a l techniques."^'
Until 1915, the superintendent was a low-salaried c l e r k .

The

prescribed d u t i e s , i f performed, were for the betterment of the schools,
but these duties were seldom f u l l y s a t i s f i e d as the superintendent was
required to earn a l i v i n g apart from t h a t p o s i t i o n .
Principals and t e a c h e r s . By the beginning of the twentieth century,
many of the schools, having more than one teacher, had head or p r i n c i p a l teachers appointed over them.

This head-teacher, besides a f u l l teaching

load, was placed i n general charge of the school.
a full-time p r i n c i p a l was the tfoodward School.

The only school having

The p r i n c i p a l s during the

time, 1901-1905, w e r e r 2
years
1901-1903
1903-1905
1905-1906
1906-1907
1907-1909
1909-1910
1910-1911
1911-1915

name
A. B. Chrlstensen
A. M. Merrill
A. L. Neff
H. W. Soule
Arthur Welling
Maude R. Snow
Elmer Miller
W. 0 . Bentley, J r .

salary
$1000.00
1200.00
900.00
1050.00
1100.00-1200.00
1000.00
1000.00
(paid monthly] 90.00/100.00

^ I n t e r v i e w with Arthur K. Hafen, S t . George, Utah, April 7, 1961.
^ 2 Minutes of the Tenth School D i s t r i c t , l o c . c i t .
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VB-th no salary schedule specified, each principal was paid the
minimum that he would accept. As can be seen from the list above, this
varied from one year to the next.
As the principalships of the various districts developed, the
duties involved became more complex until soon many of the trustees'
records were being kept by the principal. Most districts had but one
school, anyway, and this duty was welcomed by the principals as it
meant extra pay.
Regarding teachers, the report of I896 showed a total of twentysix teachers employed in Washington County. Of these, only one was a
college graduate and one more the graduate of a normal school. Of the
twenty-four who had not graduated from high school, normal school, or
college, seven had over ten years1 experience, thirteen had from five
to ten years of experience, and four had no experience at all. The average amount of experience was six years. 3
showed much need for improvement.

This unsatisfactory condition

The only qualification for teaching

at this time was passing the county examination, and this was usually
very unsatisfactory in that:
. . . . each county superintendent prepared his own questions and
there is no standard of requirements in the subject matter of the
different branches in the various counties.^
The state normal scholarships were of some help in upgrading the
teaching profession. In 1899, Maude R. Snow was given the scholarship,
and in 1900, Edna Bigler was the recipient.
^3First Report, loc. cit.
^Thlrd Report, 0£. cit.. p. 21.
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By the f a n of 1900, Washington County had three normal graduates,
and fourteen with some normal training.

This was out of a teaching staff

of thirty, showing that over one-half had bettered themselves professionally. All county teachers had certificates, but three were temporary
due to insufficient preparation.

Ten of these teachers had had no pre-

vious teaching experience, with the average being 2,1 years.**
The year 1900 brought a set of uniform questions for the teacher
examination, written by the state board of education, and testing all
subject-matter areas. ° It was very comprehensive, and local superintendents sometimes had difficulty finding teachers who could pass this
examination. One superintendent reported in part.
I believe the use of uniform questions for examinations throughout the counties of the state will ultimately prove beneficial; but
under the present conditions it makes it difficult to procure
teachers without the use of temporary certificates . . J**
The state superintendent commented that:
. . . in the remote counties of the state, it has been difficult
for school boards to secure certificated teachers.
While uniform examinations have prevented many young aspirants
from securing a license to teach, they have done much and wl3JLdo
much more to raise the standard of efficiency of our teachers.^
The state at this time also provided one day per term for teachers
to visit other schools within the county. This gave teachers with no
previous training an opportunity to observe those who were trained and
more experienced.

The only difficulty in Washington County concerning

visiting days was that "in some cases the teachers are so far from other

**5lbid. pp. 159-162.
^ b i d . . pp. 105-111.
^ F o u r t h Report, ffi, c i t . . p . 2 6 3 .
48
I b i d . . p . 20.
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schools that visiting is not convenient." ^

The majority of teachers

in the county did take advantage of this privilege, however.
The major problem in the hiring and retaining of excellent
teachers was still the lack of a livable salary. One of the effects of
ttiis low salary was the necessity for the teacher
. . , to find some other employment during a part of the year,
and this results injuriously in two ways: the teacher so engaged
has a tendency to fall behind in the teaching profession and so
becomes less competent; besides, he is likely to get into some
occupation during the summer vacation which will take him permanently from the ranks of teachers. We thus lose the services of
some who might be very efficient teachers if they could remain. 5°
John T. WDodbury, who wrote the above report, advocated a longer
school year as one solution to the problem of low salary. His idea was
that a longer school year at the same monthly salary would give a
teacher sufficient salary to live on without outside employment. The
average length of the school year at this time was six months,-*'
Two years later, 1904, Superintendent Wbodbury made the same
recommendation to the state office. He suggested in part:
An increase of the annual school period with a consequent increase
of yearly salary, I believe to be absolutely necessary to securing
and retaining the services of efficient teachers in our county
schools; we are obliged to witness the humiliating spectacle of
some of our best qualified teachers going away to other counties
and especially to other states and territories as Nevada and Arizona.^
If Superintendent Wbodbury could have looked sixty years into the
future, he would still see some "of our best qualified" teachers leaving
Utah for "other states." This problem's solution has not been found.
^Fourth Report, OJD, cit.. p. 364,

5°Ibid.
51

Fifth Report, 0£. cit., p. 172.
52ibid.
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By 1904, the general professional l e v e l of the teachers had been
r a i s e d , even though many of Washington County f s teachers had l e s s than
two years of high school work.

The s a l a r i e s paid did not encourage

young people to put forth the necessary effort i n order to be f u l l y
q u a l i f i e d for the profession.

The average salary for male teachers i n

1904 was $59.59t and for females, $37.61.

Before teaching could t r u l y

become a profession, d r a s t i c changes had to be made i n s a l a r i e s ,
Ihe l i f e - t i m e educator, John T, Wbodbury, again spoke up regarding teacher q u a l i f i c a t i o n s .

This suggestion read i n p a r t :

I t i s desirable to require an increase i n the educational and
professional q u a l i f i c a t i o n s of persons who are to become teachers;
y e t I fear the attempt w i l l be ineffective without a t the same time
making i t possible to increase the salary and the period of service
. . . I t has been our experience i n t h i s county t h a t persons of high
a b i l i t y as teachers cannot long be retained i n the school room unless
they see an opportunity of advancing to something more remunerative
than the common country school.$3
The s a l a r i e s were to remain very low, offering " s l i g h t inducement
for p r o f i c i e n t teachers" for many y e a r s .

Table I X records the average

s a l a r i e s for t h e male and female t e a c h e r s , 1899 to 1914,
I t w i l l be noticed t h a t the female teachers 1 s a l a r i e s averaged
between 60 and 80 per cent of the men's.

Not shown i n Table I K was

the difference i n pay between teachers of the upper grades and those i n
the primary grades.

Inequality i n the s a l a r y schedule would have to be

discarded before teaching could become a t r u e profession.
Teacher s a l a r i e s varied from year to year, as shown i n Table I X »
53|jbid.,

p#

175#
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TlffiLE IX :
AVERAGE MONTHLY TEACHER'S SALARIES, 1899-1914

1899

1900

1901

1902

1903

1904

1905

1906

Male
Female

$46.99
34.31

$44.18

$56.02
35.86

$62.40

3U93

$47.50
32.03

37.19

$56.78
38.03

$55.69
38.02

$68,94
42.64

Average

40.65

38.05

39.76

45.94

49.79

47.40

46.55

-55.79

1907

1908

1909

1910

1911

1912

1913

1914

Male
Female

$62.71
42.14

$67.89
50.77

$70.60
44.32

$61.70
49.10

$81.30
64.00

Average

52.43

59.33

57.^6

55M

72.65

$67.98 $70.00
51.25 u 56.00
59.62

with the v a r i a t i o n s being caused by two main c r i t e r i a !

63.00

$72.68
57.13
64.90

f i r s t , the high

r a t e of turnover among the teaching s t a f f , with differences i n experience;
and second, the amount of the general fund appropriated to the county.
The general fund was used e n t i r e l y for s a l a r i e s , and when i t varied,
s a l a r i e s varied.

The general trend of s a l a r i e s was up, and within a

year, consolidation would r a i s e them even f u r t h e r .
The Church was s t i l l exerting a great deal of influence on the
s e l e c t i o n of county t e a c h e r s .
leadership i n t h e Church.

Many of the t r u s t e e s held positions of

I n q u a r t e r l y conference, 1909» President

Edward H. Snow "warned the Bishops to exercise great care i n choosing
teachers as d i r e effects had resulted from getting non-members to teach
our children. "5^
^ S t , George Stake H i s t o r i c a l Record, 0£. c i t , . March 13» 1909.
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Another factor, more clandestine in nature, in the selection of
teachers dealt with relationship. This nepotism was reported In 1910 by
Superintendent Nlsson, who salds

" often a delay in hiring teachers is

made to obtain a friend or relative with the intended understanding
that no one else could be secured."^
similar situation

Another superintendent stated a

wherein " , , , too often trustees employ some rela-

tive when better and more competent teachers are refused employment, "-5°
Regardless of the few instances of nepotism spoken of above,
many good practices were being developed relating to the administration
of personnel. Trustees began to rely more on the judgment of the superintendent in the hiring of qualified teachers. Also, the practice began
of "Increasing the salary as the teachers increase in experience and
efficiency. "57 This latter practice led to the retention of better
teachers, with the end result of better schools.
Teacher preparation became better and more universal as the
years passed. Many teachers attended summer schools in lieu of taking
the teacher*s examination. Snow5°

reported in 1908 that

. . . We have more teachers who are graduates of the University
of Utah and other creditable schools than for many years. There are
a few who have had preparation for their work In some of the Normal
Schools of the State.
In 1910, Superintendent Nlsson stated:
In the last eight or ten years there has been a great evolution
In teacher1s efficiency In this county. Ten years ago about onehalf of the teachers were teaching on temporary certificates and but
^-H&llard 0. Nlsson, as cited In the Eighth Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, State of Utah, June 30, 1910, p. 437,
5"Seventh Report, OJD, cit.. p. 384.
57

Ibld.. P. 385.
58ibld.
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two or three held c e r t i f i c a t e s of graduation from normal schools.
Last year not one i n the county taught on temporary c e r t i f i c a t e s
and about one-fourth have been graduated from normal schools.59
The average school year by 1910 was between seven and eight
months, giving the teacher an average salary of about $443,20 per year
as contrasted with an average annual salary of $195.10 i n 1896,
The upward trend continued, both i n salary and i n teacher t r a i n i n g
and efficiency.

The b e t t e r conditions prompted Superintendent Petty to

comment In 1914, "There I s a marked Improvement I n the general teaching
efficiency of our teachers . . . " ° °

The county system s t i l l had much room

for Improvement, but progress was being made.
Trustees.

The biggest problem of the t r u s t e e s was the keeping of

accurate records.

Most of the t r u s t e e s were farmers or workers having

l i t t l e t r a i n i n g or experience I n record-keeping or book keeping.

This

lack made " i t d i f f i c u l t to keep the accounts I n a systematic manner." 6 1
To decrease t h i s problem, the t r u s t e e s were supplied with ruled record
books i n 1907.

This helped, but superintendents s t i l l complained t h a t

"the average t r u s t e e I s not a book-keeper and by the time he l e a m s how
to keep accounts s t r a i g h t he i s succeeded by some one e l s e . " 62
The superintendents had one additional concern regarding the
trustees.

That was regarding the apathy of voters i n the election of

trustees.

In each of the r e p o r t s , 1900-1914, the superintendents made

such comments asj

(1) "Very few people take the i n t e r e s t i n t h e school

5°Elghth Report, 0£. c i t . . p . 437.
°°Tenth Report, 0£. c i t . . p . 361.
61 Fourth Report, 0£. c i t . . p . 263.
° 2 Seventh Report, 0£. c i t . , p . 437.
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elections they should;"63

(2) " . . . less than five per cent of the

registered voters cast ballots at such elections;"6^ and (3) "Better
results would be obtained if more interest were manifested in the school
elections."^

Such comments were representative of the feelings expres-

sed by Washington County superintendents during the years mentioned.
That they had reason for their comments is illustrated

in Table

/

X,

Table

X portrays the number of votes cast i n t r u s t e e elections i n

St George, 1901-1914. 6 6
TABLE X
VOTES CAST IN TRUSTEE ELECTIONS
IN ST. GEORGE, 1901-1914

Date of Election
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July
July

14, 1902
13, 1903
13, 1903
11, 1904
10, 1905
9, 1906
8, 1907
13, 1908
12, 1909
11, 1910
11, 1911
8, 1912 .
14, 1913
13, 1914,
13, 1914
13. 1914

Trustees

Total Votes

Arthur F. Miles
Joseph Orton
Joseph Walker
J . C, MacFarlane
Arthur F. Miles
James McArthur
John T. tfoodbury
Arthur F. Miles
James McArthur
John T, Vfoodbury
Joseph S. Snow
James McArthur
John T. Vfoodbury
Alice W. Milne
Joseph S, Snow
Agnes Winsor

16
177
177
13
9
elected
16
9
10
16
10
11
12
72
72
72

63Eighth Report, loc. cit.
64Fourth Report, loc. cit.
°5Tenth Report, loc. cit.
66Minutes of Tenth School District, loc. cit.

For

Against

16
132
^5
13
9

0
45
132
0
0

16
9
10
16
10
11
12
38
33
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
34
39
71
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Aside from the public apathy, only one excuse can be rendered in
defense of the extremely low number of votes cast in the elections shown
in Table IX. Brom the records, it appears as if there was only one person
running for the office of trustee in most elections. This might explain
the lack of interest shown. However, when we consider the St, George
population of 1600 in 1900, and 1737 in 1910, it is hard to Imagine that
177 votes was the largest number during this fourteeto-year period, and
that the average number was thirty-one votes per election.
Apathy shown to other school elections was similar J the thirteen
mill tax in 1901 to finish Woodward School, fifty votes; the $6,000
bond election in 1901, twenty-nine votes; and the special election in
191^ to give part of the Woodward property as a site for the proposed
library, nine votes. Public relations seemed to be an administrative
area which needed attention t '
Trustee meetings were very rarely held with the superintendent.
This could be blamed on the scattered condition of the districts within
the county, and the poor roads and methods of transportation used.
Trustees did correspond with the superintendent when they wanted clarification of a point of school law, recommendations concerning new teachers,
text books, or other "matters pertaining to the financial matters of the
district, but seldom upon educational topics. " ^
Ihe district trustees were v e r y often the leading men of their
respective
6

communities. Little politics entered into the local elections,

7lbid.
"^Seventh Report, op_. cit.. p. 385.
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as there was l i t t l e compensation for those willing to serve. Most of
the trustees received l i t t l e or no remuneration for t h e i r services,
with the main exception being St. George. Members of the St, George
Tenth School District Board of Trustees regularly voted themselves an
annual compensation of $50.00.

The t o t a l amounts paid to the sixty

trustees of Washington County from 1900 to 1912 ware as follows j
1900-1901
1901-1902
1902-1903
1903-1904
1904-1905
1905-1906

$298.79
386.49
366.47
435.57
406.85
332.53^

1906-1907 $3^6.75
1907-1908 463#50
1908-1909 526.50
1909-1910
5^.50
I9IO-I9II 1376,92
1911-1912 1710.65

VBLth the St, George d i s t r i c t removed from the above amounts,
the remaining 57 trustees i n the county received small pittance indeed.
The solution to the problems regarding d i s t r i c t trustees would
come when county consolidation would put a l l of the county under the
jurisdiction of one board of trustees*
Pupil Personnel.

The school-age population i n 1896 was 1622, of

which 90 per cent, 1408 children, were enrolled in the schools, both
public and private.

However, only 6Q per cent, 107^ children, were

actually attending school.

Table X| presents these data for the years

1900 to 1914, inclusive. ®
I t should be noted from Table XI that the number of children enrolled greatly exceeded the number who were actually attending.

The

highest percentage of students enrolled was ninety-six, whereas the
^Third toTenth Reports, Superintendent of Public Instruction,
State of Utah, 1900-191^.
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TABLE £E
CHILDREN ENROLLED AND ATTENDING SCHOOLS
IN WASHINGTON COUNTY, 1900-1914

Year

1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914

Total School
Age Children
1598
1588
1616
I63I
1653
1611
1582
1583
1590
1634
1705
1671
1721
1727
1766

Total
Enrolled
1455
1429
1510
1576
1528
1509
1401
1485
1456
1505
1584
1585
1597
1587
1543

Per cent Average
Enrolled attendance

89
90
93
96
92
94
89
93
91
95
86
94
92
95
78

1135
1071
1145
1422
1338
1200
1161
117^
1114
1260
1316
1310
1381

t1?4
1303

Per cent
attending

70
67
70
87
75
74
73
74
70
7^
77
78
80
76
71

Days
held

101
105
107
104
110
109
118
119
112
117
133
123
123
137
137

highest percentage of those enrolled who were actually attending was
only eighty-seven.
The compulsory education law was used as a means of ^ p r o v i n g
attendance, but many times t h i s was also i n e f f e c t i v e .

I n general, parents

encouraged t h e i r children to attend school, and t r u s t e e s were content to
leave enforcement to them.

Superintendent Nlsson f e l t t h a t the law

should be extended to Include a l l boys up to eighteen years of age, "if
not graduated."

His complaint was t h a t "some of our l a r g e r boys . . .

l e a m t h a t they are not compelled to be i n school and as a r e s u l t loaf
t h e i r time away on s t r e e t corners."? 0
7°Eighth Report, l o c . c i t .

Pity the teacher who would have
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to hold these older boys in under a compulsory attendance law until
they were eighteen.
Breaking the school-age population of Washington County into the
respective districts, the figures for 1900 were;'
Sprlngdale
Rockville
Grafton
Virgin
Toquerville
Leeds
Harrisburg
Washington
St. George

55
67

Bloomington
Santa Clara
Gunlock
Pine Valley
Hebron
Hamblin
Pinto
Harmony

30
92
125
79
29
160
601

30
78
51
77
58
12
22
^3

Table XI showed how quickly the school population gained during
this period. It gained so quickly that a Salt Lake City newspaper
reported in 1910 that Washington County had "the largest number of
school children in proportion to population of any county in the state."72
The total population of the county in 1910 was approximately 7t000, with
a school-age population of 1705*
This increase in school-age children had many ramifications. More
facilities, teachers, and money would be needed for children to receive
proper educational advantages.

V.

JINANCE AND BUILHEH3S

Finance. Statehood in 1896 brought three taxes for the support
of schools: a state tax, a county tax, and a district tax.

This system

greatly increased the ability of counties to provide proper educational
71
72

Third Report, on., cit.. pp. 328-389*

"History of Utah By Counties," Salt Lake Tribune. April 25, 1910,
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opportunities for children. Yet, even with this help, Washington
County fell below the state level in the supporting of education. The
county commissioners levied the highest tax they were authorized to
levy, but even with "this high levy the revenue derived is sufficient
to run the schools for only two terms in most of the districts, and not
to exceed three terms in the most populous districts. "'^ An increase in
money available to the district schools was desperately needed, with no
chance for it to be raised locally.

The suggestion was made by many of

the local superintendents that, "What is needed, in our opinion, is either
an Increase of the State School tax or a direct appropriation by the
legislature to the common school fund."^
Added to the necessity of increased revenues was the free-text
law of 1903. This law provided that free texts would be provided to all
students enrolled in the public schools. Prior to this time, texts were
only issued to those who were unable to purchase their own. Before the
passage of the textbook law, the largest amount paid for texts in Washington County was fifty-three dollars. In 1904, the amount appropriated
for textbooks was $3050.^

This represented an increase of about $3000

in one year. By using the local taxes to purchase texts, the five-mill
district tax was inadequate to supplement the teacher's fund. This
encouraged the hiring of poorly qualified teachers in the smaller districts.
^3John T. Vfoodbury, as cited in the Fourth Report, op_. cit.. p, 202,
?4

Ibid.

^ T h i r d to Fifth Reports, l o c , c i t .
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These smaller districts were a constant concern to the county
superintendent. In 1904, Superintendent Wbodbury reported?
There are in Washington County eight school districts each with
a school population of less than 40, This will yield them an annual
teachers* fund of less than $240. , . . While under the constitution
the school fund must be divided among i h e school districts on the
basis of school population, I believe it would be possible and right
to supplement this fund in the smaller districts by a direct appropriation from the legislature to such districts. , , .76
Four years later, such action was taken when a bill sponsored by
Washington County legislator David Morris passed which gave aid to the
poorer districts to help pay teachers1 salaries,''
In 1908, Superintendent Edward H. Snow commented that the increase
in money from state land rentals and i h e aid given to small districts
under the Morris Bill had been a great help "In making the schools in
the outlying districts really free schools,"''8 Again in 1910, Superintendent VUllard 0. Nisson stated that in the past, many of the small
• , , districts held school but five months, , , • but since the
State Legislature passed what is known as the Morris bill, these
same districts are able to hold school at least seven months and
secure the best of teachers,79
The assessed valuation of Washington County increased by close
to $47,000 in 1914, Much of this was due to the land-owners of Hurricane and Enterprise gaining titles to their farms. The superintendent
reported, "With the exception of Rockville, Grafton, Virgin, Pinto, Pine
Valley, and Gunlock, the districts of the county have all increased in
valuation.a&0
7^John T. Wbodbury, as cited in the Fifth Report, loc. cit.
77lnterview with m H a r d 0. Nisson, April 17, 1961.
78seventh Report, loc. cit,
79\&2Xaxd 0, Nisson, as cited in the Eighth Report, loc. cit.
ou

Charles B. Petty, as cited in the Tenth Report, loc. cit.
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The Morris bill was a great help in financing education in the
small districts of Washington County, but the provisions of the bill
were often not carried out. The bill provided for every district, regardless of size, to pay each teacher at least $525.00 per year. State
aid was given to the district if it was currently paying a five m i H
district tax and a four mill county tax. Upon verification by the
superintendent that these taxes were insufficient to pay the above amount,
the state theoretically made up the difference in salary.

To carry out

these provisions, the state legislature appropriated $5000 in 1913* Of
this, Washington County required $3200 and received $1625, In 1914, the
county lacked $3300 of having the required amount for teachers' salaries
and received $1301 from the state appropriation. Commenting on this.
Superintendent Petty remarked in part:
Thus some of our teachers holding first-class certificates were
paid less than $300 instead of the $525 required by law. The law
is very good, but the appropriation is too small, and the law furnishes no help without the appropriation, • , •
VELthout special aid most of our districts could not have more
than five months and some of them would not be able to have school
at all.81
It would be fitting to end this section on finance by the comments made by Two Washington County superintendents, Charles A. Vforkman,
and Charles B, Petty, Both of these suggestions were later realized,
leading to better county and state schools.
Charles A. Wbrkman showed educational foresight in his following
comment on equalization as he said:
81Charles B. Petty, as cited In the Tenth Report, loc. cit.
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Our S t a t e school system w i l l always be f a r from p e r f e c t so long
as there i s so much i n e q u a l i t y i n the available funds for the use of
the schools i n the various counties and d i s t r i c t s of the s t a t e . Because a child happens to reside i n a d i s t r i c t traversed by r a i l r o a d s
i s no reason why he should have b e t t e r f a c i l i t i e s for education than
the c h i l d who resides i n a d i s t r i c t where the taxable property i s
meagre. Future generations w i l l take a broader view of education and
recognize t h a t " i t i s the duty of the State to educate the c h i l d , " and
a l l schools w i n be supported from a common fund. Hasten t h a t d a y , ° 2
Workman recognized the f a c t t h a t equalization was the only measure
t h a t would f u l l y q u a l i t y Washington County as an equal with other counties
of the s t a t e i n i t s a b i l i t y to provide education f o r children.
I n 191^, one year p r i o r to consolidation, Charles B, Petty commented i n p a r t t
One more suggestion would be t h a t the school law be changed so
t h a t a county may be consolidated ( i t a l i c s the author*s) i n t o one
or more school d i s t r i c t s , regardless of the school's population, °3
Thus, consolidation and equalization were the two watchwords of
the county superintendents i n predicting the future of education i n
Washington County,
Buildings.

With one o r two notable exceptions, the school b u i l -

dings i n Washington County were generally small, p l a i n , rock s t r u c t u r e s
with a c e n t r a l "pot-bellied" stove for heating.

Many of these buildings

were being used J o i n t l y by the d i s t r i c t school and the l o c a l Church u n i t .
The Woodward building had been a major breakthrough i n the cons t r u c t i o n of schools, representing the f i r s t time t h a t a d i s t r i c t of
Washington County had bonded for construction purposes.

With the example

Op

°^Charles A, Wbrkman, as c i t e d i n the Sixth Report, l o c , c i t ,
-'Charles B. Petty, as c i t e d i n the Tenth Report, op_. c i t . . p , 363.
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of Woodward before them, other local trustees proposed increased tax
levies or bond issues for building purposes. By 1904, Bloomington and
84
LaVerkin were in the process of building new schools, followed by the
Washington District In 1908.8^
Nisson8^ reported In 1910 that "Washington, St, George, Bloomington, Leeds, LaVerkin, and Toquerville have up-to-date buildings for their
schools. Many of the other districts hold school in rented buildings
which hardly, . . . meet the requirements of the school population."8^
Ihe need for better buildings was being realized by the trustees, and
each year more buildings were erected for educational purposes.
By 1912, Santa Clara was building a new building and Enterprise
was in the process of planning one. Charles B. Petty, in the last countyreport prior to consolidation, stated that the county buildings were
still not up to standard with nearly half of the schools still being held
in ward meeting houses. He further stated:
The school boards pay small rent and buy furniture and apparatus,
Sunday service, evening meetings, parties and school are all held in
the same building and as a result the school equipment is often
misused,87
Grounds, V&.th few exceptions, the older buildings had no appropriate school grounds. Those with grounds had no way of beautitying them,
as water was difficult to procure for that purpose. Nlsson*s report8"
stated that "The grounds are generally unkept and without trees, the
greater number on account of trustees* neglect in watering and fencing.
84seventh
8
°vailard
8
7charles
88
\&Hard

Report, loc, cit.
^Ibid.
0, Nlsson, as cited in the Eighth Report, loc.. cit.
B. Petty, as cited in the Tenth Report, loc. cit.
0. Nisson, as cited in the Eighth Report, loc. cit.
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Other districts have no water or grounds."
Apparatus.

The only school in the county with proper blackboards

and teaching equipment was the Woodward School. Some wall maps were provided In other schools, "as well as some sets of mensuration blocks.h

7

One report stated that many districts were deficient in materials and
apparatus for "busy work" in the primary grades, with the Vfoodward
again being the notable exception. 9°
In many instances the trustees were very gullible, buying any
apparatus as demonstrated by salesmen, whether or not it could be applied
in the classroom.

The report of 1910 showed :more wisdom on the part of

the trustees when it stated: "In many districts the trustees make it a
point to see the exact needs of the pupils and then purchase all the
necessary apparatus the district can afford."91
Blackboards, charts, and other materials used in the classroom
would continue to be in short supply until a central system of supply
and accounting could be initiated into the county.

VI,

EDUCATIONAL TRENDS

School libraries. Soon after the turn of the century, the movement for better libraries and library books gained impetus in Washington
County. In his report of 1900, Wbrkman92 listed four school libraries
in the county with a total value of $45.50,
8

9john T.
90John T,
91w5JHard
92charles

Wbodbury, as cited in the Fourth Report, loc.. cit.
Wbodbury, as cited in the Fifth Report, loc. cit.
0. Nisson, as cited in the Eighth Report, loc. cit.
A. Wbrkman, as cited in the Third Report, loc. cit.
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When Principal A. B. Chrlstensen took over the Wbodward I n 1901,
he took a personal i n t e r e s t i n building up a l i b r a r y for t h a t school.
I n the minutes of the Tenth School D i s t r i c t , I t was recorded t h a t Professor Chrlstensen "stated t h a t he had purchased 70 vols for School
l i b r a r y to be paid for out of funds to be raised by s c h o o l . " ^

Ely the

spring of 1903, Chrlstensen reported to the board t h a t the Vfoodward l i brary contained 583 bound volumes. 9

By 1904, with the added assistance

of Principal A. M. M e r r i l l and Professor Henry Otte, the Wbodward School
l i b r a r y was valued at several hundred d o l l a r s .

Money to purchase books

was raised through lyceums, p l a y s , e t c . , with some funds being expended
through the d i s t r i c t . 9 ^
Money from the county fund was appropriated for l i b r a r y books b e ginning i n 1901, with $7.00 appropriated for t h a t purpose.

I n 1910, an

additional apportionment was authorized from the l o c a l t a x to be used
i n the purchase of l i b r a r y books, and by 1914, over $300.00 per year
was being expended f o r t h i s purpose. 9 "
These funds added emphasis to the movement, as witness the report
of Superintendent Petty i n 1914: 9 '
All d i s t r i c t s have libraries—some, however, are very l i m i t e d .
Ihe l i b r a r y movement i s improving; each year the d i s t r i c t s are
buying new books and are learning to care b e t t e r for those they
have.
Institutes.
9

The f i r s t i n s t i t u t e s held during t h i s period were

3Mlnutes of the Tenth School D i s t r i c t , 0£. c i t . . p . 37.
^ I b l d . . p . 56.
9
^Flfth Report, l o c . c i t .
9
°Third to Tenth Reports, l o c . c i t .
9
?Charles B. Petty, as c i t e d i n the Tenth Report, l o c . c i t .
9
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held conjointly with those of Iron County, a l t e r n a t i n g between Cedar
City and S t . George. 9 8

I t was found t h a t t h i s was too expensive for the

d i s t r i c t teachers, so a f t e r 1901, Washington County held i t s own i n s t i tutes.

Professors such as A. B, Chrlstensen, A, M, M e r r i l l , Joseph

Jensen, and E. H, Eastraonds furnished l e c t u r e s for these l o c a l i n s t i t u t e s .
Whereas most of the above-named were l o c a l i n s t r u c t o r s , others were o c casionally secured from the B. I , Academy, the University of Utah, o r
the Agricultural College of Utah, 9 9

Teaching methods was the usual sub-

j e c t i n these i n s t i t u t e s , (See Appendix,}
I n addition to the county i n s t i t u t e , the teachers working I n the
"central communities" of the county held a "Teachers 1 Improvement
League," which met once a month.1°°
Secondary Schools.

I n 1897, the ninth grade was introduced i n t o

S t , George, but l a s t e d only one year "on account of lack of funds and the
101
crowded conditions of the schools,"
When the Wbodward School was
b u i l t , the ninth grade was again i n i t i a t e d t h e r e .

I n 1902, the second

year of high school work was added to the Wbodward School. 1 0

From

1902 to 1911 the two high school grades were a p a r t of Vfoodward.

Vtoen

the S t . George Academy was b u i l t i n 1 9 H , these two grades were moved
to t h a t i n s t i t u t i o n , leaving Wbodward again with j u s t the f i r s t eight
grades.

This was the extent of organized secondary education i n Washing-

ton County u n t i l 1915*
98

Fourth Report, l o c . c i t .
" E i g h t h Report, l o c . c i t .
100Tenth Report, l o c . c i t .
1°1Third Report, l o c . c i t .
102Mi nu tes of the Tenth School D i s t r i c t , 0£. c i t # , p . 39.
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Methods of I n s t r u c t i o n . A trend to depart somewhat from the t e x t
book was advocated by the superintendent i n 1901, He reported:
An attempt has been made to get closer to the n a t u r a l world,
animate and inaminate, and to require the students to use t h e i r
senses a t f i r s t hand, i n s t e a d of seeking knowledge from books i n
all cases,103
With the increase i n teachers who had attended normal schools
o r colleges, teaching methods were bound t o improve.
not received t h i s t r a i n i n g were

Others who had

"reading pedagogical works and are

,v
applying the p r i n c i p l e s i n t h e i r school work."104

A s t a t e course of study was d i s t r i b u t e d to the counties i n 1907,
which was used "by every teacher i n the county.
out i t . " 1 0 ^

Many would be l o s t with-

This course of study tended to standardize the schools within

the county and s t a t e , as well as giving a good o u t l i n e for the untrained
teachers to follow.
By 1914, i n t e r e s t i n the i n d i v i d u a l child had begun to develop,
and teachers were required to " t e s t and examine every child . . .

Cfo*0

defective s i g h t or hearing, o r diseased t e e t h , or breathes through h i s
nose."106

The beginning of a new era was approaching, where the main

emphasis would be on the child r a t h e r than the s u b j e c t .
VTI. SUMMARY
Because of the l a r g e school population and overcrowded condition
of the St, George schools, the Wbodward was b u i l t .
a l l children i n S t . George i n t o one b u i l d i n g .
10

This school centralized

A, B, Chrlstensen was the

3Fourth Report, loc., c i t ,
104pifth Report, loc.. c i t .
^Willard 0. Nisson, as c i t e d i n the Eighth Report, l o c . c i t .
106N, P. Nelson, "Utah Public Schools," Second Report of the
Bureau of Immigration. Labor, and S t a t i s t i c s . 1913-1914, p . 257.
10
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first principal, holding the position for two years.
County personnel included the superintendent, a supervisory
position with little control over the district schools, the district
trustees, who were in direct control of the schools, and the teachers.
Some of these teachers became principals, which was usually a position
in name only.

The exception to this was the Woodward Principalship,

At the beginning of this period, the teachers generally had
little pedagogical training, or experience in the classroom.

By 1914,

all teachers had some training, and only one was still teaching on a
temporary certificate.
The financing of the schools was accomplished by three taxes,
state, county, and local. Tax levies of four mills were set for the
counties, with a five mill district levy.

Free text books furnished

to the students caused an additional drain on the already meagre revenues, but partial state aid to the smaller districts helped to alleviate
this situation.
The buildings in Washington County improved greatly during this
period, with new schools being built in St, George, Santa Clara, Bloomington, LaVerkin, Washington, Leeds, and Toquerville. Other buildings were
poorly constructed, and in many cases buildings were rented from the
local Church organization.
The grounds surrounding these buildings were often inadequate and
poorly kept.
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The apparatus in the schools was quite inadequate. Often equipment was purchased because of the slick techniques of salesmen rather
than for any definite need. The only school well equipped with modem
apparatus was the new Wbodward.
An interest in school libraries arose just prior to 1900 and continued throughout this period. An impetus was given to this movement
when authorization was given to the district to levy additional taxes
for library books.
County institutes were held nearly every year as a means of upgrading the teaching profession* Speakers atlhese institutes were often
local educators, with guest lecturers coming from the northern colleges.
The Wbodward School had the only organized secondary program in
the county, including all grades one to ten within its program. The ninth
and tenth grades functioned there until 1911, when this function was taken
over by the St. George Stake Academy.
A general trend In better methods of Instruction was shown along
with increased professional preparation by teachers. More interest was
shown in the individual child, and a state course of study was introduced to standardize the subjects taught in the Utah schools.
Much progress in education highlighted the period from 1896 to
1915*

Better methods of pupil accounting, grading, and teaching were

of prime Importance, Better schools were built, and more of them.
period led naturally to the one following, the consolidation of all
schools within the county under one central administrative office.

This

CHAPTER VII
THE FOUNHENG OF DIXIE COLLEGE
Regarding education, one never reaches the t o p .

From the time of

settlement i n 1861, S t . George and Washington County c i t i z e n s had cons t a n t l y s t r i v e n for b e t t e r education for the youth.

The educational

efforts had produced leaders i n many f i e l d s of trade and professional
endeavor.

Beck1

provides i n s i g h t Into the character of these educa-

t i o n a l pioneers by saying I n p a r t :
Men imbued with great f a i t h , backed by t r a d i t i o n a l courage and
i n t e l l e c t u a l foresight, burned i n t o t h e i r minds by s a c r i f i c e , hard
work, and inherent joy produced the foundation for an educational
s p i r i t t h a t s t i l l permeates Utah's Dixie. The very walls of red
sandstone echo and r e f l e c t the atmosphere of learning and c u l t u r e .
One of these leaders spoken of was Edward H. Snow, In great p a r t
responsible for the building of the Wbodward School.

In September, 1907,

President Snow called the high council of the S t . George Stake together
to consider the "propriety of establishing a S t . George Stake Academy."2
He called the a t t e n t i o n of the council members to the fact t h a t many of
the l o c a l youth were going away to the northern schools "at a v a s t expense, i n the absence of one of our own. "^

The council voted unanimously

i n favor of establishing such an i n s t i t u t i o n , and authorized President
Snow to i n i t i a t e the necessary action.
Research was commenced to determine how many of the young people
1

D. Eldon Beck, "Dixie Junior College," The Utah. 2:20, (April
1938) pp. 24-26.
2
Minutes of the S t . George Stake High Council, ojo, c i t . . September
25, 1907.
3ibid.
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were leaving the county to attend school, and the approximate costs of
such schooling.

President Snow reported back to the council in November

that the "present attendance of our people in the various educational
institutions of the state is $30,000 annually."^ The editor of the
Washington County News, editorializing on the subject, asked why so many
of the young people of Dixie were going to the northern cities. He re's
commended that facilities be provided in Dixie,
In the St, George Stake Conference In June, 1908, President lyman
expressed surprise that a Church school did not exist in St. George.
This was all of the encouragement that was needed.

The Stake Board of

Education, consisting of President Edward H, Snow, Thomas P. Cottam,
George F. Whitehead, David H. Cannon, James G. Bleak, John T. Wbodbury,
and David H. Morris, took Immediate steps to lay the matter before the
Presidency of the Church.

President Snow recalls that at the "October

Conference I laid the matter before the First Presidency,

They approved

of the idea and we went ahead at once."'
I,

THE ST. GEORGE STAKE ACADEMY

The site. Many of the citizens of St. George desired that the
new academy be built on Mt. Hope, a prominent bluff overlooking the city,
but others, including President Snow, felt they "wanted it where we could
use it." 8 At the September, 1909, conference, the board, after talking
Z

*Ibid,, December 2, 1907

^Editorial, Washington County News, February 27, 1908.
"Announcement Bulletin, St. George Stake Academy, 1912-1913,
'Edward H, Snow, Autobiography, op, cit.. p. 8,
°Ibid.
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with Church apostles Amasa lyman and Anthony W. Ivins who were present,
decided to build on the south east corner of the public square.
Financing the building.

The agreement between the S t . George

Stake and the LDS Church presidency provided t h a t the Church would
contribute one-third and the people of the St, George Stake two-thirds
of the building c o s t . 9

The Church made an i n i t i a l appropriation of

$20,000 In 1909, thus permitting the work to begin.
Much of the two-thirds l o c a l contributions was to be performed
I n labor, and l i t t l e cash was subscribed.

Every conference from t h i s

time forth u n t i l the building was completed contained appeals to the
members of the stake for c o n t r i b u t i o n s .

The announcement was even made

at one time t h a t "work on the building would have to cease unless donations were immediately forthcoming." 1 0

Many c i t i z e n s were very free

with t h e i r donations and time, however, and by the tenth of December,
1910, Stake President Thomas P. Cottam reported t h a t $30,782 had been
expended on the building.

Of t h i s , S t . George had paid $8,165 and the

r e s t of the stake $2,617, 1 1
President Snow, i n charge of fund-raising, said i n p a r t :
To me and on me l a r g e l y devoted the task of raising s u b s c r i p t i o n s .
Arthur F. Miles as t r e a s u r e r did most excellent work i n t h i s d i r e c t i o n .
David H. Morris . . . was an u n t i r i n g worker and s o l i c i t o r for donations and also a very successful one.
The S t . George H i s t o r i c a l Record of 1913 l i s t e d the donations
9

Ibid., p. 9
1°st, George Stake Historical Record, 0£. cit., 1910.
11
Ibid.. December 10, 1910
12
Snow, loc. cit.
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from the St, George Wards as follows:1-^
Donations for the Stake Academy—
St. George East Ward
St. George West Ward

labor
WW.
5900.

cash
1^748,
5266.

total
$12,915.
11,166.

The total cost of the building was $55,000. The St. George Stake
furnished $35,000 of this amount, and the Church $20,000.

The building.

The construction of the building began in 1909,

with Thomas P. Cottam appointed as chairman and superintendent of construction,15

It was to be built of grey sandstone with a lava rock

foundation. It had been suggested that the building be of red sandstone,
similar to the tabernacle and Wbodward buildings, but it was decided to
16
break "the monotony of the prevailing red structures in the block,",D
President Snow had obtained the services of Joseph Mbnson, who
had drawn the plans for the Wbodward School, to draw up the plans for
the academy building.
The sandstone used in the building was all hauled by donation
from Washington,

This was a slow process, using the transportation of

the day. President Snow recorded, in part:
William Baker hauled about one fifth of all the rock which went
into the building. George T. Cottam hauled most of the sand. Seth
A Pymm marked each rock, numbered it, and superintended the hoisting
of all the rock used in the building, besides making a cash donation. Everyone was enthusiastic about the building and everyone
helped.'•
The rockwork in the entrance was laid up by George Brooks.
1
1

^St. George Stake Historical Record, 0£. cit., September 25, 1913.
M/foodbury, ojo. cit.. p. 53,

15

Miller, ojo. cit., p. 39.
''"Snow, loc. cit.
17

Ibld.
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The roof was b u i l t using s t e e l beams which had to be transported
by team and wagon from Modena, the nearest r a i l r o a d s t a t i o n . Nearly one
million pounds of f r e i g h t were hauled the f i f t y miles from Modena to
S t . George by t h i s means.

I n May of 1911, President Cottam made one of

the l a s t c a l l s for "volunteers of 20 teams to haul freight from Modena
for the b u i l d i n g . " 1 8
The building was nearlng completion i n the summer of 1911, but
before i t could be used i t was necessary to equip and furnish i t .

All

of the money had been expended on the building, so c a l l s for donations
again went to the members of the s t a k e .

The following l i s t of depart-

mental donors was taken from the f i l e s of Dixie College: 1 9
Donor
James Andrus
Charles F. Foster
Bennett and Addle Bracken
Charles Seegmiller
Edward H, Snow
Christian Tschantz
F, J . Woodbury

Amount
$1250.00
800.00
300.00
150.00
350,00
500,00
300,00

Department
Woodwork
Business
Domestic Science
Agriculture
Physics
Biology
Chemistry

I n addition to the above named donors, Joseph Orton gave "$1100.
of h i s l i f e ! s savings and l a t e r made a valuable contribution to the
library."

These men f e l t t h a t the academy "was a work of love and duty
?1

and i n i t s erection there was c r e d i t enough for a l l of us."*- 1
the money they contributed represented l i f e savings.

To many,

The Dixie College

of today stands as a monument to these generous people.
18
1

S t , George Stake H i s t o r i c a l Record, 0£, c i t , . May 17, 1911 •
department Donors of the Dixie College, Dixie College P i l e s ,

St, George, Utah,
Of)

20

Snow, 0£, cit.. p. 10.
^Snow,
Ibid.

21
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Commencement of instruction. Notwithstanding the fact that the
building was still unfinished, the academy opened its doors to students
on September 25, 1911. It was rumored that Sam Brooks slept on the steps
all night in order to be the first one to register.
The academy offered three years of high school work, having added
the eleventh grade to the two years transferred from Woodward.

Even though

no fourth year high school work was offered, four of the 135 who registered
22
for the first year were fourth year students.

The fourth year of high

school was added for the second year of the academy.
The principal of the academy, Hugh M. Vfoodward, was a graduate
of Brigham Young University and had been selected by President Snow.
The other faculty members for the first year were:
Hugh M. Wbodward, Principal
Maude R. Snow
Arthur K. Hafen
W. C. Cox

MLly T. Vfoodward
Joseph McAllister
William Staheli
Lillian Higbee

Professor Wbodward had a youthful appearance, and student comments
ranged from "Hefs only a sapling," to "Why, he's only a boy;

we«U put

him out of school."2^ These students were disappointed in their "goal"
as no foolishness was tolerated by the "silent man with the drooping
oh,

shoulders and the youthful countenance."^
To manage the school, the students were encouraged by the faculty
to form a student government. The city commission form of government
was adopted, using officers from a chief commissioner to a commissioner
22
Interview with Matthew Bentley, St. George, Utah, May 18, 1961,
2

^The Dixie. Dixie Student Body Yearbook, The Arrow Press, Salt
Lake City, 1913, (Courtesy of Ann and LeRoy Hafen, Provo, Utah)
24

Ibid.
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of discipline. Court officials were also elected to include a chief
justice and prosecuting attorney.

These officers were elected in hotly-

contested elections between the "Boosters," and the "Progressives,"2->
Students made the laws and had a "police force" to enforce them.
Sometimes the judgments seemed harsh. One student commented:
• . , we organized a school government and made our code of laws,
which has been the means of saving many of the boys and girls from
a worse fate than that given by the judges in our courts. One
courtroom has been the scene of many tragedies. One sad day one of
the girls, who had been arrested for loitering and had also been
the judge1s most loved friend, declared that her love had turned to
hate; but still he judged, and still the wonder grew that after
such trials he still meted out justice at all.
Our police force were the most diligent workers in our school,
and soon convinced the students that their wings must grow; , . ,
The unfinished building was very inconvenient in which to hold
classes.

The outside was finished, but the "interior was very discour-

aging , , . nothing could be seen but carpenters and work benches. . . .
27
From the first, . . . there were hammers, paint and noise of every kind," '
For the second year, new members were added to the faculty.

They

included David Gourley, Joseph K. Nicholes, Mayme Jones, John T, Wood?8
bury, Ann Snow, and Ida Miles,
Student enrollment increased, also, until by 1914 there were
nearly three-hundred students in attendance at the academy. This was
a good increase for the three short years of existence of the academy.
The tuition for the academy was $10,00 for the full year. When
the first class graduated in 1913, a graduation fee of $1.00 and a diploma
fee of $5.00 were also charged.
25

Ibid.
27
Ibid.

26
28

Ibid,
Ibid,
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The members of the first graduating class were Henry Savage,
Effie Frei, Eldon Snow, Walter Cottam, Karl Snow, Annie Atkin, Mattle
Woodbury, LeRoy Hafen, Irvin Harmon, Gordon Riding, John T. Wbodbury,
Jr., Florence Foremaster, Persis Stratton, George Seegmiller, Dllworth
29
Snow, Maude Miles, Joy Smith, and Janet Seegmiller.
The curriculum was well-rounded, but the foremost subject was
theology which was required of every student. The following classes
were offered the first year:30
Theology, 1st, 2nd, 3rd year
English, 1st, 2nd, 3rd year
Ancient and Modem History
Algebra, 1st, 2nd, 3rd year
Geometry

Physiography
Riysics
Prepared science
Economics

Athletics was taught the first year by Principal Waodward. The
second year brought David Gourley as coach of the basketball team. The
yearbook of 1913, commenting on school athletics, had this statement:
Of course we wished to commence athletic work, and as we had no
coach, it remained for Mr. Wbodward to teach all the boys all that
the rule-books said about basket ball; but this was where we made
a mistake, for the rule-books didn't say that the other schools
should beat us eighty to fifteen.31
The first-year losing streak was not repeated the second year.
Under the efficient coaching of Mr. Gourley, the team soon began to win.
When school ended in 1914, the enrollment was 273 with the enrollment costs for the year totalling $11,503,96.^2 The students showed
pride in their school, its faculty, equipment, and the standard of
scholarship that had been maintained which made the "credits of the St.
29

Ibid.

•^Announcement B u l l e t i n , l o c . c i t .
31The Dixie, l o c . c i t .
3 2 Tenth Report, l o c . c i t .
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George Academy good in any part of the State."^ The same source listed
the purpose of the academy as
. . . a real community institution, the educator of the patrons
as well as of the students in all lines that will make for their
spiritual, industrial and social happiness and success.^
II.

EPILOGUE

Dixie Normal College. In 1916, the academy was changed to the
Dixie Normal College, adding two years of normal training to its course
of study. 35

The Wbodward was to be used as a training school, and the

course work of the college was designed to prepare pupils to become
"teachers in the schools of Utah."-'
This was a period of celebration for the citizens and students of
Dixie. Dixie Normal was the first attempt of the county to extend its
educational program beyond the high school grades. The stake record
had the following comment in this regard:
We knew it before the day arrived, for the college boys and girls
started celebrating the night before and kept it up all night. . . .
Firing of the cannon was kept up all Thursday night. The city bell
was rung from about 4:30 to 5 p. m. . . . the academy band gave
several selections. This was followed by a parade.37
Thus was b o m the Dixie Normal College. With the added college
work came expansion and new buildings. The college gymnasium was built
in 1916 under the direction of Professor David Gourley.^8
Professor Wbodward left in 1918 to attend the University of
32+
33ihe Dixie, ojo. cit., 1914.
Ibld«
35Beck, loc. cit.
36John T. Woodbury Diary, ojo. cit.. September 3, 1916.
3?St. George Stake Historical Record, ojo. cit., March 5, 1916.
38Mlller, op., cit., p. 142.
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California and was succeeded by Erastus Snow Romney as president.
Romneyfs term was cut short by his death in the Influenza epidemic of
1920.
The next president was Joseph K. Nlcholes, who "brought to the
school a fellowship and love unsurpassed by any principal or teacher. "3 9
A leave of absence was granted to President Nlcholes in 1923 with Edgar
M. Jensen being appointed to fill the position until his return, Nlcholes
returned to Dixie in 1926 and remained as president until 1932.
During his term, Dixie College became officially Dixie Junior
College.
In 1923, Dixie College was accredited by the Utah State Board of
Education, and also attained membership in the American Association of
Junior Colleges,1*0
In 1927, as part of the building program, the first story of the
Dixie Science Building was built under the direction of David 0. Woodbury, head of the department of manual arts and mechanics, "Later a
41
second story was added to this building under Mr, Wbodburyfs direction." '
When President Nlcholes left In 1932, B. Glen Smith was appointed
as Dixie College President. In 1933, the Church notified the local officials that Dixie College would be discontinued as of June 30, 1933*
This was a blow to the people of the Dixie area, causing the following
comment from Stake President William 0. Bentley:^2
39

Ibid.. p, 141.
Beck, loc. cit.

41

——

——

^'Miller, op, cit,, p. 142.
^Bentley, ojo. cit., p. 41.
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This was the saddest news that had come to St. George In a long
time. We couldn*t figure that St. George would amount to anything
if we were to lose our school. The people united in a determination
to do all In their power to save their school.
Two committees were organized, one to raise finances to keep the
college operating, and the other to journey to Salt Lake City and try
to get Dixie College taken over as a state institution.

The governor

finally signed such a bill after being assured that Dixie College would
be run for the following two years without any state funds.
The Dixie Educational Association was formed to maintain the
school for this two-year period, and "to be the administrative body
of the school and to do many other things that the school could not do
for itself," * The officers of this association consisted of W, 0.
Bentley, Matthew M, Bentley, Orval Hafen, Wllford W, McArthur, and B.
Glen Smith.
A hundred men each gave a $65.00 scholarship to help needy students to attend the college, "for without students we couldn't have a
school."^4. To help the local association, and without solicitation,
the Church contributed $7500 the first year and $8000 the second. At
the end of these two years, the college was turned over to the state.
Thus the State of Utah acquired an institution all paid for with three
comparatively new buildings, fully equipped.
From that time until the present, Dixie Junior College has grown
and developed each year, enabling many young people to obtain two years
of college work without traveling great distances from their homes.
^bid.

*%bid.
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SUMMARY

The idea for the founding of Dixie College was an extension of
that which led to the founding of the Jlrst St. George Stake Academy.
This was the desire for facilities of higher learning within the area,
avoiding the necessity of sending the young people away to attend school.
Instrumental in the founding of the college was Edward H. Snow.
Many men deserve mention, but he was the spearhead in getting the college
organized and running.
Dixie College began as the St. George Stake Academy, opening its
doors for school on September 25, 1911, The first principal was Hugh M,
Woodward, who had an efficient staff of teachers to work with him.
During the first year of operation, Dixie offered only three years
of high school instruction. This was expanded to four years by the second year. In 1916, two years of college work were added to this high
school program and the name was changed to the Dixie Normal College,
These two years of normal training qualified students for teacher's
certificates.
The Dixie College was taken over by the State of Utah in 1933,
after the Church had decided to discontinue its support to junior
colleges.

The citizens of Washington County were called upon to finance

the college for two years between Church and state support,
Dixie College has meant v e r y much to the people of the county, and
will remain to be very important in the future.

CHAPTER VIII
CONSOUDATION OF SCHOOLS
Much progress had been made in the school systems of Washington
County In the fifty years since colonization. Buildings, teachers, and
methods had all improved considerably in that time. In order to improve
further, however, the archaic and inefficient district system of administering the schools had to be changed.

The only solution to the

problem was consolidation.

I.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF CONSOLIDATION

From the time of territorial Superintendent Robert L. Campbell,
consolidation had been advocated as a means of more efficient administration of schools. The first official action towards consolidation
was in 1888, when the territorial legislature approved an act providing
that each county should constitute one school district.

In practice,

however, this action proved ineffectual in giving the county school
officers any additional authority over the district schools. The trustees enjoyed their power and were reluctant to have it taken from them.
When Utah gained statehood, educational leaders became very persistent in their fight for consolidation of all schools under county
administrative units. This fight was led by Dr. John R. Park, who in
his first report submitted a plan for such a system.

Every state report

•A, C, Matheson, "Consolidation of School Districts," Utah
Educational Review. 8:9-10 (M-June 1915), P* 8,
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from this time forth contained some reference to consolidation, The
Third Report stated, "The existing conditions in regard to trustees
prove that there is a fatal lack in our school system in making the
district instead of the county the unit."
When A. C. Nelson became state superintendent in 1900, one of his
prime goals was to carry out Dr. Park's recommendation. He said in part:
Consolidation will result in an economic administration of schools.
There will be a better grade of teachers, stricter enforcement of
the compulsory attendance law, an adequate supply of text books and
apparatus, better school buildings, improved sanitary conditions, a
fairer use of district funds . • . uniformity in the grading of
schools, a large number and better qualified supervisors, and a
uniform length of school term.3
Under pressure from school personnel, the legislature passed a
permissive act in 1905 giving the boards of county commissioners the legal
right "to consolidate the schools of their county."11' In 191 It this right
was made dependent upon a petition presented to the commissioners signed
by a majority of the registered voters of the county. Under the terns
of these laws, eight counties consolidated their schools: Salt Lake,
Weber, Box Elder, Cache, Morgan, Davis, Sevier, and Uintah,5
In November of 1914, the Utah Education Association adopted a
resolution favoring consolidation throughout the state, Committees were
appointed to act with the legislature to approve such a measure. In 1915?
the objective was accomplished in that the legislature passed legislation consolidating "all schools of all counties which had not already
2

Third Report, g£. cit.. p. 19.
^Matheson, pjo. cit,, p. 8-9.
**Ibid.. p. 7 .

Slbid.. p* 8.
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consolidated under the terms of the old law."

On the eleventh of

June, 1915, the county officially became the administrative unit of
schools for all counties except Salt Lake, Utah, Sanpete, Juab, and
Summit. These counties were divided into two or more units,'
Under the terms of this law, each county was divided into five
precincts, each precinct to be represented by one member on the county
board of education.^ This board was given the power to:
. • . purchase and sell school house sites and Improvements thereon; to construct and erect school buildings and to furnish the same;
to establish, locate, and maintain kindergarten schools, common
schools, consisting of primary and grammar grades, high schools , . •
to do all things needful for the maintenance, prosperity, and success of the schools, and the promotion of education,"

II.

CONSOLIDATION OF WASHINGTON COUNTY SCHOOLS

Prior to consolidation In June, 1915, there were eighteen districts
within Washington County, each with three trustees in charge of administering the schools. Consolidation reduced the number of trustees from
fifty-four to five. The trustees elected in the five precincts were:
David Hirschi, Charles B. Petty, Edward H. Snow, John T. Woodbury, and
B. C. Farnsworth.10
This new board met on July 1, 1915, and elected their officers.
Edward H. Snow was selected as president with John T. Waodbury as vice.
Meeting with the board were Arthur K. Hafen, superintendent of county
schools, and W. 0, Bentley, selected by the board as clerk and supervisor.1
6

7
Ibid.
Ibld.
8
E. G. Gowans, "The Old and the New Law," Utah Educational Review.
8:9-10 (May-June 1915) P . 1^.
10
^ ^ • » P. 16
Bentley, 0£. c i t . p . 39.
11
Mlnutes»of Washington County School Board, 1915-1916.
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Superintendent Hafen desired to resign In order to do a better
job of teaching at Dixie College. However, he consented to act as
superintendent until his term expired in 1916, on the condition that he
be relieved of all supervision. This met with the approval of the board
who had hired W. 0. Bentley as full-time clerk and supervisor. Up to
this time, Bentley had been principal of the WDodward School with a
salary of $800 per year. The board set his supervisory salary at $100
per month for a nine-month period, plus paying his expenses to any and
all summer schools that he cared to attend while so employed. Supervisor Bentley had the distinction of being the first full-time employee
of the Washington County Schools,12
In commenting on this, Bentley reminisced:
I would be a full time employee, if summer school was to be considered. The appointment was acceptable to me, and immediately I
took over.
, , , As supervisor I hired all teachers, purchased all books,
supplies, and equipment, I worked out the salary schedule, placed
the teachers in the schools and in the grades and supervised their
work, I arranged to have the buildings cleaned and made ready for
the opening of school and hired the janitors. I purchased the fuel,
. . . I had to make out the pay roll and see that money was on
deposit to pay the check when . . . presented. With these and other
added duties it was impossible for me to continue my teaching; which
I didnft like to do, as I liked teaching better than I liked
supervision,
I had planned to visit all the teachers in all the schools at
least twice each year. There were no improved roads anywhere in the
county. They were still dirt wagon roads and were not graded nor
gravelled. . . . My visiting the first
irst year
yei was; all done either on
horseback or in a one seated buggy. . .13
12

Bentley. loc. cit.
Ibid,
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Bentley further commented:
, . . *&th a l l the inconvenience of t r a v e l i n g and being away from
home, much s a t i s f a c t i o n was had i n seeing b e t t e r than two thousand
pupils comfortably seated and supplied with books and materials and
to work with approximately seventy teachers who knew t h a t they were
going to receive t h e i r check a t the end of each month of the term. ™
Beginning from nothing, the Washington County Board of Education
had many problems to solve.

During the f i r s t year, claims were presented

to the board for $2105.09 i n unpaid t e a c h e r ' s s a l a r i e s for the previous
year.

To pay t h e s e , the board borrowed $2300.

All property belonging

to the d i s t r i c t s was then turned over to the board, with proper deeds. 15
During t h i s f i r s t year under consolidation, there were f o r t y - e i g h t
teachers i n the county.
certification.

Of t h i s number, two were teaching without proper

The board, under the d i r e c t i o n of Bentley, drew up a

salary schedule ,

The minimum p r i n c i p a l ' s salary was s e t a t $60, with

a maximum i n a one-teacher school of $75. Each additional teacher I n the
school warranted an additional $2.50 per month for the p r i n c i p a l . The
16
minimum s a l a r y for grade teachers with f u l l c e r t i f i c a t i o n was $75.
Following i s the report of schools, enrollment, teachers, and
17
s a l a r y for the school year, 1915-1916.
School
Springdale
Rockville
Grafton
Virgin
Toquerville
Hurricane

Term Teachers
6 months 2
7
2
5
1
7
1
7
2
7
4

Enrollment

60

75

18
49
104
246

Salary
$65.00
75*00
50.00
75.00
85,00
80.00
50.00

$45.00
45.00

55.00
70.00
50.00

%bid.
'^Minutes of Washington County School Board, loc. cit.
Ibid.
ITlbld. '

l6
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Report continued:
School

Term Teachers Enrol Tment Salary

Leeds
6
3
58
$55.00 $60.00 $45.00
Washington 7
3
148
80.00 65.00 55.00
Bloomington 5
1
20
50.00
Santa Clara 7
2
97
70.00 50.00
Gunlock
7
1
53
75.00
Central
7
1
39
70.00
Harmony
7
1
39
65.00
Pine Valley 7
1
33
65,00
Enterprise 7
^
157
75.00 60.00 55.00 $55.00
Pinto [Added l a t e r i n year with five month term. No other informationO
St, George 8
14
570
70,00 70.00 70.00 67.50
60.00 60.00 55.00 55.00
55.00 52.50 45,00 45,00
42.50 & supervisor . , 100,00
The average salary in the county i n 1915 was $63,55, l i t t l e bett e r than before consolidation.

Time was needed, and by 1916, consider-

able improvement had been made.
The 1915-1916 school budget was set and approved at $30,000, Of
t h i s , $12,280,28 was provided by state funds.

A four miH tax levy

provided $4,694,90 from the county, leaving a deficit of $13,024,82 to
be raised by other means, 18
The board felt i t necessary to bond the county during the second
year under consolidation. Money was needed to finish paying for the
Santa Clara School, the Washington School, and other indebtedness r e maining from several of the former trustees.

In addition to these

commitments, the board desired to build new buildings in Enterprise
and Hurricane,19
%bid,

19naid.
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This i s s u e was presented to the v o t e r s , to include question one:
$13,000 a t 5 p e r cent I n t e r e s t for twenty y e a r s ;

and question two:

$30,000 a t 5 per cent I n t e r e s t for twenty y e a r s .

The vote showed 375

for and f o r t y - s i x against the f i r s t question, and 368 for and f o r t y seven against the second question,
the board bonded the $13,000,

\&th the permission to bond granted,

20

With t h i s money, the board authorized a school to be b u i l t a t
Hurricane costing $14,000,

The town agreed to pay $7,000 of t h i s amount.

A building was also authorized at Enterprise to cost $9,000, with the
town paying $5,000 of t h i s amount.

Other improvements made from t h i s

bond i s s u e were a building at Central costing $1,200, and improvements
on the Washington School amounting to $1,500.
21
This brought the total indebtedness of the county to $47,000.
In May of 1916, the board issued $17,000 in additional bonds for
use in making other improvements throughout the county. On September 6,
1916, Superintendent Hafen resigned, to become effective on October 1,
and W, 0, Bentley was appointed as superintendent of schools, supervisor,
22
and clerk of the board, with an annual salary of $1,100,
Modern buildings were now in use or being built in St, George,
Washington, Santa Clara, Central, Enterprise, Hurricane, Leeds, and
Bloomington, Within a few years, other buildings would be built in
Veyo, New Harmony, Rockville, Springdale, Toquerville, and Gunlock, The
only towns that never did get new buildings were Ivins and LaVerkin, due
20
22

Ibld,

Ibld.. September 6, 1916,

21

Ibld.
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to their proximity to other towns, T&th increased centralization through
the years, schools were closed at Central, Veyo, Gunlock, Virgin, Toquerville, Rockville, Leeds, Bloomington, and New Harmony,

The students

from these schools were transported to other schools within the county.2-^
Superintendent Bentley resigned his position in 1929, and was
succeeded by Milton E, Moody. Death ended Superintendent Moody's term
of office in 1958, and the position was filled by T. LaVoy Esplin who
is serving at the present time.
One superintendent summed up some of the benefits of consolidation
in these words:
The superintendent of the county was able to devote full time
to the administration of schools where before he had devoted very
little time. In addition it centralized the schools, doing away
with the trustees. And again it would standardize. I'm sure that
sometimes the trustees appointed people who were available who
weren't fully certificated. It raised the standards for teachers,
and did a lot for improvement of school buildings.2^

H I . IMPLICATIONS
Famsworth2^
Schools.

listed twelve benefits of consolidation of Utah

These benefits held true in Washington County,

He stated

that Consolidation:
1. Was a means of eliminating one and two-room schools,
2. Increased the length of school terms.
3. Improved school attendance.
4. Decreased the number of "over-age" pupils in school.
2

3Bentley, loc, cit,

interview with Arthur K. Hafen, loc. cit.
2
^Philo Famsworth, "Educational Consolidation in Utah," Utah
Educational Review, 33:4 (February 1940) pp.168-169.
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5. Meant a more uniform and better graded system,
6. Enriched the offerings of the educational program.
7. Made an improvement in type and construction of buildings.
8. Economized the purchase of supplies and equipment.
9. Meant employment of better teachers.
10, Meant better supervision of schools with full-time employees,
11, Meant more equalization of state and county school support,
12,

Gave more equalized educational opportunities throughout the state,
IV. SUMMART
By 1900, consolidation was advocated by educational leaders as

one means of solving the educational problems of the day. Permissive
bills were passed by the Utah legislature in 1905 and 1911 enabling
those counties to consolidate who had a majority of the citizens
petitioning for such action. Eight counties took advantage of these
laws and consolidated prior to 1915.
A resolution favoring mandatory consolidation on a state-wide
basis was adopted by the Utah Education Association in 1914, followed
the following year by legislative action providing such a measure.
This law provided for the dividing of each county into five precincts,
with a county board member from each,
Washington County Schools consolidated with the rest of the state
in June, 1915. The trustees elected to the county board were David
Hirschi, Charles B. Petty, Edward H. Snow, John T, Wbodbury,

and B. C.
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Famsworth, Superintendent A, K, Hafen was asked to continue in his
position, but W. 0. Bentley, as supervisor of schools, actually became
superintendent of schools.
Little Improvement was noted in teacher salaries during the
first year under consolidation, but a big change took place in building
construction and maintenance.

Two bond issues were voted and three

new buildings were erected in addition to improvements made on several
older ones.
Consolidation brought many changes to the county schools, Foremo st among the advantages could be listed the creation of the position
of a full-time administrative officer to supervise the schools of the
county.
Consolidation was a big step forward in advancing the educational
system of Washington County, Additional benefits would have to wait
until the State of Utah would adopt a system of equalization which
would prove more equitable in distributing the wealth of the state. This
would fulfill the words of Edward H, Snow, "To educate the child is the
responsibility of the State,"

CHAPTER IX
SUMMARY, FENDINGS, AND CONCLUSIONS
I. SUMMARY
Introduction;

The study.

The purpose of this study was to trace

the evolution of education in Washington County, Utah, from a smalldistrict system, sponsored and controlled by the "Mormon" Church, to
that of a free public school system with a county administrative unit.
The historical method of research was employed to obtain this objective.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day-Saints, from its Inception, was Interested in the education of its members. The first organized school in the Church was the School of the Prophets, founded in
1830, Branches of this school were organized in each of the communities
founded Toy the Church in its exodus to the West,
Schools were held wherever possible, in tents, wagon boxes, and
under the open sky. When the first settlers arrived in St, George, the
schools were built before houses. The Church philosophy was to gain all
knowledge possible. This seeking for knowledge led eventually to the
Washington County school system of today.
The Southern Utah Mission: Pioneer period. The first settlers
•

^

•

•

•

•

•

•

—

arrived in Washington County in the early 1850's, having been called
as missionaries to the Indians, The school at Harmony, founded by John
D, Lee, was the first in the county, followed soon by schools at Santa
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Clara and Toquerville,
The main settlement of Washington County, St, George, was established in 1861 Isy Brigham Young as the Southern Utah Mission, Educatlonal facilities were immediately organized by President Erastus Snow,
The first organized school in the valley was held in Asa Calkin's big
tent with Jabez Wbodward as the first teacher. Buildings were commenced
soon thereafter, until by 1867, the community had four school houses plus
a social hall and plans for a tabernacle and court house.
Private schools continued to be held, organized by teachers or
small groups of students who desired to study a particular subject.
These schools, as well as the ward schools, were supported almost wholly
by tuition. This was to be the main support of teachers for many years.
The county organization of schools came into being in 1864, with
the election of George A. Burgon as county superintendent of schools.
His salary was $15.00 per month during the months in which school was
held.

The primary duties of his office were visiting the schools twice

yearly and submitting the annual report to the territorial superintendent.
The year 1872 saw the first secondary school organized in the
county, the St. George Academy,

Richard Home was the principal person

connected with this school during Its short existence. The academy was
followed In 1874 by the St. George Normal School under the principalship
of Henry Shultz, The life of this school was also short and filled with
problems. The objective of this school, training county teachers, was
never fully realized.

" -N
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The period of transition, A new period In the financing and administration of schools began in 1874. Money was appropriated to train
teachers as well as to pay them. For the most part, teachers and teaching
methods depended largely upon rote and memorization. The opportunity of
attending the normal school at the University of Deseret was welcomed
by educators as a means of improving teaching techniques.
The four districts of St. George consolidated into one in I878
under the permissive action of the legislature. The schools were still
supported mainly by tuition and donation, although a three mill territorial tax Increased the salaries of the teachers.
Each district had a building in which to hold school, but often
this building was used conjointly with the Church. The school buildings
of St, George became overcrowded, forcing the use of every building that
could be converted to school use.
As before, the major problem facing the trustees and people of
Washington County dealt with the proper financing of the schools. Cash
was scarce, and corporate property was even scarcer, Finance would
remain a problem well into the Twentieth Century.
The movement for free public schools gained impetus throughout
the county, beginning about I876. The movement grew until the territory
declared in 1890 that each district had to provide free public education
for every person in that district between six and eighteen years of age.

The St, George Stake Academy.

The St, George Stake Academy was
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organized in 1888 under the principalship of Nephi M, Savage, The
academy was sponsored by the LDS Church, being supported by Church-wide
and local funds. The financing of the school and the building of an
academy building were the chief worries of its founders.
The school lasted four years, being held in the basement of the
LDS Tabernacle all of this time. Building funds and labor had been solicited for the construction of a building, but a partial quarrying of
the rock was the extent of construction.
The enrollment decreased sharply in 1890 because of the coming of
free schools to the county. Another factor involved in this low enrollment was the demand for labor on the farms and the canals. Coupled
with this low enrollment, the unstable financial condition of the Church
forced the school to close in 1893,
The St, George Stake Academy represented a major effort of
the people of Washington County towards the establishment of secondary
schools. The groundwork had now been laid for future secondary schools.
The modem period. Statehood marked a period of advancement
in the betterment of schools. The schools of St. George were severely
overcrowded, necessitating the building of a new school. The Woodward
School was built as a central school for the entire city of St. George,
During its early years, the first two years of high school were added,
remaining a part of the program until the building of Dixie College In
1911. The Woodward School employed the only non-teaching principal In
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the county. The trustees were still in direct charge of the schools,
with the county superintendent employed to check their accounts and
teaching conditions. The superintendent's job was seldom completely
done because the superintendent had to maintain a full-time job.
As teachers' salaries improved through the years, an improvement
in methods of Instruction was also noted. With professionalism came
competence and a higher percentage of teachers remaining in the field
for a longer period of time.
New buildings were built in some of the outlying communities,
adding their facilities to those of the Wbodward School. These improved
facilities required additional financing, which was accomplished by
bonding. Grounds were usually small and inadequate, but trustees were
beginning to feel the need of providing adequate grounds with their schools,
An interest in libraries was shown during this period, culminating
in territorial and county financial aid in buying books and equipment.
The general trend was towards better methods of instruction, better apparatus and equipment, better buildings, better-qualified teachers,
and more centralization of control. The concept of consolidation had
been continually advocated by each of the superintendents of this period.

Dixie College.

The St, George Stake Academy of 1888 had failed

because of inadequate financing and poor enrollment. In 1908, it was
noted by Church and civic authorities that many of the youth of the area
were leaving to attend school in other parts. This again emphasized the

need for institutions of higher learning within the county.

Plans were

presented to the Church Presidency in Salt Lake City and were readily
accepted.

The Church donated $20,000 towards the building, with the

remainder of the finances to be raised locally.
Instrumental in the founding of Dixie College was Edward H. Snow.
He was president of the St. George LDS Stake at the time, and lent his
full support and influence to the establishment of this institution.
Dixie offered three years of high school instruction the first
year, extending this to four for the second, A college program was
offered for the first time in 1916, from which the present junior college
has evolved.
In 1933, the Church turned Dixie College over to the State of Utah,
In order to persuade the state to take over the financing of the school,
the local citizens were called upon to finance the school for its first
two years of operation, Dixie College has become a community college
through the support and contributions of the local citizens.
County consolidation of schools. Consolidation had long been advocated by the educational leaders of Washington County and of Utah,
Permissive legislation was passed in 1905 and 1911 allowing counties
to consolidate with the peoples' support. Eight Utah counties took advantage of this action and consolidated their schools.
In 1914, the Utah Education Association adopted a resolution
favoring state-wide consolidation of schools, ^.thin a year the state
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l e g i s l a t u r e adopted t h i s resolution and passed a consolidation law.
This action i n 1915 provided t h a t each county would be divided i n t o five
p r e c i n c t s , with a county board member elected from each.

The board

members elected i n Washington County were David Hirschi, Charles B,
P e t t y , Edward H, Snow, John T, Wbodbury, and B, C, Famsworth, Superintendent Arthur K, Hafen was * asked to remain i n office u n t i l the next
f a l l , but W, 0. Bentley was appointed by the board to carry out the
official duties.

Whereas, before t h i s time the superintendent had been

elected by the people, regardless of q u a l i f i c a t i o n s , the p o s i t i o n now
became appointive, dependent upon proper educational q u a l i f i c a t i o n s .
Consolidation brought many advantages to the schools of Washington
County,

Among these could be l i s t e d : employment of b e t t e r - q u a l i f i e d

teachers and administrators; increased length of school terms; improved
school attendance; centralized financial accounting; Improved buildings
and more of them; more equalization of s t a t e and county finances; and
probably most important of a l l , the appointment of a f u l l y - q u a l i f i e d
f u l l - t i m e administrative o f f i c e r to administer and supervise the schools
of Washington County,
H,

FINDINGS

The findings from this study were as follows:
1. From the beginning, the major force present in the establishment and support of the schools in Washington County was the LDS Church.
Local Church leaders were very often the educational leaders, and their

Influence continually worked for the establishment of better and more
efficient schools. This was especially true in Washington County where
the population was nearly 100 per cent members of the Church.

This in-

fluence extended beyond the mere establishment of common schools to
include the establishment of branches of higher education, viz., the
St. George Stake Academies, the St. George Normal School, and Dixie College.
2.

The power of administering the schools rested largely upon

lay personnel from each community elected as district trustees. These
trustees did their best, but very often inefficiency and waste characterized the district system.

This was improved in 1864 when a county super-

intendent was elected to oversee the county schools. However, the trustees still held the power. Efficient administration did not come until
the consolidation of schools in 1915, providing for a full-time employee
to be in direct administrative control over all of the county schools.
3.

Financing of the schools was largely a local affair during

the first fifty years after settlement.

Tuition was the main source of

finance, supplemented by appropriation in 1874, a territorial tax in
1878, and a system of state, county, and district tax in I896, Even with
uniform state taxes, and provision for county and local levies, the schools
in the poorer districts such as Washington County were inadequately
financed.

This caused Inequality of educational opportunities, and en-

couraged the hiring of poorly-qualified teachers,
4. Many difficulties were encountered in establishing secondary
schools in Washington County, Paramount among these was finance. To
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fill the void, private schools were organized in homes. The St. George
Normal School was established In 1874 as a teacher training Institution
but was terminated before It accomplished the purpose of training new
teachers. In 1888, the Church established the St. George Stake Academy,
designed to extend the common school system of the area. In 1901, the
Woodward School came into being offering the ninth grade the first year,
adding the tenth grade In 1902. The St. George Stake Academy, organized
by the Church, took over these two grades in 1911, in addition to adding
the eleventh grade. In 1912, the twelth grade was added to the curriculum
marking the first time that a four year secondary program of instruction
had been offered in Washington County,
5. The greatest achievement made during these seventy-five years
was the consolidation of Washington County Schools, Efficient, wellorganized, well-managed schools were the results

Ill,

of this action.

CONCLUSIONS

Three major conclusions have been drawn from this study:
1. The increase in salary and income of teacher personnel in
Washington County from 1852 to 1915 showed a direct relationship with
the institution

of more stringent certification requirements and increased

standards of professionalism within the county. When teachers had to
collect their own salary as tuition from students, little preparation
or study was requisite for teaching in Washington County. As income
increased through taxes and state appropriations, requirements for
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teachers became stricter, with increased interest in further education
and professional organizations,
2.

Washington County as an independent taxing unit has never been

financially able to support an adequate school system.

To supply the

need, state funds were appropriated and equalized to the county. The
Improved conditions noted In Washington County Schools today are the
results of this state aid,
3. The consolidation of Washington County Schools In 1915 was the
greatest single educational advancement within the county since settlement in 1852, Consolidation reduced the number of Washington County
trustees from fifty-four to five, at the same time making the position
of county superintendent that of a full-time administrator. This larger
administrative unit has streamlined policy and has resulted in more
economical administration of the county schools. Consolidation of
Washington County Schools has proven to be educationally, economically,
and administratively sound.
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Typewritten Copy Utah S t a t e

Woodbury, Grace Atkin and Angus Munn Wbodbury, "The Story of A t k i n v i l l e , "
Mimeographed a t University of Utah, S a l t Lake City, 1957.
lafoodbury, John T,

"Diary,"

Mattie Reusch, S t . George, Utah,

WDodbury, John T, "Report i n Relation to t h e School Property of
Washington County, October 1, 1887," Courtesy of Juanita Brooks,
S t . George, Utah.
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PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

Bentley, Matthew. Student a t S t . George Stake Academy, 1911-1914,
S t . George, Utah.
Bentley, William 0 . F i r s t Superintendent of Washington County Schools,
a f t e r Consolidation, 1915-1929, S t . George, Utah.
Graff, Henry. Early Teacher i n Washington County Schools, 1908-1916,
S t . George, Utah.
Hafen, Arthur K. Washington County Superintendent, 1914-1916, Teacher
At Dixie College, 1912-1953, S t . George, Utah.
Miller, Albert E, Student i n early Washington County Schools, Historian,
Mayor, S t a t e Legislator, and Early Builder, S t , George, Utah.
Nisson, Willard 0, Washington County Superintendent, 1908-1910,
Washington, Utah,
P e t t y , Charles B. Washington County Superintendent, 1912-1914, S a l t
Lake City, Utah,
S t a h e l i , William C, Teacher, Dixie College, 1911-1913, P r i n c i p a l of
Enterprise School, 1915, Provo, Utah,
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ASSESSED VALUATION OF WASHINGTON COUNT!, 1860-1960
I860. . . . . • . . . $

60,108.00

1870

427,170.00

1880

759,142.00

1890

800,335.00

1900. . . . . . . . . .

793.378.00

1910.

942,584.00

1915. . . . . . . . .
1920

.1,211,344.00
3,238,209.00

1930. . . . . . . . .

.3.577,699.00

1940. . . . . . . . .

. 3 , 7 5 M 17.00

1950. . • .

6,825.793.00

I960

9,306,868.00
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INSTITUTES

Page 1

Washington County Teacher1 s Institute
to be held in Pine Valley, Utah, on Tuesday, July 22, 1890
Officers
Levi N, Harmon, President
Josephine Jarvis, Secy,

John T. Wjodbury, Vice President
Zaidee Walker, Corr, Secy.
Notices

A H school teachers in the county are earnestly requested to
attend the institute, not only to comply with the law requiring it,
but for mutual instruction in the cause of education.

Programme Committee

Levi N. Harmon
James G, Duffln
Edward H, Snow
Page *
Programme

Tuesday, July 22

10 A,M.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Invocation
Lecture, "Qualifications of a Teacher," Levi N, Harmon
Duet
Paper, "School Government,"
Josephine Jarvis
Organ Solo
Lecture, "How to Teach Arithmetic i n the Primary Schools,"
William A, Brlhghurst
7. Recitation
John T. Vfoodbury
8. Singing
9. Benediction
2 P.M.
1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7,
8,
9,

Invocation
Lecture, "Plans and Programme," , , • Nephi
Song
Essay, "Relationship of Teacher and Pupil,"
Instrumental Music
Lecture, "History and Geography," , , E, H,
Select Reading • , , , , « • » • • *
James
Singing
Benediction

M. Savage
Roseina Jarvis
Snow
G. Duffin

STATISTICAL REPORT OF THE ST, GEORGE STAKE ACADEMT, FOR THE FIRST ACADEMIC YEAR,
Attendance
term male female preparatory intermediate
I
40
49
38
51
64
60
67
I I 71
23
33
33
III
23
term
I
II
III

Domestic
a t home Utah 00*3,
12
75
111
16
48
5

1888-1889,

Church Membership
Elders P r i e s t s Teachers Deacons Lay-^Mem,
7
20
58
11
36
74
3
77
42

outside Utah

Boarding
10
14
7

Faculty
Principal

Non-Mem.
3
4
0

Total

teachers

Enrollment
147

BRANCHES TAUGHT
Term Theology Grammar Elocution Reading Orthography Arithmetic Algebra Bookkeeping Phys a Geog;,
I
2* 89** 2-89
1-15
1-72
2-85
3-89
1-4
1-9
1-8
II
2-131.:
1-126
1-28
3-100
2-100
3-131
1-6
2-36
1-11
Ill
2-56
2-54
1-17
2-39
2-46
3-56
1-3
1-12
1-7
Term Geography Physiology Eygiene Civil Gov't,
I
2-73
1-21
1-25
1-8
II
2-96
1-28
1-29
1-10
IH
2-38
1-12
1-6
1-2
*Number of classes held,
**Enrollment of students per class.

U,S» History Drawing Penmanship Examination
2-30
1-10
2-84
1
2-31
1-20
2-125
1
1-15
1-7
2-49

(s3 James G, Bleak, President of Stake Board
. . Thomas Judd, Secretary
Nephi M, Savage, Principal of Academy

o

STATISTICAL REPORT OF THE ST. GEORGE STAKE ACADEMY, FOR THE SECOND ACADEMIC YEAR 1889-1890
Attendance
Term Male Female Preparatory Intermediate
118
I.
84 97
63
118
II.
91
97
70
Domestic
Term At-home Utah Co f s,
I
139
35
II
137
44
Remarksi

Church Membership
Elder P r i e s t Teacher Deacon Lay-Member Non-Member
4
129
4
1
8
35
145
5
5
2
8
38

Outside Utah Boarding
6
23
27
7

Faculty
Principal Teachers
1
3
1
3

Other I n s t r u c t o r s
1

I Term began Sept 16 ended Dec 20, 1889, I I Term began Jan.6, 1890 and Closed April 25.
I Term reported March 1 s t , 1890. I I Term Reported July 26, 1890.
BRANCHES TAUGHT

Phy,
Term Theology Rhetoric Grammar Elocution Reading Orthography Arithmetic Algebra Bookkeeping Geo,
I
3-181
PJ
3IT6T
2-60
2-105
2-159
4-181
1-2
2-48
1-18
II
3-188
1-4
2-165
2-70
2-113
1-141
4-185
1-8
2-46
1-18
Civil General U.S,
Theory of
Term Geography Physiology
Hygiene
GovH.
History
History
Vocal
Teaching Penmanship
Exam,
M v
ti

"1

zl\z7

II

2-125

Vji

1-33

! - j 2 1-1o — 1 - 4
1-46

1-12

1-4
(sj

2-6f
2-68

2-^0

1-20 —3TTB5—

1

1-19

1

3-183

Nephi M, Savage, Principal

to

AN HISTORICAL STUDY OF THE FACTORS INFLUENCING
THE ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATION IN
WASHINGTON COUNTY, 1.852-1915

An Abstract of the Thesis of
Robert Hafen Moss
In Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements
For the Degree of
Master of Science
in
Educational Administration

Percy E. Burrup
Lester N, Doxaning

Chairman, Advisory Committee
Member, Advisory Committee

Brigham Young University
September 20, 1961

ABSTRACT
The study. The purpose of this study was to trace the development of education in Washington County from its beginnings as a small
district system to its present status as a free public school system
within a county administrative unit.
The method.

To obtain this objective, the historical method

of research consisting of finding, verifying, and writing the facts
was used. Primary materials were chiefly used in this study.
The findings.

The Southern Utah Mission, arriving In Washington

County in 1861, was the chief instrument of settlement, bolstering
the population and economy of the region. St. George was settled as
the principal community, and soon became the center of county education.
The major force present in the establishment and support of education
was the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter~Day-Saints, Educationally,
the functions of Church and State overlapped greatly.
The first county school organization was accomplished in 1864
with the election of the first county superintendent. The duties of
this office consisted of administering teacher examinations, checking
on trustees, and submitting the annual report to the territorial school
office.

The county superintendency did not evolve until the schools

were consolidated in 1915* Administration of schools was accomplished
through the three elected trustees in each district within the county.
Secondary schools for the training of teachers were organized
at various times throughout the period covered by this study, but were
usually of short duration due to problems of staffing and finance.

3
A movement for free public schools began in I876 and was
culminated in 1890 with the establishment of free schools within the
county.

Prior to this time, all schools were supported through

tuition or donation.
Statehood In I896 brought Increased finances to the local
schools, resulting in better buildings, better qualified teachers,
and a few more responsibilities for the county superintendent.
Consolidation in 1915 marked the beginning of a new era, A
county school board, consisting of five members elected from the
five precincts of the county, appointed the first full-time superintendent of schools. In addition to the benefits Incurred by having
a full-time administrative officer In the county, consolidation also
increased the length of the school term, encouraged the hiring of
better-qualified teachers, improved school attendance, centralized
financial accounting, streamlined the handling of supplies and equipment, improved the construction of buildings, and provided more
equalization of state and county finances.
The conclusions. Three major conclusions were drawn from this
study s (1) A direct relationship between teacher income and professional preparation was demonstrated, (2) Washington County as an
Independent taxing unit was never able to adequately support its
school system.

(3) Consolidation of schools in 1915 was the greatest

single advancement made during the period covered by this study.
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